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Dorrick and TongSu
This episode happens in the second and third weeks of
March, 3823 by Earth's calendar. It does not happen on Earth
but in the Bordzvek basin of the planet Kassidor.
Dorrick is from Centorin, heir to Greece, Rome, America and
the Angels. They are a major industrial power at the time. Just
five years ago Dorrick passed thru the then-new stargate and
found the five world hegemony of Centorin was only a day or
two wide, while the far parts of Kassidor was a journey of
years.
TongSu is a floaterrier of the city formally known as Kassidor
Yakhan, a name that may be translated to All-of-Land MainHub, Universe Nucleus, Downtown Everythingland, or as it is
known by the people who reach it thru a stargate, Kassidor
City, or to most of its hundred million residents as simply Ya,
the Hub. She was born while Columbus was alive, but is as
strong as she is beautiful.

1. High Expectations
The view from Dalico's wookroom was magnificent. To
the west she could see for miles up the crystal canyons of the
city all the way to the wild forests on the peaks of the parkmonts. To the north the green-draped towers of the river front
marched around the knife-edged ridges of North Farms and
into the hazy distance along the great canal. To the east the
great towers of the canal front were close by and she could
see the plazas and patios teeming with people enjoying the
evening after Noonmeal. The canal wall looked like an
intricate sculpture of smoked glass and fine ceramic,
intricately detailed, splashed with vibrant colors and sparkling
in the soft and sultry equatorial sunlight.
She was fifty two stories above the lowest basement here,
four below the floater park on the roof above her. She was up
among those jewels of the air, hurrying busy executives on
their way to make the important deals that kept the world's
fifth greatest city humming. Even from here a few glimpses
of the great canal were visible and the thousands of ships
laden with the cornucopia of goods traded in the world's
second largest urban economy.
Her own quarters were an example of what that economy
provided. She had four large rooms plus a guest suite and
servant's cubby. There were fourteen plumbed lanterns in her
home, each with brightness petcock and igniter button. There
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was a vid screen and audio system in the entertainment room,
a fully plumbed kitchen, three toilets, a shower and a love tub
big enough for four, all with heated water. Only her
entertainment room, kitchen and servant's cubby were without
windows, but the entertainment room was open to the dining
room. There was a six by twelve foot balcony that opened to
her bedroom, the dining room and the guest suite. This could
be called an upper middle class residence here, but not the
home of someone well within the top one percent like this
home would be in Trenst or Yondure.
But all this daydreaming wasn't helping her earn this
comfortable lifestyle. She'd had to skip noonmeal and cancel
a social call for Noonsleep and still the commodity reports lay
unintelligible on the table in front of her while her eyes kept
reflecting off their dull pages and to the glittering society she
could never quite join, out there on the towers in front of her.
Here she sat, among them, but apart; doing her duty to keep
these wheels turning, while the beautiful people enjoyed the
bounty of this crystal wonderland.
Why couldn't she make her mind penetrate this today?
Ships and tons, days per voyage, lading charges and the
bridge at Hoadenten's Lock. Then there were the floater
surveys to go over, the hours of peering at over-enhanced
photos of croplands taken from floaters by photographers
who were as likely to use the filters the co-op's slipped them
as not. All to make the purchasing strategy for the urban
produce market she worked for.
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Dyiondeen murmured "Holima is here," at the workroom
door. Dyiondeen occupies the servant quarters and had
actually first moved in with her as a servant. Diondeen came
in from the far countryside as a nearly-grown girl ages ago.
She had never bought share in the apartment, but was not
really a servant any more, though she could still fake some of
the demeanor.
"Uh," she sighed. He was owner of the market. She got to
her feet.
"He's in the dining room."
The work room is off her bedroom in a rib of the great
tower where she resides. The bedroom door is at the end of
the entertainment room on the side with the tub room and
next to the dining hall. Holima was sitting at the table with
his back to the balcony like he was at his work-table in his
office. He was still wearing the shamir circling his face like
he had just come from an official function at the office.
Because this was her home, not her office, she remained only
in her sheers and sat on the end next to this door, in her usual
chair, the one that swiveled with the tall back. She was
wearing only two layers plus her hair, too risque for a
business meeting, but polite enough for someone in her own
home. "Yes?" she asked.
"I know it's into Noonsleep already and you were
probably in bed..."
"I wasn't, I was staring blankly at the reports if you must
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know."
"I'm sorry, but the guys from the floor are on my legs like
badly-trained mindunes."
"I know," she said, "and I really want to help, there's just
so little edge in anything this year. The good news is, buy
anything and you won't go badly wrong."
"No I won't, but you know your contract is so heavily
performance driven now."
She thought, she wasn't in debt, but she wanted fuel for
hot water and light. Nightdays were so gloomy if she only lit
the room she was in. Living thru a Nightday with a single
candle like the very poor or people from distant basins did,
she couldn't imagine that. "Perhaps it is that stress that freezes
me."
"Perhaps we should find you a less stressful position."
"I need five coppers," she blurted. She really wanted more
than that. She'd made seven last year and called it tight. She
wouldn't be able to pay her elevator bill on five would she?
She would have very strong legs by the end of that year.
"Are you sure?" he asked, "I could give you a spot as a
tally supervisor..."
That would never be five coppers, he would be gifting
her. She couldn't accept that, but couldn't discuss it. "But who
will do your forecasting?" she asked.
"Karolihyn keeps asking me..."
She was his woman of the hour, a friend of Talsto, who
had been after her position off and on for most of the last few
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decades, and with a vengeance since Telodil's death. "You
know he goes by hunch."
"He reads all the data," Holima said.
"He doesn't do any numbers."
"And it's the numbers that stress you out," Holima said.
"Maybe they aren't worth it if they paralyze you like this.
Before you took all those courses, you might have been
wrong, but you had your reports in on time so we could use
them."
"I'm sorry," she said, "I was wrong so often because of all
the analysis I glossed over before." She needed to believe in
the mechanical inevitability of the numbers, since Telodil's
death she couldn't get the self confidence any other way.
He didn't continue that thought, she might have been
vulnerable to his argument to set herself free of the vast
matrixes and go by feel again. He didn't seem to have time for
philosophical discussions with her any more, but got back to
his immediate problem. "Nightday is the latest I can put it off.
We need to plan the floor for the new season. Culberi will be
especially annoyed at meeting on a Nightday."
"He can miss a floor show once a year," she said. They
were called fashion shows, but they were mainly seduction
wear and he was most interested in the training on how the
articles were removed.
"It's never pleasant to meet when he's cranky," Holima
nagged.
"It's never pleasant to meet when anyone is cranky," she
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said. For her, lately, it was never pleasant to meet. She has
become ashamed of herself because of her inability to deliver.
Because of that, she has become ashamed of every aspect of
herself. This might have been in her personality for ages,
waiting for a trigger to set it off, she didn't know, but she
knew his jump from that bridge was the trigger.
One would not think she was ashamed of her appearance
for she had a splendid compact figure and shining, golden
curls; creamy, golden-almond skin and huge, luminous, skyblue eyes with long even lashes and thin, high-arched
eyebrows over a dainty nose, mouth and chin. But somehow
she had become ashamed of her appearance, likening herself
to a bug or a mushroom.
"We can meet on Nightday," he said. "Please let go of it
for today, have a nice Noonsleep and take a fresh look at it
tomorrow. And please, Dalico, we need something. It is much
more important that you bring a report to the meeting on
Nightday than it be the most complete and accurate possible
report."
"I could give up my Noonsleep and have it there for
Afternoonday," she said.
"No, you just said you are getting nowhere right now.
You're feeling too pressed," he pressed her hand in his, but
gently. Not as warmly as she wished, but it was some fleshly
contact. Maybe if she returned it? But she didn't and he went
on. "Get some sleep, take another day. I'd offer you company
for the sleep but I've made previous plans."
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He and Karolyihn were in the gossip rags and proud of it.
She didn't say anything. Karolyihn could reach things farther
from her body with her nipples than with her elbows.
(Actually that was not quite true but Dalico often said that
about her.) "I already sent my companion for the sleep on his
way because of tomorrow's deadline," she told him.
"I'm sorry you did that. Maybe there is still time?"
"I'm sure he has other choices." In truth he had been so
furious she knew he would never share her bed again. He had
fled in tears of rage.
Holima didn't stay. She rummaged for a late noonmeal,
fried some brined thum strips with sliced kews. The smell
drew Dyiondeen from her room for a bedtime snack. She held
the doorframe and asked her questions with her eyes. She has
a stronger chin, eyes of normal size and straight hair, darkblond that doesn't shine like metal. But she is as tall and
slender as Dalico, a little narrower in the shoulder so her
breasts looked more pointed.
"He gave me another day," she answered, "and their's
plenty if you want some of this."
Dyiondeen did cleaning for money in other homes of this
building, she kept herself busy and was not in danger of
gaining weight. She never used the elevator so her thighs and
ass were robust compared to Dalico's. Because Dyiondeen
was the better specimen, she wondered if most people thought
it was really Dyiondeen who owned this home and she who
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was the servant? They had been here together longer than
most of their neighbors had owned here. Few in the
neighborhood really knew how it started.
Dyiondeen came into the kitchen, she got both their plates
out. Dalico shouldn't dwell on these tiny details, because
Dyiondeen washed the dishes anyway. Dyiondeen could have
eaten from the pan to save a dirty dish. In spite of her
impulse, Dalico would be dammed if she was going to eat
from the pan and save the dish. Dyiondeen set the dishes and
prongs and sat down in her usual place, at her right hand. A
seat closer then Holima had been.
'What would she do without Dyiondeen?' she wondered.
She almost singed a few of the kews while lost in those
thoughts and cursed herself for it.
"Something I can do?" Dyiondeen asked.
"No, I'm just lost in space again, not paying attention to
what I'm doing."
"You have had things on your mind a lot lately."
'Lately' meant since Telodil. "I'm just not cut out to do this
job any more," Dalico said.
"So don't, stop taking the elevator and work a day job."
"I don't think I could get home without the elevator."
"You'll find it in you. You may stop a few times at first,
but after awhile you can deal with climbing forty one floors."
That was the climb from the largest public street below
them. It wasn't the stairs themselves Dalico feared, she would
like to be in better condition and that climb would get her
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there. No it was that she would no longer be among those
who rode the elevators, it would be like being taken out of her
cohort. The elevator was about the only social situation she
was in these days. She sometimes stopped in the halls to chat
with neighbors, but there would be one less to do that with
after the scene an hour and a half ago. How could she explain
that to Dyiondeen? She couldn't articulate it to herself. All she
did was complain that, "I'd have to go to a day job twice a
week and I don't think I'm qualified for anything above tenth
floor but what I do."
"Do it for a different market, go to Entirla's Produce Barn
or Peben Markets. They must have a team of people on it so
you don't have to do it all by yourself with no one to check
with."
"Peben's purchasing office is over four miles from here
and Entirla's is hyper-pressure because when they lose, you
lose, so your commission can go negative."
"You don't have confidence in your analysis?" Dyiondeen
asked.
"Of course not, it's all 'if's until the actual harvest is in the
warehouse." There was a year everything was off because
Lyritian played out in tor country during week Iyosaign, the
hands were a week late getting it in the ground and schedules
were thrown off all the way to the market floor for the whole
year. Then the year after that it was the tor rot, "It's all a
gamble, all I can do is try and calculate the odds."
"Get a job where that's all you have to do."
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She called the meal cooked enough. The kews might still
be a little tart, but she didn't want the thum tough, just warm
with most of the brine still in it. "That's really all I have to do
now and I can't even do that. Just figuring the cost
effectiveness of the routing is all I can get done. That's where
I am, that's as far as I've got so far. I haven't even started on
the crop end of it yet."
"A bigger market..."
"And the long walk," Dalico said, "I don't mind walking
but it eats a lot of time." She would continue to use excuses
wouldn't she? Rather than engage in another hopeless
argument about the truth.
"Get a one day a week job, during Noonsleep, you never
seem to take it any more anyway." Dyiondeen actually said
that around a piece of thum that she was simultaneously uparrowing, "so you're getting eye-pockets."
Her hands went to her face and felt the top of her cheeks,
she was right, there were bags forming there. "I'll try and get
some of this Noonsleep, they gave me tomorrow to do the
crop side of it."
"They should get someone else, it's become a three day a
week job for you, or two plus the sleep in between."
"Has it?" she asked, "It's just the season."
"But they run eight seasons a year, are there any that are
three weeks long?"
She thought, "Early spring, sometimes." They had long
ago caught on that the shorter the contract cycle, the more
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likely they were to get a margin over a competitor. In the
modern age she was able to get a wizard's apprentice to
design her a calculator that she put in an eye so at least she
didn't have to do the same formula over and over again on
each data item any more. But on the other hand, now that was
expected. She needed another calculator for the farm prices
and that would cost her another ten coppers and endless
sloppy sex. She'd have to hire another wizard to conjure one
for her.
"So where are you now?" Dyiondeen asked.
Maybe Dyiondeen noticed how lost she was? How her
mind spiraled out of control. "In search of a wizard," Dalico
answered.
"Get that same guy you got last time. Have him add it on
to the same chip. You're due for a new chip anyway ain't
you?"
"Probably, they barely last a decade these days."
"Seems to me you've had this one about three."
She seemed to remember only four or five rewarding
social encounters since she'd had this chip in her pocket-eye.
Had she forgotten thousands of others because they just
weren't memorable, or had she been stuck in the three day
week so long that decades slipped by? Sometimes she
couldn't tell. She drew out her device and pressed date,
Noonsleep of Venurat 110,24,23 appeared in the eyepiece.
What did that mean to her, she didn't know the date any more,
her device did. What was left of her own mind?
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Dyiondeen continued eating, watched her spiral. She
watched pretty carefully, with more than polite interest. Was
this a form of punishment Dyiondeen was inflicting on her,
watching her spiral down deeper and deeper into herself, not
making a sound to stop the self-immolation? All the while
eating the food that she was responsible for buying? Food she
was responsible for figuring out a way to finance the
transportation of. All the things she was missing her
Noonsleep for. A Noonsleep that she had an opportunity to
spend with someone. An over-driven soul like herself who no
doubt went thru hell to make time available for her...
She was so worthless that she should go over that railing
right now...
"Where are you going?" Dyiondeen asked when she
jumped up.
"Do you care?" she turned and snapped.
Dyiondeen flinched, but said, "You went silent, like you
do these days, then got up and suddenly stomped off toward
the porch with a purpose. The last thing that was said was
about how long you've had the current chip in your pocketeye."
What should she do? To bare her thoughts would be as
bad as jumping wouldn't it? "Did you hear a scream?" she
asked. 'It was my soul leaping from that rail,' she didn't say.
"No?" Dyiondeen said.
"It was distant anyway," Dalico said and came back to her
seat. She picked up another mouthful of kew. She knew how
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much of its price came from each step along the way. She
knew how hard it was to get the grower a sixth of the sale
price. She knew Holima kept way too much for himself.
"I wish I could come in there and find you," Dyiondeen
said.
She looked up, "Am I that lost?"
"Dalico, I'm worried. You're too worried."
"It's not cheap keeping this house, and walking up without
that elevator is one thing, but bringing the groceries up
without it?"
"We'd buy up here."
"And there's at least a third of what I pay for elevator."
"You use a lot of hot water too," she said.
Dalico spread her hands and lips in a ricktus. "So there's
the pressure."
"Why don't we just get you a new job, get a smaller place,
a regular two bedroom about twenty stories down from here
that's easier to afford? Could you please just consider it?" she
said and held up her hand because she knew what Dalico was
going to say. She stood up to leave. "I don't mind the
bedroom with no window because I'm going to go in and get
some Noonsleep while you stare at the sun." With that she
left, preventing Dalico from saying that getting her out of this
home was what it was all about wasn't it?
She cleaned the kitchen by herself. Dyondeen did as she
said and went across the vestibule to her room. She would not
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help stand guard on her fraying thread of sanity. Dalico knew
she should go sleep, but since she had resigned herself to
giving up the sleep to do her report, she could not sleep. She
could not get herself to go into the workroom either. She had
been there for hours and gotten little done.
Instead she kept going out and looking at that courtyard
thirty four floors below this porch rail. More and more that
seemed to be the only thing she could think of that could ever
stop these runaway spirals in her mind. She knew she would
not be any better able to get her mind back into her task four
hours from now than she was four hours ago. She had failed
and she knew it. All she did now only made it worse. She
should have followed Telodil when it happened, she should
have gone instead of him.
She climbed onto the outside of the rail, this was
important because if she decided to jump, the instinct would
paralyze her, but if she became paralyzed while out here, she
would slip from the rail and fall. But as she stared at that
court below, a few screamed from the balconies of the nearby
towers. She ignored them on the surface, but rejoiced that
there was someone who noted her pain, if only from a
distance. But the noise brought Dyiondeen to the door, and
her scream was close.
As Dalico posed, ready to drop from her balcony rail, a
shadow passed over her. There was a huge floater coming in
right above her, but one unlike any she'd ever seen before.
Instead of being fine and polished with luxury
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accommodations, it was patched and splattered, furnished
only with cargo nets and camping gear, including a kayak
hanging by its handles from the middle net. There was a man
and two women hanging in the nets, obviously foreigners by
their clothing. Ah, the gossip this was going to cause, surely
no one would notice her any more.
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2. The Secret City
For a few weeks TongSu, her balloon and crew had been
roughly following the contour between the green hell of an
equatorial deep and the bountiful countryside of an equatorial
highland. They weren't that high, Dorrick said the great canal
they followed was two thirds of a mile below sea level on his
gauge. It was a mile below her balloon's ceiling. Half a mile
below that canal it began to get uncomfortably hot.
She was tired of the tedious journey along here from the
Traguzars. Because of the altitude, she couldn't fly over much
of the land here, she'd had to follow this immense canal much
of the way. Her mile and a half range of altitude between her
ceiling and the green hell gave her a fifty to one hundred mile
wide band of countryside she could fly over. The weather was
rough and wet, they were grounded for the entire light of a
week twice and for Afternoonday three other times. The darks
were too cold for her to fly much during dark either. They
flew another week up a river, mistaking it for the canal, then
had to go back around because of the hills. It was two
thousand miles from the Traguzars to Bordzvek if she could
fly in a straight line, a three week journey according to the
map. It was now Morningday of the seventh week. At least
this land was well populated so there was always a civilized
place to stay with natives that where pleasantly social.
There was no significant population of hotbloods in the
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lowlands to their east. Down hill of this canal, the land
descends ever steeper, steamier, rainier and cloudier. There
are a hundred miles of steep hillsides, dripping cliffs,
drenching rains and swift torrents until one reaches the
permanent storm and hundred fifty plus temperatures of that
pressure-cooked sea covered by a blanket of life spawned
only in hell. There was a fine line all along this escarpment
where the last canal traced the contour.
They were not following the last canal, but it is only a few
miles away and a couple hundred feet lower. The mile-wide
canal they followed is the Great Canal of the Republic that
goes all the way from the Traguzars to Bordzvek and then on
another twenty five hundred miles before it gets lost above
the deeps of Yondure.
The canal swings way out around to the east in the last
couple hundred miles before the city. There is a long dam
only a few feet to a few dozen feet high following the contour
of a gentle uplift with miles of lon backed up behind it. There
was a big preserve on the other side of the canal for almost a
hundred miles, showing the intrepid who dare venture into it
a gentler version of what conditions are like below. Once they
were beyond the preserve, the lowland side of the canal
stretched away in bottom land so lush it was embarrassing. A
hundred miles away across that, she spied the first glint of
crystal in the sun.
She gained a little altitude and swung out over the
lowland a little. She took up her scope. Dorrick and Honshu
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were back in the tail net again. Honshu had been hard to
satisfy since she slowed down with the loon. Honshu had
been using more of Dorrick than TongSu was comfortable
with, but in the city of Bordzvek, she was sure they'd all get
plenty of opportunity to quench their sexual thirst. That had to
be the city up ahead, they would be there for Noonmeal. She
hoped Honshu would leave him in search of someone racier
and TongSu would have no competition for his affections
once again.
She'd heard of Bordzvek of course. She knew that today
Bordzvek really was the fifth largest city, but had the second
largest economy. It was a close second in total wealth to the
Yakhan, with almost seventy million urban people. That
meant that here, people were richer on average than the
Highlands and with what she'd seen in the countryside, she
could believe it.
The scope showed her that it filled a steep valley in the
highlands and then flowed out to follow the river down to the
canal, then along the canal in both directions. It was a steep
hillside here, so the points of the towers weren't as high as the
landmass that surrounded them. From here they shone in the
high sun like a giant's forest of gems. They were magical in
their intricacy, their detail and the sparing use of growth in
their construction. There were so few apartment trees above,
the penthouses were crystal and stone here with only a few
ornamental plantings around.
The first pictures of Kex, the Centorin city Dorrick was
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from, had come over the suntower around the end of the 103rd
century. If you looked only at the upper city in the canyon,
the resemblance was striking. There were only forty five
million in Kex today, but all the Centorin worlds were having
an energy age so they would have more building per person
than even a wealthy city like Bordzvek. She wanted to ask
Dorrick about that, and have him take a look, but he was back
there with Honshu. In four or five hours he would be able to
see it with his naked eye even from back there.
She was surprised that Honshu was still with them, in
many ways she was surprised that Honshu was still alive. She
used to be twice a day with the loon, and was having a hard
time stepping down to once a week. Its hallucinations drove
her to take foolish chances. She almost got eaten by that
theirops trying to film the re-enactment of the crash early in
their journey to Borlunth. TongSu really didn't wish that
Honshu had been eaten, especially now that she was making
some progress against the drug. Dorrick was down to yearly
now, on Imnotn. His last had been at a small city when they
were stranded by storms when they entered this basin.
TongSu did miss the year it had been just her and Dorrick.
That year when they poked along the Karedarzin thru the
scenic wonders of the Fronzhorps on the way from Borlunth
to Trenst was quite an idyl in retrospect. That region was both
the Trenst and Borlunth basin's main tourist draw and simple
picture postcards had kept Centorin viewers mesmerized at
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that time. The mountains were the most scenic she had ever
seen, deep green shaftwoods, strong grey cliffs, proud white
glaciers and crystal blue lakes. It had been just the two of
them for most of the journey and they got to know each other
well and got very comfortable together during that time. Of
course they each had a quickie in some town every week or
two to keep the blood stirred, that was how she liked it. That
was how it had been then.
'Maybe both Dorrick and Honshu would leave her in this
upcoming city?' she thought. But that could not happen, she
was Dorrick's flight, what would he do? He wasn't really in
love with Honshu was he? He just felt responsible for her.
What could befall her here? By what little she knew, it should
feel like home. It was the first place with tubes since Trenst.
She still held the strong hand, she still held the air. This city
would have tubes and they would take you places faster than
she could in the city. They could take you to places she
couldn't go. From a hundred miles out she could see that the
crystal needles were packed too tight to fly into. But outside
this city, they were on land or water without her.
But then she noticed there were even more floaters here
than there had been in Trenst. It would be too easy for
Dorrick and Honshu to hire another pilot, if they wanted a
pilot who did not still harbor hopes of keeping some of the
starman's affections. Why was she so worried? Just because
he had been spending time with Honshu trying to help her
battle her addition? TongSu should have been more
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supportive herself. Well she had, but she saw her role as more
the stick than the fruit.
How many years past had she been on long missions with
no other soul in the air with her? Had she forgotten how to
cope with that? She no longer kept the pulp fuck mags she
used to read on those solo voyages. Those voyages used to be
mainly over the lake back in those days, sometimes down into
the New Midlands. Once in a great while she got a trip to the
Old Lands, to Kyeb and even once to Zhlindu. Even Zhlindu
was a well known land compared to the places she had been
since she had joined the starman. Worlds she had never even
heard of like Zil and Traguzar and Trastrab. She felt like a
permanent nomad now, every voyage brought something new,
something she had never seen before. The bucolic land of
Bordzvek was another place she had never seen before and
heard surprisingly little about, considering how pretty and
prosperous this land really was. So much of it was just above
her ceiling, but what she could see was fertile and lush.
Four hours later she played the scope on the city again
when they were only seventeen miles out. The crystal on this
shore followed it all the way, til it reached the crystal of the
central city. There was some amazing statuary that must have
been a hundred feet high on the ends of some piers on that
waterfront. There were pleasant walkways above the docks
with awning-shaded cafes busy with Noonmeal.
The tubeways were there as stated in the facts and figures.
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But they went miles along the canals, at least as far as
Ebmemboz was from the Yakhan. Maybe as far as where she
first saw the towers. When she first noticed them, she could
follow them til they went out of sight behind her. In the
Yakhan the tubes had no choice but to follow the canals, here
there was a canal and a river, a few small canals going down
toward hell. This canal was a grand thing a mile or more wide
at this point. She rose to her ceiling nearly a mile above the
water, more or less in the middle. The canal was thick with
streams of traffic in both directions. They had a kind of
limber, t-mast in use here that got a lot of belly in the sail no
matter what the wind or angle. There were steamboats much
like the canal gliders back home, but there were more of them
and they were larger and faster.
The shore on the crystal-towered city side followed a
complicated contour back into neighborhoods. There were
trees along the beaches but at commercial docks there was
heavy traffic even here. On the smooth shore of the dam side
where the city is usually found, there were only a few
buildings, some docks for launches, then the miles of
intensive farmland. The launches were powered and sleek
with three floors of cabins and a central court in the top floor,
wide decks in the back. There were three or four bridges over
the canal that she could see with this scope, three hundred
feet up on crystal pillars with tubes hanging under the toll
roadways above. There was a single clump of spires at the
end of each bridge with roads leading out into the farmland.
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There was almost perceptible traffic in the sky. Most
common were iridescent single-tail couple-plus-pilot rigs,
most of them carrying a single passenger in a luxurious sedan
with a uniformed pilot on a bucket and strap at the controls.
Many had big props turned by pedals for extra performance.
Some big ones had teams of athletes pedaling for even faster
travel.
She could see that there were many big double-tails as
large as hers about in the sky, many of them with fine coaches
slung below them that looked like they were engaged in a
type of air packet service. She was aided in this belief by
seeing one moored on a building above a tube station.
She tried to imagine how she would have felt if she had
come to this city earlier in her life. She had been born
centuries before even the starships. There had been no tubes
then, not even at YingolNeerie. In contrast the stargate was
something very new and she was one of the very few people
in the world to be directly affected by it so far. Thru her
recent life, all she could actually remember, the worlds had
known of each other only by suntower, and messages had
taken decades to reach their destination. The Starship Age had
brought cheap suntowers, the interstellar suntowers had
brought tubeways to the cities rich enough to afford them. So
far the stargate had brought a lot of money and a growing
tourist trade to the Yakhan but hadn't made many other
changes to the worlds of Kassidor.
But if she had come here before she knew a starman, or
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especially before the age of interstellar suntower contact, she
would have thought she was in a science fiction movie. Of
course, before interstellar suntower contact there were no
tubes, not even here, but these bridges had obviously had
tubes hung from them centuries after they went into service.
There were tubes for compressed air hung from these bridges
that were as big as the tubeways, and those looked like they
were put in before the Starship Age. Without the tubes there
would have been a lot more of these floaters flying
passengers on regular routes around the city. The city would
have looked about the same ten centuries ago, but with more
big floaters like hers.
Here the levels she could reach had finally widened out so
she wasn't confined between heaven and hell any more. She
was glad to see she was not going to have to make any hasty
decisions on landing because of weather this week, there were
only a few wisps of cloud about. It was only an hour until
they docked in the center anyway. Before she rose to this
altitude, it was getting so the buildings along the city side of
the canal were as tall as her altitude. It was nice to see farther
in the distance. At least this wasn't like the Yakhan, where all
the tall buildings are above her ceiling and she has to fly the
canals like a second layer of traffic.
She saw that the tube route was pretty straight, and stayed
about six floors above the ground. It closed off the inlets to
big ships, but not to the passenger launches. Some of those
inlets were large bodies of water. There were footbridges over
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it and quite a few pedestrians. There were upper level
footpaths in a complete street system along the whole
shoreline all the way out to here. There were busy, shady,
public squares atop the tube stations.
She really didn't expect to be so surprised by Bordzvek.
Why wasn't this view for sale on posters? Maybe because you
had to be a mile in the sky to see it? But there is more traffic
here than anywhere, affluent commuters could snap this view
with their pocket-eyes. From below it is the pictures she had
always seen, a wall of crystal towers with ships at the docks.
It appears from what she could see now and the map she had
available that Bordzvek is a fifty by one hundred mile wall of
crystal towers. The Yakhan is spread out over eleven Grand
Canals, of which at least five have the be considered Prime
Grand Canals, and they hardly ever pass closer than a mile
from each other even over the heart of the canyons. Even
along the lakefront the wall of crystal wasn't so thick.
It wasn't just because there was almost no grown structure
that you saw the crystal more. There was more crystal here
than there was grown and crystal combined in the Yakhan.
New Orthanc would be lost here, just one of the thousands of
ornate black spires that lined the banks of the canal, the river
and the hillsides around.
Dorrick came forward. "How is she?" TongSu asked
about Honshu.
"Fighting a desire to move her time forward, to do it now.
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Her wake-up craving was the worst she's had in years. She's
barely gotten past that and started into her late day craving."
"Is it safe to leave her?"
"I gave her all the distraction and support I could, but told
her she could come forward with us as we get into the city or
stay back there with her demons. She chose to fight the
demon."
"She has the jar with her?" TongSu asked.
"She made me leave it. Her goal is control herself until we
get in and get settled, to stay on a one week cycle without
creeping, and eventually get back to Nightday for her scrape.
She's got the camera on, she's been recording everything
we've seen so far, you know how that helps her."
"Dusk is good for now," TongSu said, "once a week is
good for her." She'd been with Dorrick as he stepped down
from a habit as bad as Honshu's at one time. Dorrick had been
determined enough to leave the loon in someone else's hands.
Dorrick had gotten himself to once a year these days and was
pretty free of the craving every third week from the last step
of his cycle.
Dorrick looked to the view. "I'd of thought I'd have heard
more about this city," Dorrick said.
"You hadn't heard much about Trenst before you got
there, never even heard of Zhlindu til I told you about it. You
didn't come thru that stargate an expert on the geography on
this end. I remember you thought that trip to Borlunth was
going to be buy-a-ticket-and-sit-in-the-sedan type trip when
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we first talked about it."
Dorrick had been new to this planet at the time, he had no
idea this was nothing like Centorin where a jaunt to Borlunth
would take the better part of a day. It took a bit over two years
when they finally made it, but that serious crash where her
balloon picked up a lot of the scars and bloodstains, cost them
a lot of time.
"Our notion of the size of the planet Kassidor wasn't as
big as the Elven Highlands at that time," Dorrick said. "You
and I are doing what we can to change that understanding and
seeing this is going to change that understanding a lot."
"I'll admit," TongSu said, "I'm pretty surprised by this too.
Looking around I wonder why there aren't more movies and
books set here, why we don't see more of this basin in world
events. I mean we've all always known Bordzvek was one of
the great cities of the world, but no picture came up."
"What picture does your mind form of..." He brought up a
map on his pocket eye. "...Edniktar, Fmaklar, Yclel-vi?"
"Pppp, those are some of the great cities of the world?"
"The smallest one is..." he poked buttons "...Edniktar, just
about thirty million."
"The size of Borlunth, a bit bigger."
"Was Borlunth what you expected?" Dorrick asked her.
"Not even close," TongSu admitted. "I expected rugged
mountains and narrow stone streets, cold drizzle, big chins
and teeth. For some reason I always pictured it on a mountain
above a deep and not down on the floor of one." In truth it
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had been a dim and steamy flesh-pit of immense apartment
trees who's roots tied endless layers of mossy ruins together.
He came and sat with her, it was good to have some
contact to dispel some of her worries that she was losing him.
She had to admit, their video show could never have
succeeded without Honshu on that camera. Her daring and
natural talent let her get a lot of shots that made the video
exciting as well as interesting.
They didn't talk much, just watched the city unfold as
they got closer to the center. Up ahead, where the river
entered and formed the central harbor, there were great towers
on the downstream side of the canal also and the last great
bridges had multiple levels of traffic. As the center harbor
came into view, Dorrick was in full tourist mode.
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3. Like Home
After almost five Earth years on this planet Dorrick was
sure he had seen it all, animals he could have never imagined,
dozens of ancient cultures, races of humans unknown to
Centorin science, hundreds of different lifestyles, many of
them never dreamed of in the history of Centorin and Earth
from which it came. He had seen a city the size of
Navorkensville grown in planked and roped trees in a swamp.
He'd seen people living in overgrown ruins unknown levels
deep. He'd seen villages grown from a single tree, foot-deep
wagon ruts in solid rock, antique transportation systems in
daily use. He's survived attacks by six legged, two thousand
pound animals with three-foot lobster claws, four-winged
dactyls that were too much like mythical dragons for comfort.
He'd fought thousand-tentacled patches in the water who's
brain was the most addictive substance known to mankind
and chased the evil wizard who'd bred that monster. He
crossed swaying rope bridges to towns clinging to the tops of
rock spires in a land of ancient hatreds.
But he still hadn't expected to see this. Even in the great
city at the stargate, most structure was grown, most ships
moved by sail and animal. This looked more like Kex than
anything he had seen so far. The only difference was the
layers of streets that laced this city, sometimes fifty stories up.
It was real close to fifty miles long along the canal. The map
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said the tube went a hundred and seven miles along the canal,
a hundred twenty five up the Bordz. Now that they were
nearing the center, the city lined both sides of the canal.
"The tube system," Dorrick said, noticing something else
for the first time, "has upper and lower level rings around this
harbor." They seemed to be at about the sixth and fifteenth
floors. There was a great bridge across the mile-wide canal on
each side of the harbor, the circuit was a triangle with a two
mile base and eight mile height. The bridges across the canal
were two hundred feet above the water, balancing on columns
every four hundred feet. The upper and lower tubes were
separate, differing by a factor of two in speed on the bridge.
The foot traffic was on the top of the bridge, the keda-drawn
below that and the tubes below that. They flew under that
bridge easily, seeing the lanes of tube traffic, compressed air
lines and racks of other plumbing hanging from the bottom of
the bridge. From here TongSu took them up into the main
harbor.
The city was a forest of towers, all of them dark glass,
looking more like obsidian than anything else. He assumed
that was because they were absorbing light to conduct to the
deep interior of the building, and to tanks of phosphors to be
used during Nightday, a technology they had seen since they
first entered this basin. There was a lot of structure for the
number of people, there were miles and miles of towers of all
heights, and bridges linking them in many levels of street
grids.
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They floated from the canal into the harbor and rose
quickly til they were a thousand feet above it. TongSu still
loved to play with those altitude hormone squeeze bulbs she
got while they lived in Trenst. The harbor was a couple miles
wide and almost eight miles long til the first bridge could
cross it. Most ships were under sail like anywhere on this
planet, but here they were finely crafted and well fitted like
the finest sailing yachts on the Navorken. When those ships
reached this harbor they were met by men in kayaks with
ropes like in other cities, but unlike other native cities, the
ropes that hauled them to dock were driven by an engine of
some kind, not straining animals or sweating men.
Block after block of towers marched back from the harbor
on all sides. At various levels, beautiful courtyards opened up
in the towers and open space extended to the sky. The space
seemed to step back and open up toward the hills. The hills
were miles away, and on the horizon there was only one or
two floors of structure and enough trees to lift some vine into
sunlight.
Beyond the harbor a river rose, lock after lock, into the
highlands. The great canal is thirty eight hundred feet below
sea level, oxygen barometric, but they were already a
thousand feet above the harbor as they drifted over it. In the
far distance that river might rise as high as they were.
"I just never knew Bordzvek was like this," TongSu said,
"there's no more doubt in my mind what the fifth greatest city
in the world is," she said.
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"This one."
"No," she said, "Lumpral, if not Yondure, we haven't been
there yet."
"There's more crystal here than there is in Trenst,"
Dorrick said. "This reminds me so much of Kex in some
ways. There's more high rises here than there are in
Navorkensville."
"I wonder why we hear so little about it?" she asked. "I
mean everybody knows it's here, there's a dot on the globe
with this name and sometimes you see a little picture that
shows you yeah, there's a lot of crystal buildings and some
docks, but they don't show you that there is a LOT of crystal
buildings and a LOT of docks."
"It's not all overgrown like everywhere else," Dorrick
noticed.
"I wonder if that's a style thing, or because it's all so
new?"
"There's quite a tube system."
"First one we've seen since Trenst," TongSu said.
Dorrick pulled out the local 'pocket-eye,' as they call a
comm here. Connection was instant and clear. He could see
quite a few of the original ancient optical hubs in the
buildings around this harbor. At a thousand feet, they flew
above the tops of ninety percent of the buildings. He looked
for a city educational directory, looked up basic history and
got a tour.
Its history was The Republic but that was clearly a
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different civilization. This era built with crystal, had used
electronics for fifteen hundred Earth years and had a
metropolitan tubeway system with feeders that went hundreds
of miles into the surrounding countryside before any city on
Centorin laid the first mile of tube. The current system was
more-or-less complete by 3570, newer than the systems in the
Yakhan and Trenst, but older than the system in Kex. The
Railworker's Union had blocked every tube system attempted
in Navorkensville til much later. It wasn't til 3711 when the
Union's top brass were all taken down in one hit by troops
from House Lektroshok that tube construction in
Navorkensville could get started.
"So what's that say?" TongSu asked. You had to have your
eye to the crystal ball on one of these things to see anything.
"We should have put the stargate here."
"How's the inter-basin commerce committee here?" she
asked.
Dorrick looked that up on the device. "Not into inter-basin
trade it looks like. Platicivetrie and Yondure are the only other
basins listed."
"Bordzvek is kind-of isolated," TongSu said. "Those are
the only two basins you can get to from here, unless you call
the Traguzar a basin."
"They seem to be doing all right around here in spite of
that."
"Yeah, so it seems," TongSu said. "I've seen a couple
pictures but they don't tell you the scale."
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"I just looked up the contiguous urban population and
found 69.6 million."
"I think that's close to the population of Lumpral's
contiguous urban area," TongSu said, "but there's really no
such city as Lumpral except by the geographic definition."
Dorrick knew that she kept up on info from that basin
because her ancestors had come from there. She changed the
subject, "So anyway, while we're here, why not stop for some
noonmeal? We should be able to find one just about
anywhere. But we do have to find a place to park."
Since he had the pocket eye out, that was his signal to
look that up. That query brought up over forty floater parks
around the harbor, that was more than the Trenst ring. He
found one with a picture that he could spot from here. It was
on the south side of the harbor about another mile up and
behind the last of the great statues. They had spots available
and didn't require anything specific about the floater or its
owner. They'd found many parks in Trenst didn't want huge
patched and spattered floaters with camping gear hanging
from cargo nets.
Honshu came forward from the third net, still clutching
the camera to her eye, and clearly under some stress. "What a
huge city this is!" she said. "This has to be Bordzvek."
TongSu had to adjust her balloon's compartmentalization
to compensate for all the weight being forward. That required
teasing and squeezing the bulb toward its tip. In spite of that
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she answered, "Yeah, it is. We can see the facts and figures
and the dot on the globe all our lives but until you actually get
here, it just doesn't click. I never thought I'd see a city I
thought looked bigger than Zhinldu."
"Trenst is bigger than Zhlindu," Honshu said. "Twice as
big." She had settled into the front of the net with the camera
out in front of her. At least she had the wrist strap on.
"It doesn't look it however," TongSu said, "especially
from the ground. You can't get a look at Trenst from the
ground like you can at Zhlindu. Now I see Bordzvek is more
like the Yakhan compared to Zhlindu. You can almost see
Zhlindu in one eyefull. You'd have to go up to Narrulla to see
all of this, or of the Yakhan..."
"Or Trenst," Honshu added.
"...in one eyefull."
He managed to pull up an urban map. It was too detailed
for the chip in his pocket eye and he had to scroll. As he
thought, the river rose over a thousand feet in the city, lock
after lock, in the course of a hundred miles by water. All they
had seen on the way in, all they could see from here and all
they hadn't seen of the twenty five miles of crystal towers
along the north canal was 'lower' Bordzvek on this map,
another third of the city lay around the bend up the crystal
canyon beyond the locks at the end of the harbor. Most of the
river and canal traffic in the city was within the city itself.
The river is the Great Bordz, the city is named for the
river and the name Bordz comes from an explorer who
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discovered it about 3000bc. The river goes thirty three
hundred miles from here and is navigable for all but eleven of
them. The far end is a mile and a half of altitude above
TongSu's balloon, but still floated those passenger ferries. She
could fly not quite nine hundred miles up the river from here
if she stayed over the water.
The building where they tied up was seventy stories high
but they were parked at a limb of the building only fifty five
stories above the foundation. What vegetation there was, was
plantings, all tended and trimmed. The ropesman stared at the
balloon open-mouthed. It was immediately clear even to
Dorrick that there were no dress codes or floaters here
because no one would have ever thought you could possibly
need one. 'If you have the means for an airship' they must
have assumed.
In fact as they came in closer he could see it was assumed
your craft had the standard door-sill coupling on the main
sedan that mated with the welcome ramp of their skyport, and
assumed your pilot, who was generally uniformed, was
skilled enough to latch to the ramp with little guidance from
the deck crew. These guys obviously had no idea what to do
with a balloon that doesn't even have a sedan, much less one
with the standard latch. Another guy had come out onto the
deck and was also staring openmouthed at them.
He could see that TongSu was getting a little annoyed.
She was muttering something about dandified droolers but
Dorrick didn't catch it. She brought her balloon in close, her
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nose deep over the platform and they still stood there gaping
and poking each other. "Take the bulb and just hold her here,"
she sighed to Dorrick, and crawled to the edge of the net.
Grabbing the outside nose rope she swung down over the
thirty eight story drop to the nearest pavement and onto the
platform about twenty feet from where they stood. "We're
from out of town," she called to them. They were only getting
more dumbfounded as she did this. "In case you hadn't
guessed," she added. She gathered up the other nose rope. As
she did it she noticed the other balloons had nose hooks that
slid thru tracks to park them. "I guess this is a you-park?" she
asked the dumbfounded attendants.
Both he and Honshu had swung from the net onto the
platform as soon as TongSu drew the nose in far enough. He
stood well away from the edge and pulled the balloon in
sideways to get the main net close to the ramp.
One of them found his voice. Like many natives of this
region he was tall and slender with long straight shiny hair.
He had smooth cheeks, big eyes and a golden tan. His voice
was smooth and throaty. "Are you a tribe?" he asked
nervously, scanning the horizon behind them. "Are there more
of you coming in?" he looked very worried, as in bar-alldoors-and-windows worried. He was definitely noticing the
crossbows and a couple arrows they forgot to clean. Honshu
grabbed her stuff from the main net, Dorrick got his and
TongSu's while she dealt with the mooring arrangements.
Honshu was recording their whole arrival of course, these
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guys didn't seem to even notice, they probably thought she
just had a patch over her eye.
"No, just us, we're not a tribe," TongSu said, "just a little
travel-worn at the moment." That guy was finally going over
to the hook with her. His nose had obviously noticed that
none of them had showered yet this week. "We don't have
Bordzvek standard fittings on TongSu's Balloon," she told
him, "so I guess I'll just tie onto this hook."
"Do you mind if we park you at the end?"
"If you could please park us over our room, 54n, I would
be grateful."
"Certainly," he said, dubiously. The other guy had gone
back inside and came out with a hall cart that he pushed to
them at arm's length. The one with TongSu went to a bank of
levers and shoved one home. He turned a large crank and the
hook slid along a track, bringing the nose of the floater
around the top of the building and then down a track into a
space in the layer of bright colored floaters parked at this
level. The dirty wooden bead in a strand of jewels.
Meanwhile Dorrick and Honshu got all their baggage on
the cart. He could see that Honshu was anxious. She had only
recently worked her addiction back to the once a week level.
She was going to get it to be a Nightday, but for now she was
stuck on dusk and it was way too far for her today. She had
been cooped up with them too long and unsatisfied with the
social opportunities in the lands of Zil and Traguzar. She was
attracted to the men of the Bordzvek basin however and no
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doubt she would bolt as soon as they were settled. No doubt
TongSu would be ready for a little variety also and he would
wind up talking with some old-timer in the tap room until
well into Noonsleep.
Just then there were shouts from below. Dorrick figured it
was probably someone complaining that he wasn't going to
have a bloody arrow parked above him. Honshu had run to
the railing and leaned over. She turned her camera on the
scene below. "Someone's going to jump," she said.
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4. High Goodby
TongSu heard a girl's voice below as she ran to the rail.
"Don't come on this porch. Don't come out here or I'm off."
It wasn't far below. There was a beautiful, golden-haired
girl sitting on the porch rail just four stories below their suite.
The girl was on the outside of the rail, facing a thirty
something story drop to the next courtyard down on this side
of the building. She could hear a voice inside, but she couldn't
hear what that voice said.
"You're not giving me any reason to come in there, yeah I
know you try to sound like a friend but all you want to do is
get me out of this house." She heard sobs. "There's no way
I'm going to keep it anyway."
If this girl went limp, she would fall. The thought of
taking her own life could paralyze her, making her slip from
the rail to the court-stones far below. Very nice trick her
intellect played on the Instinct. About two hundred feet away,
people on the next building were watching and pointing. "I'm
going to need you to help me with this," she told Dorrick,
"I'm going to need you to drive," she said as she began
running toward their suite.
He didn't ask what she intended to do, which was lower
herself down to the girl and grab her. "How do I even get
aboard?" he asked as they pounded down the stairs to the
floor below.
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As TongSu began running down the hall toward 54n, she
noticed that Honshu had also dashed inside but had gone on
down the stairway. TongSu hoped she wasn't going to the
apartment where the girl was, rushing in with the camera
would certainly complicate things. The attendants had yelled
something but did not pursue. It was great that they could
reserve space over the pocket eye here, in Trenst and
Borlunth they had to check in at the desk, most small cities
didn't even have inns that could be looked up on the Eye.
TongSu climbed up from their balcony and untied the
nose-rope from its hook. She pulled the balloon as close in to
their place as she could. Dorrick climbed up into the front net.
She looped the spare nose rope around herself, then untied the
balloon from its hook.
"What are you..." he started to ask but she waved him to
silence. The scene below them was still playing out. As long
as whoever was inside kept her talking, TongSu had time to
shimmy down the rope toward her.
"What you're telling me is all part of that same shit-pile,"
the girl yelled. She was staring down at the court below and
not even at the person inside who was still trying to talk to
her. "All you can do is list more and more of my life that I
will have to do without."
There was more from inside. TongSu motioned him to try
and keep the fins motionless and just let her balloon settle
down. She was well down the nose rope now and didn't want
to go further for fear of losing meaningful purchase with her
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feet. Other people were coming out on balconies now,
TongSu shushed them as silently as she could. It was difficult,
a couple were wide-eyed enough to scream.
"So you're back to trying to get me out of my home
again? Is that it?" the girl on the rail shouted. "It always
comes down to that doesn't it Dyiondeen? Getting me out of
this home."
More from inside.
"Because it's all I've got. It's the only thing I've got left
that's me. It's who I am, it's all I've got to show for myself."
TongSu thought she had a very beautifully shaped upper
back and gorgeous hair to show for herself. Dorrick was
being very careful, just letting the balloon sink ever so slowly
as TongSu continued to work her way down the nose rope.
She was definitely as close to the end as she should get now.
He had to lower her about one more floor.
The girl heard a woman two floors above her gasp when
she saw TongSu let go with one hand to reach toward the girl.
The golden haired girl looked up. She didn't seem to
understand what she was seeing for a heartbeat or two and
just gaped. Once she understood what TongSu was doing she
yelled. "Hey, get away from me!" and began climbing along
the outside of the rail, one slip away from about thirty four
stories of air.
Dorrick had to turn the balloon before he could move it in
that direction. It did not respond very well. Her girl bumped
against the building wall, that helped her turn and it was
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gentle enough that there might not be new tears in her skin.
Meanwhile TongSu was saying, "You really don't want to be
out here," and feeling stupid about it as she did. She surely
never had training in the right thing to say in a situation like
this.
"Oh yes I do," the girl said. "Out here is my only way out
and right now I really need a way out."
Dorrick must have driven it forward sharply, too sharply
if it was already swimming, but just enough since it had been
still. "There are many other ways out of anything," TongSu
said, realizing all the more how little she knew about the
psychology of this situation.
The girl kept moving down her balcony rail. "Don't you
try and take my way out!" she started, "I'm telling you I need
this right now and you better back off and stop trying to take
it away from me."
The balloon drifted a little lower, TongSu was now even
with her in altitude. She had only a couple feet of rope below
her feet, she had the end of the rope around her legs, one arm
wrapped in the rope and holding on, the other hand extended
toward the girl. She reached the end of her rail. "What you
really need is to go back inside," TongSu said.
"I can't go back in there. All I have is my home and I can't
keep it. If you knew what was bearing down on me in there,
you would NOT be telling me to go back in there. All I need
is OUT!" she screamed and tried to leap from the rail, then
immediately went limp from the paralysis of the Instinct and
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fell off the rail.
TongSu swung mightily on that rope and lunged for her.
She got her, she slid, but TongSu got her securely by the belt.
Lucky it was strong enough to hold her. In so doing her feet
lost the rope. That plaza thirty four stories below was now
full of people looking up and their screams echoed around the
nearby towers. She was amazed that they could see that much
detail from way down there, they were just dots. She was so
glad she had a firm grasp on that rope and had it wrapped
around her arm. She had tensed her muscles as her feet came
loose when she grabbed the girl. The girl felt a bit over a
hundred and twenty pounds, not starving, but not too heavy.
But still, TongSu had ballooned into the one sixties with her
easy life in the air. If she hadn't kept some of her muscles, she
would have dislocated this shoulder, no doubt about that.
The girl screamed and tried to get at her arm. She
couldn't. Then she tried to crawl thru her belt then went limp
from the Instinct again. TongSu twisted the belt, "You're not
going to abandon life in my grip miss," TongSu said. "If you
drop it's going to be in two pieces."
Dorrick must have noticed that he was yelling
incoherently because he stopped. "Just bring her down," she
called to him, "I got us, but don't make it take any longer than
it has to. Just bring her down on that plaza right straight
down. Those people will move. I know you can do it, take the
bulb in your hand and get us out of here."
He did it. It was a little swimy at first, but then the
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balloon started to settle. He turned nice and smoothly and got
the nose right on down to the plaza thirty four floors below.
He didn't take too long either. TongSu got her feet back on the
rope, but her shoulder was starting to knot.
They hit the ground with a bump, she heard Dorrick's feet
hit and the slap of her girl's belly on the court. She heard a
few people yell who hadn't gotten far enough out of the way
in time. A floater landing on you is like getting hit with an
inflatable tent. The girl she just saved turned on TongSu. She
was almost three inches shorter, a compact little Bordzvekian
version of a Mountain Elf. "You used force on me. I don't see
how the Instinct let you do that?"
"Because it was to save you," she said, "not hurt you. The
Instinct stops us from harming each other. You had to trick it
to get it to let you harm yourself. Hanging on the outside of
the rail was a good way to cheat it. What's so wrong with
your life?"
"It is none of your concern."
"It's someone's concern, someone you were shouting at."
"Dyiondeen. She's up there in my house, that's what she
wants. There's no way I can keep it anyway."
"The woman who was trying to coax you back in is trying
to take your house?" TongSu asked. That seemed weird.
"She'll wind up with it, she'll apply to serve whoever buys
it next."
TongSu was trying to get the blimp tied off in this
courtyard so Dorrick could get out. It had bounced almost
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twelve feet up again. The balloon wouldn't really fit in here, if
a wind came up it would swing against the buildings. Honshu
was down here recording it all, she must have run down to
this courtyard as soon as she saw what was happening.
Jhonna would get this on a news feed somewhere to help
publicize the show. People were running over shouting 'are
you all right?' In seconds there was a crowd around them and
the girl clammed up.
"Yeah we're all right," TongSu said. "This shoulder's a
little sore but I didn't dislocate it. She seems to be having a
little personal problem is all."
"Thanks," the girl said sarcastically.
"Are you going to be OK now?" TongSu asked. "Do you
want a ride back up to the fifty fifth floor?" She lived on
about the fifty second.
"I can take the elevator," she said, like she was already
too much in their debt.
"You've got a pay-your-own-way complex don't you?"
TongSu asked.
"I have a heights problem."
"That's why you chose that method of killing yourself?"
"Yes."
Meanwhile a couple guys started coming onto the girl. 'A
girl as pretty as you...' and all that. She was exotically
beautiful, golden waves of hair, golden skin, deep blue eyes
the size of billiard balls, teeth as even and white as glazed
tile. She was embarrassed by them showing interest in her
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problems, offering to try and solve them if she told them what
they were. 'What could worry a head as pretty as yours...'
There was quite a group around her by the time they got the
balloon parked.
"Sure you don't want that ride?" TongSu asked. Honshu
was no longer the only camera.
"No, thank you," she said and began trying to move thru
the crowd. "I owe you," she told TongSu. "I will give you
duskmeal at my place," she said. Honshu recorded that as she
was climbing back into the nets of her balloon.
"Are you up for that?" TongSu asked, astounded at the
turn around from moments ago.
"Yes," she said, ignoring everyone else crowding around
her. "Thank you. Thank you for snapping me out of that."
With that she hurried away, leaving three photographers
chasing after her.
TongSu was left standing at the nose rope. Honshu was
already reviewing the recordings. "This came out fine, this
will be news-reel for you Centorins."
"When a fad starts showing up in advertisements, it's no
longer hip," Dorrick warned her.
By the way she went traipsing off like no big thing had
happened, TongSu thought they'd probably been suckered in
by some over-dramatic rich brat who does this all the time.
She did jump toward TongSu didn't she? TongSu had risked
her own life to save this girl and that girl was just acting-out
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because she craved attention. She got to the elevator and
eluded that attention, so the newsmen turned on them.
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5. Dinner in Bordzvek
When Dorrick made it back to the front net after securing
the tail rope, cameras and microphones surrounded them. The
gorgeous but troubled girl who tried to jump from the ledge
was already out of sight. Now these local reporters were more
interested in the huge battered balloon TongSu had used to
save her and the obvious strangers it brought. Admitting they
were from The Yakhan, Trenst and Kex only got them more
interested, and they pressed forward with more questions.
"Is it true the streets of Kex are paved with aluminum?"
one of them asked him.
"Show us your tentacle scars," one of them asked Honshu.
"You don't look Elf," one asked TongSu.
"Titanium," Dorrick answered about the pavements of
Centorin.
Honshu popped her top off to show them the faint lines of
scarring still visible from the time they'd been Foeth whipped.
It looked like the reporters were concentrating on getting
better views of her tits, which are pretty proud and sweet for a
skinny little thing like she is.
"Enurate," TongSu answered, then looked away and
shouted, "KEEP YOUR FINGERS OFF THE SKIN," at
people near the balloon, "CAN'T YOU SEE SHE'S ALL
TORE UP ALREADY?" She undid the nose rope and swung
up into the pilot's net as the front of the balloon began to rise.
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The reporters and photographers followed Honshu and she
popped her skirt off also and wriggled for them, using the
excuse that there were a few foeth scars on her ass also.
"I'll drop you off with them if you keep this up," Dorrick
told her, "and the jar's in your bag."
He had to go release the tail rope. Reporters continued to
shout questions, Dorrick couldn't make them out in the
babble. He heard a few more people use the word 'titanium' in
the tumult. He slid down the rope to untie it. 'Did you know
the girl who jumped?' 'Who are you people?' 'Does your tribe
have a name?' 'Who are you?' all came at him at once as he
untied it. He didn't push his way back thru the crowd but
started to climb up the rope as they rose. He wasn't as good at
it as TongSu, but he could hang on. She took him to a low
roof just a few stories away where he could get aboard in a
more conventional way. The whole plaza was now packed
with people and the reporters were starting to interview
onlookers. Fifty five stories was far enough to get away from
it however.
By the time they got back to the room they'd rented, it
was pretty late for Noonmeal. The room was even more than
he expected for the price. It was a suite with a lavish bath
with both tub and shower, but unlike the Yakhan, the tub was
in a room that could be made private. There was a sitting
room with sumptuous lounges flanked by plentiful small
tables holding cups, bottles, bowls and even a large water
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pipe with a pair of hoses. There was even an ice chest, though
there was a note that said, due to the streak of warm weather,
there is no ice available at this time.
There was no cooking facility other than the night heater,
a fine ceramic fire-and-store structure. There was a neat stack
of very clean sticks next to it. Like the Highlands, this climate
was more affected by the time of the week than week of the
year. They were six hundred forty miles north of the equator
here, seasons of the year can barely be detected with sensitive
instruments, but the air is only a little thicker than Earth's sea
level so the eighty four hours from dawn to dawn had a big
effect on the temperature. There seemed to be about a forty to
fifty degree cycle thru the week in these parts.
There were two bedrooms in the suite, one assigned to
each female with the male left to 'take your pick.' He noticed
Honshu had done little more unpacking than heave her duffel
bag toward the foot of her bed after grabbing her toiletries out
of it. Honshu took those and the shower. Dorrick thought he
heard a clamp of thunder in her wake but that was just being
nasty.
Dorrick took the time to unpack them both in the other
bedroom. It had pretty much been the norm. It wasn't that
Dorrick never joined with Honshu any more, but when they
were in habitation, she rarely had time for him. Dorrick
seldom got attached to anyone while they were in town. He
re-attached to TongSu when they took to the air again. He got
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over her quirks, like a penchant for long bouts of finger while
watching something together, quite often, the scenery they
flew over.
By the time he was done unpacking, TongSu was back
from tending the floater and Honshu was gone. "That guy
does know a thing or two about floaters, he knew TongSu's
Balloon has picked up some hard miles."
"How many other pilots can point to stains of theirops
blood," Dorrick said. She made a face, the balloon had also
picked up some of its biggest patches in that crash.
"He wasn't into those kind of tales, he was more about the
hoi of the poloi he had welcomed. Showing him the card for
your vid feed and saying we had four and a half million
viewers in our native lands helped a lot more with him."
"So do you have your evening arranged?" he asked.
"Not in detail, but this looks like the kind of town where
one might find some exciting cuisine if one has the means."
"So you want me to buy?"
"Oh all right, I'll buy, it comes out of my weight in
aluminum."
"I still think I got the better end of that deal." he pulled
her close around the waist. "I'll take your weight in flesh any
day."
"I'm not bought, only hired."
"It must have gone to my head, we dock in a city and you
don't feel nature calling that first sleep."
"Well, I"ll admit that if the opportunity for a compatible
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four-way presents itself, I won't be the first one to back
away."
"I see."
They didn't even have to use the pocket eye to find a place
for a late dinner, their suite had a screen in the main room.
Once again he was reminded of how he would do this if he
was back in Kex right now. Yeah, this was in a different
language that looked completely different and sounded
completely different, but you browse thru pages until you find
one that you can find on a map that you can actually get your
stomach to.
The elevator to street level was much more swift than any
in Trenst or the Yakhan. They had been in no other city with
any powered elevators at all. In Kex there would be a tube
station right here in the inn. Here they left the inn and found a
tube station right there. It was lit by gas lanterns instead of
electric light, but it was indoors, unlike Kex, but because it
would be dark in Kex by this time of evening, the lights made
it seem more similar. They were whisked halfway around the
harbor in a matter of minutes. Maybe not quite as far and as
fast as the system in Kex, but compared to the smelly animal
carts with swearing drivers in Borlunth, this one was a fine
modern tube system that just happened to be built on an
ancient design and scale. He liked the fact that it is above
ground and the tubes are glass. If he focused on the far side of
the harbor, he could actually see it thru everything flashing by
in the foreground.
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He was afraid if they settled in this city it would soon
become too mundane. Tube scheduling delays while
commuting to work, dire economic predictions made by wise
men talking from electronic screens. There were more screens
here than anywhere he had been since the stargate. In some
places on this planet there was one in town, most places
there's one somewhere in each village but here there are many
in private homes. There were utility bills and electronic
credit, things that were not a big part of most people's lives
even in the city of the statgate.
He was already sure of one thing, he didn't want to treat
this basin as they had Zil and the Traguzars. Like Trenst, they
would want to remain here awhile. Hell, they had even stayed
in Borlunth for nearly a whole Earth year. The Traguzar
valleys were each as interesting as Borlunth in all but kinky
sex and ancient history. There would have to be as much to
life here as there was in Trenst. They were bound to find
something that would re-kindle market interest in their
videos. Each time they had entered a new basin, they had
found something that had renewed interest. Who knows, they
might find something here that would even get them back on
the air with a regular series.
There was a side of him that was afraid he would soon
long for the simpler life of Trenst, where they had lived
almost three Earth years. It was a life of bare feet and chests,
parties by bonfires and creaking rope bridges over black
water in the dark. But they were eleven local years from
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Trenst now. Actually, they could probably make it back in
three if they tried.
But this is where they were now, a much longer journey to
the next basin than the journey from Kassidor City to the ice
frontier on Rendellyn. Even with aerial transportation a basin
is too big to get a feel for. They are the size of continents on
Earth. A minor basin like the Traguars is at least as big as
Greenland. This was the basin they were in now. If he wanted
it a little more relaxing he could get a little way out of town.
But they were out at their destination, a spot known basin
wide, they were assured, as the finest steamed, brined, saurus
house in the basin, if not on the whole planet. Better still, it
was open all week and most other cooks had probably torn
down hours ago. Best of all, it was also right across from the
tube station, as if it had its own station as a place like this
would in Kex.
"I feel almost like I'm taking you to dinner in Kex
tonight," Dorrick said. "We really should have put the stargate
here," he said as they walked across the busy pedestrian mall.
"I guess," she said, "But you know that means I never
would have known you."
"So Centorin is thwarted in its dreams of Empire but I
have a wonderful woman to share my adventures with."
"You old softie," she said and thumped his shoulder. "But
how would Centorin's dreams of empire be furthered by
having the stargate here?"
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"We would understand each other so much better. A
different language, a different calendar but such a similar way
of life."
"Dorrick, I think you're getting fooled by the decor. I bet
you'll find more people here work one day a week than two
and almost everyone has some variety in their sex life from
time to time."
They were passing into a plush lobby, a well dressed
pretty girl was about to ask if they had reservations. "Still," he
told TongSu first, "I'll be quite surprised if Kex isn't interested
in talking to whoever fulfills the role of the Kassikan here."
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6. Stay for Awhile
"Nice view," TongSu said, as she settled back into his
arms. It was really deep into Noonsleep but she was too full
from that mouth-watering feast to sleep just yet.
"Very impressive," Dorrick said, "But we need more than
pretty views to find some video around here we could sell so
we could stay here awhile."
"There's that old Republic, we can dig some of that up I'm
sure. That's got to be good for something."
"Yeah," he agreed, "That would be of interest. The
Centorin government still has some aspects of a republic." He
got his pocket eye out and poked at it some more, leaving her
tits lonely.
"I wouldn't mind settling in this basin awhile, from what I
see now. I had a lot of fun last week." They had stopped in a
city that dark, no where near as big as this one, but a smaller
approximation without the tubes. "That was a kick-ass fourway we had, but not too raunchy. The music was pretty good,
too sweet but solid and punchy. The only thing I see wrong,
and this is a minor point, is that the beach scene is rather
limited, but I could live here." They hadn't seen many beaches
on the way up. She didn't think it was an issue for him, the
only place to swim in Kex was private pools and even then
one needed something called an insurance waiver that he
insisted was too expensive for him to contemplate, and even
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then you had to wear clothes. She didn't swim, but the beach
is an opportunity to bare her body, maybe not a passion of
hers, but liked to do it now and then. Honshu however would
whine incessantly if she didn't have opportunities for public
nudity and sex.
"You've already heard from me on that," he said. "I feel
like I'm halfway home. This is the first place I feel like I
could make it even if we didn't find something that gets us
money from Centorin."
That was getting harder and harder for them. After four
years, they were having more and more trouble finding
something Hostra tours was interested in. Honshu was still
selling some sex vids, but she was having a hard time
competing with the professionals in places like Borlunth and
Kshownd who were now selling directly to the Centorin
underground. That didn't really matter, money would never be
an issue for them again. "That aluminum you got me can keep
us here til we're way past bored with it."
"I wouldn't want to stay in this room, it is too isolated way
up here," he said, "I would want to live somewhere more
normal."
The suite they were in had two lavish bedrooms, a large
sitting room with its own vid screen, plus this balcony. The
bath was expansive with a lavish tub and shower with water
works and a light pipe to make it look sunny, but it was shut
away in a separate room. Everything was ornately furnished
with pieces that Dorrick assured her would have fetched lofty
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sums on Centorin. The plumbed gas lanterns with lighting
buttons were the next best thing to the bioluminescent glow
panels of her native land or the electric lights of his. The
mirrors and fiber optics put light just where you needed it.
The fabrics were rich and supple, the woodwork was detailed
but tasteful. It was all a different style than back home for
either of them, but in so many little ways they both thought it
was like being home again. The closets had hangers instead of
hooks, and doors instead of curtains, more like his home than
hers. Even in the Yakhan, a beaded curtain is the most
common interior door in private homes. But in another way it
was much more like her home than his. "The countryside is
really pretty here," she said. "As far from the harbor as
Kalakmeel was from the ring is close enough for me."
"Honshu wouldn't like that," he warned.
"Kalakmeel was where we met her. She'll adapt, it might
do her some good, she's getting rather wild in her sexploits
lately."
"She's just in a big city. Every time we stop somewhere
with a sex scene, she goes crazy for a few weeks. When she
finds herself sore and forgetting people's names she settles
back down."
It hadn't taken cities as big as this. Honshu's home city of
Trenst's population is unknown, but most agree it is between
one hundred and two hundred million. But she thought this
looked like a bigger city, though it was seventy million.
Dorrick was still poking his pocket eye instead of using his
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hands on her. He was surprised to find that there were more
public stations on the Bordzvek tube system than Kex's,
thought he had told her many times that most stations on
Kex's system were private and all the affluent had private
stations.
But Honshu didn't need a great Basin-City or a tube
system of any size to satisfy her social needs. Honshu only
needed a place where hot people could be blatant about their
sex. Kalakmeel house and Trenst had a culture of large, wild,
private parties where she could satisfy her fetish. But such
places could be found in villages as small as a hundred
households in some regions. This region appeared to be like
the Yakhan, sex was polite, casual, athletic and mainstream.
That was what they saw in all the towns on the way up.
Acceptable dinner conversation and after-dinner diversion.
Unlike the Traguzars, she had ample variety during the seven
weeks it took to work their way here and she was eager to
have Dorrick to herself this sleep.
"I would be pleased to live a little way outside the crush
of this city however," he told her. "After only two hours I can
see that life here could get to be a whirlwind."
"Yeah." She had undone the laces of her top and left it
open. Because of her build, she is able to carry nice big tits
easily, and even after most of a decade together, they were
still able to get enough of Dorrick's attention to get him to put
the pocket-eye down. The Bordzvek basin was not like Trenst
or even the Zil basins where topless is common street wear.
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Here on their balcony it was fine, this was private space even
if someone could see her with any small field glass. If they
did, they were making an effort to look, she was not forcing
them to look as she would if she was out shopping dressed
only in a wrapskirt, the most common street attire for women
in Trenst. For that same reason, it was permissible for him to
fill his hands with her curves and toy with her nibs. There was
no use lamenting that part of the local culture, but she would
continue to leave them free in private. "I miss the land we had
at Kalakmeel," she said.
In Trenst they had lived on a five acre island of solid
ground for thirty one years. After life with that family became
too intense, they got a small place high in the trees closer to
central Trenst for their last few years there. Since then they
had been vagabonds, never settling anywhere in Zil or the
Traguzars. "At least a place to park would be nice," she said.
"We've been living in her nets for ten years."
"And something not too blatant with money."
"No," she said, "But far enough from the city to have dirt
and not another apartment under you."
"That won't be a convenient walk here."
There was little ground between the six floors of built
residences along the tube lines and the six acre intensive
farms of the land. They had spent weeks flying over it, there
were relatively few small holds here of an acre or less. If they
were going to get land, they were going to get land of several
acres with a crew of tenants to farm it. The small holds
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seemed to be in villages that dotted the farm country and they
were small enough that they would raise only produce, with
staples being raised by the tenant farms. "I've got to take the
nets off her awhile, she's got deep rubs again. I'm going to
need to treat them, but once she's good again, we don't have
to walk. We can fly into the city like we used to fly to the ring
from Kalakmeel."
"We used to just fly to the tube station," he said.
She thought about that. The tubes of Trenst ran on
wooden poles and cross beams. The tubes in the Yakhan were
clear glass framed in crystal, as here. Dorrick told her that
those of Centorin were in metal and usually underground, but
the public cars were lit with display screens and loud
advertizing. The tubeways themselves were the same size in
all the worlds of Kassidor and if, somehow, a tube was ever
extended from one city to the other, the cars would operate all
the way thru, if such a fantasy could ever be made real.
Dorrick insisted that had been made real on Centorin.
The tube cars were the same size and shape, but not the
same decor. The tubes in Bordzvek were upholstered in nice
leather, well appointed, with display screens for route and
other info. There was a large selection of music from dozens
of networks that could be added for a small surcharge. They
differed no more from those of the Hub than cars made by
different manufacturers differed from each other in the Hub.
If anything, these tended to be even more well appointed with
larger and more detailed screens and artful stitching and
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tooling of the upholstery. The tube cars in Trenst appeared to
be carved out of large gourds with the seat carved into it and
glopped over with self-plast. Those of Trenst had three
warning lights inside; door, motion and routing, and other
than that, the only light was what came in from outside. The
ones in Bordzvek had safety straps and a few magazines in
pockets, an amenity not common in those of the Yakhan
unless a previous passenger forgot one. The ones in Trenst
were obviously meant to be washed out with a pressure hose.
The tube cars in Bordzvek reminded Dorrick of Kex and her
of the Yakhan, the ones in Trenst reminded them both that
they were very far from home. "I need a place I can park," she
said. "My girl's even more out of place here than she was in
Trenst. I got to get her patches grown in better and I should
really try to match the colors."
"You've got more character than all the other floaters in
the sky combined."
"And more dubious looks from floater attendants than all
of them combined," she said.
He didn't comment on that, instead he said, "So when
should we start looking?"
"I'd want to go when we had the light of a whole week to
get out somewhere. We can check some maps and look stuff
up tomorrow. All I want now is some sex and then some
sleep," she told him.
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7. Duskmeal at Dalico's
They saw nothing of Honshu that Afternoonday, Dorrick
didn't really expect to. She would be fighting the demons of
loon with sex and probably scaring some guy or guys with
her wake-up cravings this Afternoonday. That would be her
worst one. He could just imagine some poor guy waking up to
his bedmate groaning and clutching at her chest. He might
even worry he'd hurt her. But then some of the guys she'd
picked might have been proud if they had. She had an
attraction to the unsavory.
He and TongSu spent the day casually looking around at
urban homes. They agreed they only needed a two bedroom
place and found they could get something nice within ten
floors of a tube station. The prices were twenty to thirty
percent higher than on the main canals in the Yakhan, but
with Centorin money, they didn't have to care. They didn't
decide on any, it was all too new, too clean, too urban. They
could stay in the suite in the inn if they wanted. It would cost
them three coppers a year. In twenty years it would cost them
an aluminum. Any place they looked at was two or three
aluminums to buy, and none were as lofty or as well
appointed. To buy this suite, but with a kitchen, would be at
least ten. Their room at the inn even had a big vid screen and
it was possible to patch thru to Centorin channels. He saw a
lot of the content was going to take a week to access because
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the system was only up during the light everywhere else on
the planet. If the Yakhan was dark, as it usually was with
them halfway around the globe, the request would get delayed
for up to forty hours.
When they got back to their room there was a note on the
door from Dalico. It said the karga would be ready at three
quarter purple, a fashionably late time for duskmeal.
"Do you really think we should go to that girl's place?"
TongSu asked as they entered.
"We have to go somewhere for duskmeal," Dorrick
answered, "and she's gone thru the trouble to make it."
"You already know she's wacky," she said.
"I think she needs the company," Dorrick said, "I think we
should try and help her. I'd hate to see someone like her
splattered on the paving stones."
"She's too pretty to waste, right?"
He had to admit he was more concerned than if it was a
shriveled, smelly scrounge who needed their help. "Her looks
are probably more of her over-compensation," Dorrick
replied.
"Don't be surprised if what we find is overdramatization."
He could tell TongSu was a little worried about
competition. That girl was striking. "If you don't want to go
we don't have to."
"Do you think I'm jealous of her?" TongSu asked.
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"You needn't be."
"If I was jealous of her I would have watched her from the
railing above, where we first saw her, instead of risking my
life snatching her out of the air, kicking and screaming, I
might add."
"I know, I watched it. That's why I think we should check
up on her, even without Honshu."
"Oh we won't see Honshu this evening," TongSu said,
"whether she gave in this wakeup or not. If she hasn't scraped
yet, she'll be hidden in some corner somewhere lapping up a
big nail-full, I know that as well as you do."
He nodded in agreement. In a way he was glad she
wouldn't be there. Getting Honshu and that girl together
might be like treating fire with lantern fuel. "I know, that's
why I don't think we should wait."
"It's only a quarter purple now," she said. Telling time by
the sky color happened all over this globe, more in the deeper
regions than here in highlands but Bordzvek is as deep
enough to distinguish four or five hours by the color of the
sky. As deep as Borlunth, at least twelve hours each dusk and
dawn can be named for a color. Instead of having to think
thru all that, TongSu had been in it for centuries and took all
that for granted. Instead she said, "We could play around a
little til then."
When they arrived at Dalico's for the promised duskmeal,
they found it elegantly furnished and lit. A plumbed
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chandelier twinkled over the table. Dorrick had a palm-cam
with him just in case, and he waved it quickly around just to
record the sumptuousness of the place. Honshu would do a
better job, but the analysis software would model the
apartment just as well with his views as hers. Being mostly
free of her twice-a-day cravings was good, it was just the last
three that were giving her trouble now. He dared hope she
was settling into once a week, but she was going to kill
herself on that one a week, especially now that they were in a
big city.
Dalico and Dyiondeen were both busy in the kitchen and
sent them to the dining room ahead. Dyiondeen sat them
almost like a professional hostess. She was a huskier version
of Honshu, long, straight, dark blonde hair, tall and slender
with firm points and smooth hips. It was Dalico who brought
out a very nicely baked karga with fuss and dayberry stuffing.
The head was on, cleaned and stuffed, with a big firm mignon
in its mouth.
"A meal fit for a republican senator I presume?" TongSu
said.
"The karga was introduced to this basin by the Elves in
the mid 40th," Dyiondeen said as she came in with a dessert
tray with four fruitbreads. "It would have been a lenta in
republican times."
"Well it looks like quite a feast anyway," TongSu said.
"It reminds me of home," Dorrick said. "So much around
here reminds me of home." He had a friend with almost this
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same apartment in the Rial's Hollow section of Kex. It was a
lot nicer than Dorrick's, but not really nicer than this. His had
more gadgetry and a really fine autochef, this was better
construction and more stylish. The view of the surrounding
towers was better. They were now pale lavender in the last of
the purple, many also twinkling with amber lanterns.
"Oh," Dalico said, "And where is home?" she asked while
pouring a tawny yellow from a fancy decanter into four tall
matched glasses. She was so poised that it was hard to believe
this was the person they had rescued the day before.
However; he could see that TongSu was trying not to laugh.
"I was born in Navrokensville but spent most of my life in
Kex," Dorrick answered.
"Kex?" she asked, "The basin city of Centorin?" It was
nice that she was worldly. In the Traguzars he had mentioned
Kex in one conversation and a guy at the far end of the table
began to tell a tale about hunting them.
"It is the seat of government, yes," Dorrick answered, "but
the Kex Basin is not a basin as you use the word here, it
barely more than holds the city."
Dalico's hands were busy with distributing the glasses, but
her attention was still on Dorrick. "So you've come thru the
stargate and this reminds you of home? And by 'this' do you
mean the meal, my home, the city, this basin?"
The woman certainly did have a mind. "All of them, your
home would be considered a fine home in Kex. I never lived
in a place as fine as this."
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"You could have twenty here for dinner it looks like,"
TongSu added. She was looking around like she was
measuring how many times the cabin she called 'home' for
two thousand Earth years, could fit in this apartment.
"There was a time when we did," Dyiondeen said.
"I was better connected at the time," Dalico said
defensively, "and worked more by luck and had some luck."
They got started on the meal, it was as good as it looked.
As well as being beautiful, she was a very good cook. The
dinnerware was also quite fine. The utensils were ceramic of
course, but well-made and styled. There were complete sets in
this basin unlike the split sharp grown-spoon used in Trenst or
the use-your-own-dagger dining style of Borlunth.
"We're thinking of staying in this area awhile," Dorrick
said, "What would you recommend?"
"Use a reputable real estate registry and interview as
many neighbors as you can," Dalico answered.
"Don't take a high stress job," Dyiondeen added.
"You've got a secret sauce in the stuffing don't you?"
TongSu asked. Dorrick was sure she was just saying it to get
away from the obvious hot-button of Dalico's job.
"It's hers," Dalico answered about the sauce.
"I'm sure your job is high stress," Dorrick asked. He
wanted a conversation that would give some clue about why
someone this beautiful was found sitting on the outside of her
balcony rail.
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Dyiondeen answered because Dalico only grinned; but
her mouth was full. "Too high stress. I keep trying to talk her
into something less stressful."
"But then we couldn't live here," Dalico said immediately.
"How much do you owe on it?" Dorrick asked, thinking
that if a few beads of aluminum could keep her from jumping
off that railing, it was worth it.
"Nothing but the gas and the elevator," Dyiondeen
answered, "not to mention the vids we watch, that's another
few irons a year."
"I used up all of seven coppers last year," Dalico said,
"and I am not going to do that well this year." He could see
that she was very troubled by that, so this financial stress
must have something to do with it.
"We'll get by," Dyiondeen said, "I can help some, I know I
can get a few more clients. Please count on me for a copper."
"Then I would need to feel this home is partly yours."
"I use the light, heat and vids also," Dyiondeen said. "I
eat, but I didn't help pay for this karga. You can have help you
know."
"If it's mine, I should pay for its upkeep as well as its
structure."
Dorrick thought this interplay between the two of them
probably had a lot to do with her penchant for balcony rails,
and thought it best to sit back and look interested and neutral.
TongSu did not feel the same way because she said, "Not
true."
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"You're not from around here," Dalico said, as in, 'Keep
out of this.'
"There is no tenancy here?" Dorrick asked, as gently as he
could.
"There is," Dyiondeen said.
"Tenants have rights," Dalico said, "as long as they fulfill
their tenancy contract."
"I'll not ask a contract from you," Dyiondeen said, "I'll
help you and not ask a contract from you."
"The public will call you a tenant if you help, I don't need
to sign a contract."
"The public doesn't have to know."
"A guest cannot give a gift here?" TongSu asked.
"I will know," Dalico said, and turned her stare on
TongSu.
Dyiondeen turned to Dorrick and spread her hands. It was
as if she was trying to give Dorrick exactly the information he
was looking for and had lead Dalico to it by a trail of
arguments that these girls had obviously been over thousands
of times before.
"And what is that supposed to mean?" Dalico asked about
her gesture. Right before his eyes she was turning into the girl
who sat on that balcony rail. She and Dyiondeen fit together
so perfectly into the spiral that brought her here.
"You won't let me help you," Dyiondeen said, "you feel
overwhelmed, I want to help you as a friend but you fight me
at every turn and tell me I'm trying to take over. All I'm trying
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to do is be a friend. Dalico, I've been with you almost a
century, you were almost a mother to me but since Telodil,
you shut everyone out of you life."
"It's been four decades, I've had a lot of people in my life
since then," Dalico said, but she said it half-heartedly, making
Dorrick think there was probably some truth to Dyondeen's
claim. There was a call at the door. "Excuse me," Dalico said,
obviously knowing the voice.
"Can't you ever tell him no?" Dyiondeen asked Dalico as
she got up.
"I'll only be a minute." Dalico went to the door across the
entertainment room from them. There was a small vestibule
so they couldn't see her.
"She lets him rule her life," Dyiondeen said. "It was bad
enough when they were an item." Dyiondeen must know the
voice also.
"I have guests," they heard Dalico say from the hall.
They didn't hear what was said in response, just deep
murmuring. Dorrick caught a glimpse of formal attire.
"I'm surprised she could stick up for herself that much,"
Dyiondeen said. "She wants the weight of the world on her
shoulders and she won't let anyone help."
"How did she get this way?" TongSu asked.
"She won't let herself have any fun any more, especially
relaxed fun. She goes to career-related social functions and
calls that recreation. She needs to get..."
"I said, I understand," they heard Dalico say, almost
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shouting. There was a pause, they were all quiet so they heard
her say, "As soon as I can." More mumbles, even though
everyone at the table was now holding their breath. "Let me at
least get some nightwear," was the last thing Dalico said
before closing the door.
They were all silent when Dalico reentered the room.
Dorrick was as guilty of staring at her as any of them.
Dalico's expression was as of someone just impaled from the
back, but not quite feeling it yet. She forced a grin, "Well,"
she paused again, "ah, I guess you can talk about me all you
want for the remainder of the evening," she was glaring at
Dyiondeen as she said that. "The gate at Harlrule lock has
failed, everything will have to be portaged around, they need
everything re-calculated by Nightday..."
"Dalico no," Dyiondeen half shouted, half whined. "You
can't, you're not well." Dalico wasn't listening, she was going
to her room like a zombie. Dyiondeen got up and went after
her, complaining that she hadn't eaten enough to keep her
strength up, which was marginally true, and that she had no
right to leave her guests. She didn't lower her voice while
doing it so they sat there listening to it all and looking at each
other.
Dalico must have gone to the bathroom also. Dyiondeen
lectured her the whole time. "Why are you doing this now?
It's over between you. No matter how you sacrifice yourself,
he's not coming back, you just have to face that."
The bathroom door opened, she could hear Dyiondeen's
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voice approaching as Dalico appeared in the vestibule. "I'm
sorry, you'll need to finish dinner without me," Dalico said.
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8. Intervention
TongSu could see a million things wrong with this girl,
and thinking she needed to run off just because her boss
thought it was an emergency was one of them. "No please,"
TongSu said, "sit down and finish your Noonmeal first,"
trying to sound gentle the way Dorrick did with her or
Honshu. "No lock gate is that important. Especially if you're
sacrificing yourself over lost love."
"Thanks for airing that in front of guests," Dalico spat at
Dyiondeen.
"You're welcome my lady," Dyiondeen responded meekly.
"I really do need to get to my office," Dalico apologized,
"It's an emergency and I am a responsible officer in the
organization."
"Yeah, chained slave, that's your office in the
organization," Dyiondeen said.
"You know," TongSu said to Dyiondeen, "everything you
say is probably right, but you're such a blistering nag that if I
was here I would probably jump off the rail too, so why don't
you shut the fuck up for a few minutes and let the noise level
in here die down a little."
"Thank you," Dalico said, "I needed that, now I need to
get to my post."
"Sounds like you need some time off from all that,"
Dorrick said, and reached for her hand.
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"Guys, what is this?" Dalico said, "there's an emergency
where I have a career, you are simply my guests, all of you.
I'm sorry that I have to be so rude but my duty calls."
"Is someone in danger? Is it such an emergency you need
to leave your table in the middle of duskmeal..." Dorrick
asked.
"I really didn't need any more," Dalico said, "I probably
shouldn't have eaten as much as I did."
"About four bites," TongSu said. She wondered how long
Dalico would keep her sleek figure if she continued to punish
herself this way.
"What is up with you people anyway?" Dalico asked,
"what am I to you?"
"We were there when you were sitting on the outside of
that porch rail," Dorrick pointed out, as gently as he could.
"We don't think it's healthy for you to be getting dragged off
right now..."
"That wasn't my question," Dalico said. "I didn't ask about
my mental health, I asked what concern is it of yours?"
"We're just trying to help," Dorrick answered, "can't
anyone help you?"
"That's what I've been trying to tell you most of this..."
Dyiondeen petered out because TongSu was staring at her.
They were like vinegar and baking soda, if she could keep
them apart they might stop foaming. "Is it really something
that can't wait until Nightday?" she asked Dalico.
"They need it by Nightday or the Nightday shift is
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wasted," Dalico said.
"And how long will this take?"
"If I work thru the sleep I should be able to do it," she
said.
"It's unhealthy to have that kind of pressure on you,
especially if it's regular," TongSu said.
"Not real regular."
"Once every couple weeks," Dyiondeen said. "I think you
should go back to going by feel again. It's a game of luck
anyway and since you started using numbers, you're not
getting any luck."
"How much is this worth to you, financially?" TongSu
asked.
"It could be a whole copper in my income, but it could
mean several coppers for the market this year. Really, that
lock effects a lot of crops and the feed support for other crops.
The price of eggs is going to be affected, there's a lot of
ramifications."
"You could let them wing it for one shift," TongSu said.
"Now just a minute," Dalico said, "first off, I don't know
why you should care unless you're trying to make me lose my
career. And what right do you have to meddle in this
anyway?"
TongSu pulled out her pouch. She still had eleven coppers
from the only aluminum she had broken so far of her weight
in aluminum. She took three out. "You promised us duskmeal.
It's worth this to me, to see you chill out."
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"I appreciate your concern, but you don't need to do that, I
don't need charity, I need to get to my office. There's no way I
could chill out," Dalico said. "I would sit here in a cold sweat
for the remainder of the evening knowing they are depending
on me while you are holding me hostage here."
"She will too," Dyiondeen said. "She can get ill enough to
vomit with guilt."
"Dyiondeen!" Dalico shouted.
Tears were on Dyiondeen's cheeks, "Shout at me and
berate me all you want, I love you too much and I'll do
anything to try and find some help. You're dying Dalico, your
soul is giving up your body and this kind of thing is why."
TongSu held up her hand again. 'Why did they get
involved with people like this?' she wondered. "You do seem
all turned against yourself," TongSu said. "I think Dorrick's
right, you need to get away from this for awhile."
"Just like we need some time off from flying," Dorrick
added. "It's been the three of us cooped up in that balloon
since Trenst pretty much."
"You didn't come up thru the Platicivetre basin?" Dalico
asked Dorrick.
TongSu noticed she was responsive to his touch, he could
probably get her to stay if he caressed her a bit more
erotically. "There is not one pass where I can fly thru into that
basin," TongSu told her. "But Zil is on the Traguzar side
anyway."
"Yes, true," Dalico said.
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If they could keep her talking maybe that would give
Dorrick time to get a little warmer with her. TongSu reached
out and gripped her arm, "So anyway, I wanted to settle..."
"That's both of us," Dorrick interrupted, "want to settle,
for awhile at least, on a little land in the surrounding area."
"It looks real pretty and fertile," TongSu added, a little
embarrassed that she hadn't thought to included Dorrick. All
she had been thinking about was not blocking his chance to
do Dalico, something he looked like he was up for and
something she probably really needed. She knew Dalico
excited the hero in him and she knew better than to try and
get in the way of it. "The fields look so lush I'm tempted to
roll in them naked," TongSu said.
"I was a child in those fields a century ago," Dyiondeen
said. "If you're looking for a little slower life and rich earth,
go due south toward the Bailian Hills, that's a scenic area."
"While I go up the river to get out of the city," Dalico
said.
"You need to go as far up the river as Mount Foorstar to
get as far outside the city as going a hundred miles due
south," Dyiondeen said.
"I think what we have to do is get you out into the country
for awhile," Dorrick said.
"But I have..."
"There you go," TongSu said. "You aren't giving any
thought at all to a chance at breaking this spiral."
"I think it would do you good, my lady," Dyiondeen said.
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"I will keep your home for you."
"Oh of course you will," Dalico turned, "send me to the
country so you can have my property,"
"Huh??"
"The neighbors may not be sure who's it is anyway,
you've been with me so long. I could go and you could feel
you've inherited it. Maybe even sell it and run."
Dyiondeen flinched, with great effort and formality she
said, "My lady, I hope when you're healed you have the
courtesy to admit how wrong you were about me." Then she
stumbled weeping across the entertainment room and into her
cubby but did not slam the door.
"She's been with you how long?" TongSu asked.
"Going on a century," Dalico admitted.
"And you were that mean to her?" TongSu asked.
Dalico drew in a deep breath, "You guys have been here a
few minutes. She has been here a century. She is very, very
good at this act," Dalico said. "I will be forced out, I will sell.
My 'friend' of a century will promise to share a new home
with me, but to the new buyer she will claim tenant rights and
continue to 'serve' here. She will stay, I will go. With each
owner her rights will grow, I was just one of the owners along
the way."
"Could you take a vacation from this?" Dorrick asked
once again. He took her hand. "I guarantee your home is safe,
everything will be taken care of, I just want you to unwind."
"Why?" she asked.
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"I want to spend some time lounging around with you. I
want to see you laugh."
"This home is ME," Dalico stomped. "Everything else is
gone, my child, my loves. I need this home like I need my
skin."
"You've told us you don't even owe anything on it? What
is the threat?"
"Dyiondeen. She could convince the neighbors it always
was her house anyway, get them to witness the sale on fake
land records, and there's a lot more of those around than
people want to think."
"We'll talk to the neighbors before you go," Dorrick said,
"make sure they understand, we'll bring Dyiondeen with us if
we have to."
"She'd never go..."
"I would too," Dyiondeen sobbed from her room. "I'd go
if I was walking barefoot on hot coals if it could help you. I
don't know how to help you, I probably have made you worse
with my nagging but it's all I know how to do." Everyone was
silent and could hear her sobs. She obviously didn't close the
door.
"I think your illness has really, really hurt a dear old
friend," TongSu said.
"My illness?" Dalico shouted.
"I hope that's what it is," TongSu said, "I hope you're not
really that mean." She was getting exasperated with this girl.
"Uh!" Dalico exclaimed. "Here you are trying to help her
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steal my home and you're calling me mean?"
"She's right," TongSu said about Dyiondeen, "she doesn't
know how to help you but I think she really means to."
"You don't know, this act has been going on for a very
long time, decades, now please, I've got to get to my office."
"Can we make a deal?" Dorrick asked.
"What?" Dalico asked.
"You go, and before you come home for Nightday, you
tell them you are going away for awhile."
"I can't do that," Dalico said.
"I'll pay your salary to stay here," TongSu said, showing
her the three coppers again.
"TongSu, why?" Dalico whined.
"So you can stay alive. If somebody doesn't intervene in
your life, you may not have any."
"Why?" Dalico said, "Why do I have to live?"
"Because it's your duty," TongSu said. "Your mind's duty
is to keep your body alive, that's it, that's the reason it
evolved, even if it was at YingolNeerie. It holds just as true
for animals evolving there as it does here."
"So you've proven there's only one way I can get out of
that duty."
"Take two weeks," Dorrick said gently. "Get them thru
this emergency but tell them you are going away for two
weeks. We'll leave with the dawn." He took her hand in his,
"Please promise me that?"
"A week," she said. Her face was down but her eyes
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looked up. TongSu saw meaning pass between them. She saw
that Dorrick already had his hero suit on and that worried her.
When Dalico was gone, Dyiondeen re-emerged with the
excuse that she had to 'clean up'. Actually they finished
duskmeal and talked with Dyiondeen for quite some time.
She had been purely a servant to Dalico at first, in exchange
for room and board and a bit of spending money. Soon they
became friends as well and often went out together. Dalico
rarely worked two days a week and never thru sleeps in those
days. Holima was often here, and as time went on he became
Dalico's most important lover. She was even his most
important lover now and again. When she became pregnant a
little over ten decades ago, Dyiondeen believed Holima was
the father. Though he never claimed the child, he was
attentive. As Telodil neared three, he promised him a position
with his market.
In Dyiondeen's opinion Dalico had been over-protective
and never allowed Telodil to do anything where he might get
hurt. Other children teased him about it, so when he was old
enough to go out by himself, he became the most daring to
compensate. The sport of bridge-jumping is played by
adolescents with lots of daring and little common sense. It
involves swinging from a rail out to a bridge a floor or two
below, a bridge over a drop deep enough that anyone missing
has no chance. Even those who hit the target often break
bones, Telodil had before.
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Dyiondeen recounted how Holima was as devastated as
Dalico when he was lost. They had a terrible argument and he
had been furious and blamed her for letting it happen. In truth
Dalico had taken to randomly following her son attempting to
catch him. She had threatened to move him so far into the
country he'd have to walk a year to find a bridge more than
five feet above a canal. But she never carried that out. The
very next year, Telodil was gone. Since then Holima had put
more and more pressure on Dalico and she had become a
classic case of a stress-fractured mind.
She could see Dorrick getting deeper into this as
Dyiondeen spun this tale, he was really taken by the girl and
desperately wanted to help her. TongSu did also but lust was
not part of her motivation. He stayed as late as Dyiondeen
would let them, probably hoping Dalico would return.
TongSu was surprised he didn't wait for her in her bed. It was
well into Dusksleep by the time they departed. They made
sure Honshu wasn't in, she wasn't of course, but by now it
was so late that they just crashed.
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9. On a Flight Out of Town
Two days later it was dawn and Dorrick meant to hold
Dalico to her word and was at her door early. The sky was
light but Kortrax had yet to appear. "This is Dorrick," he said
to the speaking tube. "If any of you are up, you're invited to
breakfast at the aeropark diner on the fifty fifth floor."
He heard Dalico's voice in return. "Dyiondeen has a client
today."
"That's fine," Dorrick said. "She's welcome to dine with
us anyway. We already have two others..." he was going to
tell her 'but there's room in the floater for more.'
"TongSu and..." Dalico asked, opening the door with a
bigger smile than he'd ever seen on her before.
"Honshu," he said, and tried to keep himself from leering.
Today she was wearing something like the garment called a
'worker' from the Highlands, a one-piece shorts and shirt, but
the material was much more supple and translucent, as well
as more snug. It flared at her elbows and knees, but clung to
her form everywhere else, and Dorrick had to admit, her form
was fantastic. An instinct rose up in him, he could not let this
creature come to harm, something in her look, a babyishness
maybe, triggered a template in his mind.
"Normally you would be too late for breakfast, but today I
have only just risen."
"So has Kortrax. From up there we might see him break
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free if we hurry."
Dalico lead the way. He had to admit, she looked very
good for someone who had just got up and thought life wasn't
worth living. She must have showered and done her hair. She
probably never emerged from her bedchamber til she'd done
all those things. "I trust you were able to get some
Dawnsleep?" he asked, watching her muscles play as she
walked. She stirred conflict in his reptile brain; was she a
potential mate or a child?
"I got a long Dawnsleep," she said. She was a whole
different looking person when her face was happy. She was a
sunny Elf girl now, but with Bordzvekian facial features, skin
tone and eyes. He noticed how used to Kassidorian races he
was already, he would see an Asian today and think him half
Megnor and half Fmak. He was going to ask her about the
emergency she got called to, but thought better of it. That
would be like offering him loon. She took his arm, she was
firmer and deeper than she looks. She asked him, "How was
yours."
"We hardly had any Nightday. We toured some houses
and got an idea of what to look for around here. We got in
early and went right to bed." Dalico looked like she would
have been glad to hear more. He wasn't going to tell more.
There is a word in Kassidorian, "hkine," that he used that
doesn't translate into English very well. In this context it has
to be translated differently depending on the reader's religion
and social position. The best I can do is the phrase, "I wish to
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respect another's privacy and will not talk about them without
them here." It has no judgmental overtones, it is all about
respecting someone else's 'back' and not talking of what they
might want private.
They got to the diner to find TongSu sitting with a
hotstone and batter. "Glad you guys made it before this cools
off. We've got some nice sauces for them in the stone kit."
"How much was that?" Dalico asked.
"Fourteen penny," she said, "for all of us. It's cheaper than
getting them at the rail and I can press 'em thin."
"I can get half of it," she reached for her pouch.
"Dalico stop," Dorrick said. "This week is on us. You just
learn to drift like a balloonleaf today and tomorrow."
"Why?" she asked.
"Because we need your help with something else,"
TongSu said.
"What?" Dalico asked.
"We need a guide as we look for a farm this week."
"And you think that's a better use of my time than
following up on how those calculations are holding up in
today's market?"
"Way better," TongSu said, "but it doesn't matter, it's more
relaxing. We're going to just drift over pretty farmland and
you're going to be welcome to tell us anything you know
about the land below."
"You mean to fly?" Dalico asked nervously.
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Dorrick wondered how she didn't know that, as smart as
she was. "Yeah, it's the best way to look at farmland by far.
You almost can't help looking at farmland any time you fly."
"How high?" Dalico asked. Her eyes were big and
Dorrick could see that a mist of perspiration had already
broken out on her upper lip.
Dorrick hadn't planned on this. If she was afraid of flying,
this wouldn't be a relaxing trip would it? He sure felt stupid.
Sure enough, she was a wreck all thru breakfast and would
eat almost nothing. The cakes were so good and they had lots
of berries to lace them with. She tasted them, but he knew she
was afraid they would just give her stomach more throw
weight once they were off the ground. The rest of them ate
enthusiastically until almost all the batter was gone and the
stone wouldn't cook any more.
In spite of her appetite Honshu was very listless this
morning. She responded to introductions and ate
mechanically. Dalico was not as skinny as Honshu, so if she
skipped a meal, she was not in as much danger, and Honshu
had probably skipped more than one meal since they'd seen
her last. Dalico and Honshu did not speak to each other any
more than necessary and Dorrick guessed they would not
become close. He wouldn't have expected them to anyway. It
was just as well they didn't linger over breakfast, they'd have
more time to view the countryside.
Dalico was squeaking as they walked to the rail. She
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wasn't ready to climb into the net, even over the landing.
TongSu was already aboard the balloon. "See, you have
no chance of falling thru," TongSu told her, rolling around to
prove it.
Dalico emitted some unintelligible whiny noise but
climbed into it.
Honshu recorded the whole scene. Dorrick was the last to
get in, he shoved off, then swung into the net. Dalico
screamed, Honshu filmed all that. Dalico screamed again as
they moved out from above the landing to being above the
thirty eight story drop to the nearest court. Honshu played the
camera over the drop and Dalico's face. The drop she tried to
make less than a week ago.
"This is a lot more stressful than running numbers for
Holima last Dusksleep or checking today's prices against the
estimates," Dalico cried, "That never get's my heart rate over
a hundred." She was gripping the ropes of the net.
"Once you get used to it you'll find it's the most relaxing
thing in the world," TongSu said.
"Just lay on your belly and look at the world unrolling
below you," Dorrick said.
"Can someone go aft?" TongSu said, "I can't get her nose
up with all of us up here."
They left her and went to the main net. Dalico whined all
the way and screamed again at the juncture of the front and
main nets, but made it. Once she had done that, just laying on
her belly in the net and watching the countryside below
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seemed to be a lot less scary for her. Dorrick lay down beside
her. His arm went around her and she snuggled into it.
Honshu filmed some city, it was a few miles before it was
down to one layer of streets. She commented on the
uppermost layer just making one connection to each building.
Then she went back to the tail net where she would probably
video herself playing with a dildo if she had the energy for it.
She looked more like she should go back to sleep.
TongSu was following Dyiondeen's advice and heading
due south. There were some hills far in the distance, she
seemed to be heading in that direction at her comfortable
ceiling. They caught a few glimpses of a tube line in the trees
that lined the wide avenue they were more-or-less following.
Dalico had a connected photovoltaic device at her house
but not a portable, and was glad to have the map on his. She
was even careful to keep the wrist strap tight while she used
it. "I've been on this avenue, in the tubeway on it," she
pointed. "We went out to see Dyiondeen's people. They're a
week's coach ride down the west side of the B'Konicare
beyond the end of this line."
"How are they?"
"Demonstrative and rowdy, I can see why she didn't fit in
at the family plantation."
"It's a plantation?"
"A big one, seven hundred tenants, eleven family
members spending too much time playing practical jokes on
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each other while the tenants steal them into poverty."
"Is her family some of why you fear Dyiondeen?"
"No, if she was a rowdy fuck-off I wouldn't worry, but she
is quiet and secretive."
"She spoke with us," Dorrick told her.
"About me." It wasn't a question. "She'll speak for hours
about Dalico, try asking her about Dyiondeen and see how
much conversation you get."
"Does she tell the truth about you?"
"What does she say?" she asked.
"Let me ask you, that child, Telodil, who was his father?"
"Either my boss, who I was seeing quite a bit of at the
time, or I guy who I met at a Lixtrax show who's name I
forget, or Nimint who lives on my hallway."
"Holima was good with the child?"
"He wouldn't claim him, but he probably thought Telodil
was his, he did act like it. I admit, I didn't talk to him at length
about the other guys I saw. I never assured him he was his,
and we never had an analysis done."
"Why did you decide to have a child?"
"Ah," she sighed, "why does anyone?" He let her have
some time. "It was a good time in my life, things were going
well. I felt good about myself, even important. I was taking
home at least five coppers a year, the year I started hormones
was the first time I got seven. I hadn't noticed Dyiondeen's
plans at the time, maybe I was naive, maybe I was in denial."
"How did you arrange the home?"
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"Telodil in the guest suite."
"Did you let him onto the balcony."
She paused, "Well no," she said. "I planned to keep that
door locked til he was three."
He never made it to three. "How long after that did you
stop seeing Holima?"
Dalico was silent. "You are delving rather deeply into my
life don't you think? It wasn't long, but what does this have to
do with finding a farm?"
"It has to do with answering the question of whether the
stories Dyiondeen tells about you are true."
"Are they?"
"Yes, they are," Dorrick said. "She told us just what you
have and she does seem, I said seem, very concerned and
sincere, in spite of being so annoying."
"She's good at that."
"What has she done to turn you against her?"
"She's always trying to get me to give up the house. I've
heard nothing else for at least two decades now. 'Let's move
down a few floors, we don't need so many lanterns, I could
use a bowl oven,' she always comes back to it."
"I think she really wants you free of that career. She
thinks it's killing you."
"The worry of losing my home is what's killing me,"
Dalico said. "Everything that was so good about then is gone,
that home is all I have left of those years."
"You don't owe on it, you don't have to give it up. You
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won't have any expenses with us and you won't be expected
to do any more on the farm than you want."
"One is either owner or tenant on the farm. The tenants
will have contracts. They can block a sale without an
agreement on contracts," she told him.
"Good to know, we wouldn't want to be caught blind on
that. You've been a great help already," Dorrick said.
"You may not get me in as an additional tenant, they may
not want to divide."
"You're going in as one of the new owner's party, four of
us counting Honshu."
"That's not fair," she said.
"Doesn't have to be. I used my Centorin salary to ship
thru a half ton of titanium for deposit. I've had a pound of
aluminum transferred to a financial trading company in
Bordzvek just in case we don't get any sustaining funding
from Centorin."
"Pppp. You could buy the building I live in for that, all but
those that wouldn't sell for anything. My home's financial
value has declined since the Rentricle went up across the
court."
"Your home is safe if it takes that pound of aluminum to
insure it. But what I mean is, we can buy a place with room
for all of us. I don't think we want a big place with dozens of
tenants, small enough to be informal, or with our own
garden."
"You can find that," she said. "What we're passing over
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now, most of these places probably have less than twenty
tenants, most would be about six."
"Is there some way we can tell what land goes with what
house?"
"A lot of the houses are underground, are you sure you're
seeing them all?"
"No? How underground?"
"See that one?" she pointed. "It goes from there by the big
leshin patch, down to the path over here."
"Ah," he said, "any group of windows set into the side of
the same hill among the rows is actually a farmhouse."
"Yeah, those would be the stable doors over there, they've
got quite a herd of kedas."
"What river is that?" he asked, "Not the Bordz?"
"No, when we left that breakfast place was the closest we
were to the Great Bordz on this trip. It's at least fifty miles
west of here unless we're already south of West Bend, if so,
we're farther. Not only that, but the Great Bordz is at least a
mile wider than that."
"How far have you been up the river?" he asked.
"Almost three thousand miles by water, but it was before I
got that home, before my first child."
"What do you remember?"
"Cities, hundreds, all shapes and sizes until the river ends,
at Bordzvek, the mother of all cities."
"What do you know about galaxies?" Dorrick asked.
"They're found in outer space and they're very big and we
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are in one."
"You know they have a great black hole in the center?"
"I guess I never looked at one that close, you mean like
the eye of a storm?"
"A Black Hole, event horizon, cosmology and all."
"I think I got too scared of them when I heard of them.
Sucks you in and you can never get out, sort of a gravitational
runaway?"
"Yes, that. Well some liken the population of people to the
stars in a galaxy. Our gregariousness is like gravity, pulling us
ever closer into cities and towns so we are all clustered
together on as little land as will support us. This 'gravitational'
attraction we have for each other builds greater and greater
densities until the great cities become black holes with event
horizons from which few ever escape. The guy with this
theory cites the fact that all the great cities have population
inflows, more people die in the cities than are born, like stars
caught in a black hole. They may orbit for trillions of
centuries, but eventually they are crushed out of existence."
"And that is me, crushed out of existence in a black hole
of a city. But I thought you liked it here?"
"I remember saying it reminds me of home at every turn. I
did say let's settle here awhile, but I also said let's stay a little
way out of the city itself."
"If I can keep my home, you have a place in the city any
time you need it," she said.
"I would really appreciate it if you would take some time
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off from Holima's Market."
"I am, a couple weeks, after that he will have to bring
Talsto in."
"Let him, I can buy his market and hire you to run it when
we decide you're ready to go back."
"That wouldn't be right."
"Dalico, please, keep your home, let the position with
Holima go. With what's happened between you, it isn't right
for you to have a career there any more. No matter how fair
he wants to be, he can't do it, and neither can you. Please let
that go."
"I have no other way I can make what I need..."
"Dalico, if I have to buy a company near your home and
insist that they hire you at seven coppers a year, I'll do that,
and pay extra to keep if from you. Right now you are in a
mental state that even though I would do no such thing and
am long gone, you will think any success you have is because
of that. Now I don't know what's wrong, and I don't know the
technical terms, but I'm sure we can get it fixed. I'll bring in a
few professionals and..."
"Don't you dare..."
"You don't want to get better?"
"I want to keep my home, my anchor. I appreciate what
you're trying to do for me and a couple weeks off and a ride
in the country like this is really nice, refreshing. It sure is an
adrenaline rush after the drudgery of my career. I'm sure by
next week I'll be just fine. When you guys get a place out
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here, I'll be glad to take another week now and then out here,
but, and now don't get me wrong, this is nice and I really am
enjoying it in some wild and crazy way, but I'll take the tube.
And when you guys want to come into the city, there's room
at my place."
"I'll compromise on you staying in town if you stop
working for Holima."
"Dorrick, you can't tell me what to do. I agreed to take a
week or two off and help you look for a farm, I am not going
to go off with a nice couple and, pardon me, a bimbo who's a
bit of a flake, and let you work on my mind. You are all right,
I can use some time off and I know that what's going on
between me and Dyiondeen right now probably looks a bit
extreme, but there are reasons."
"Like what?"
"Like maybe more than I want to discuss with someone
I've only recently met who seems to want to interfere pretty
heavily in my life."
"I'm sorry, it looked like you needed some interference."
She waited a minute. "There's a side of me that says yeah,
if you hadn't interfered I'd be dead, but I don't think I would
have really jumped if TongSu hadn't tried to take that away
from me. I just needed to know there was a way out.
"I was starting to sort things out when I was sitting out
there. You know, you can cancel it all, there is nothing
salvageable, so eject. Then I thought about what Holima
would have to do if I jumped. He would have to do the exact
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same thing if I wasn't there for any other reason. So I could
hurt him just as bad by not coming in any more, as by
jumping off this rail. You see, I had already determined he no
longer cared anything for me as a person, it was just my
utility as a strategist that allowed us to interact at all.
"Well that was when Dyiondeen came in and started
freaking at me and laying out the whole guilt trip she lays on
people. That broke my concentration and then you guys came
to block my way out and it was like 'no, you'll never be
without interruptions, even in the face of death, and you can't
even have death as a way out.' Something made me have to
go for it then, like I'd never have the chance again."
"You're right, we won't let you."
"What if I have a lighter on me?" she asked.
"The Instinct," he replied.
In a few hours they were over what the map called the
Bailian Hills. The center of the hills was above the ceiling on
TongSu's balloon, but they could fly a hundred mile across
circle around these hills. Dorrick had learned early not to
tempt TongSu into any more passes thru the hills. Honshu had
returned to the main net and lay on his left. Dalico was now
calm and comfortable in the air. "It's so beautiful," she said,
"and so casual because you're not on the street side of
everything."
"That's the power of flight," Dorrick said.
"I've never been over this area before," Dalico said, "not
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in the air."
"With all the floaters in this area, I'm surprised you
haven't been on one before," Honshu said.
"I was always too afraid. I should have taken them to the
outer sites instead of coaches, but when I can, I take the
tubes," Dalico said. "They are faster, safer, and not much
more expensive."
That was true, without Centorin money behind them, the
tubes were quite pricey for the average native. "Once you
grow the balloon, flying's pretty cheap," Dorrick told her.
"By the way, from all you've said about what you're
looking for, anywhere around here is fine," Dalico said,
loudly enough for TongSu to hear.
"This is way too far from the city," Honshu said, even
louder.
They were about a hundred and seventeen miles from the
center of the city, just about due south of the harbor. The hills
they were flying around were about ten thousand square miles
with about half of them farmland and half wild. The wild was
in large patches on the highest ground with a few small
settlements in them, the farmland was pretty contiguous
because of the pest problem on the wilderness boundary.
"Yeah, lets find a nice little farm for sale around here and
settle for a few years," TongSu said.
Honshu hissed but didn't say anything.
"You're gonna just buy a farm?" Dalico asked.
"He's Centorin," Honshu said about Dorrick as if that
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explained everything from the shape of the moon to the
mating habits of arctic mud worms. "But don't go getting a
place without adequate night life within walking distance."
"Miss second-largest-urban-complex-this-side-of-astargate might not find much urban..." Dorrick tried to say.
"I would go just out of town back there," Honshu said.
"Bordzvek looked pretty cool. Did any of you get out to that
club called MirrorQuake?" she asked, but didn't wait for an
answer, "wear shades when you do. At least find somewhere
where we can fly into town a few times a year."
"You can afford any one that's for sale," TongSu called
back to Dorrick.
"So can you," he said. She knew that he was right, and she
was the one who came from the land. The only thing he'd
ever done with farmland was sell it.
"OK, I'll do it," she called back, "even if it's three
aluminums for a nice little farm around here."
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10. To Buy a Farm
They were at an inn in a small city named Falsain that
was just about one hundred miles south of Bordzvek. Honshu
went out for Morningday evening to ascertain that this city
was big enough for her use. It was probably about three
hundred thousand urban people. It looked a lot like a small
patch of Bordzvek had been broken off and dropped here, just
one clump of thirty story crystal buildings with no more than
three levels of streets, most of them indoor. There were seven
tube stations in the city, with the really important news being
that they connected with a long line to the system in
Bordzvek. It was an iron and forty for that ride, but they
didn't have to worry about it. Even Honshu had enough
Centorin money from her camera work that she could never
spend it in a century. If she didn't find a place with enough
cum flying for her taste in Falsain, she could take the tube
back into Bordzvek. TongSu didn't expect to see her again til
at least breakfast, maybe not til they got back to the inn in the
city.
TongSu wouldn't want to have to endure much more of
Dalico. All she was doing was talking about how important it
was that she get back. "The fact that there's a tube station here
makes it all the more convenient. I won't need to bother you
at wakeup, I'll just walk down after an early Afternoonday
breakfast and be at my desk on time. I do thank you for that
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thrilling balloon ride," she said to TongSu.
Dorrick insisted, "You promised them two weeks."
"I only promised one, but I told Holima I'd be gone two."
"I claim that two," Dorrick said, "and before those two
weeks are over, we'll buy a farm and I'll hire you as our
analyst."
"You might talk me into doing your analysis and city
work for you from my home, but I don't think I want to live
on the ground, and a lot of the homes in this area are
underground. But aren't we doing noonmeal?" she asked. "I'm
sure we can find a thesh and choi nearby."
"I know they've got something roasting downstairs,"
TongSu said because the aroma was tantalizing and lunch had
been only some fruits and nuts.
"Yes I know," Dalico said, "the whole building reeks of
it."
TongSu backed off then, thought for a split second about
catching up with Honshu but passed on that, she was built for
strength, not speed. Dorrick asked, "Thesh and choi is an art
in this basin isn't it?"
"Most of the spice in the sauce is soom," she said, "even if
it's meat." She hadn't sat yet in the room, she'd put her nightbag in her room and come to theirs. "So shall we go find
some," she offered her arm to Dorrick. There was nothing
lacking with her body so he was glad to get up and take it.
"Are you coming?" Dorrick asked, since she hadn't
moved.
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"Nah, I'm all in favor of that roast," she said, still not
moving, and that got Dorrick to look back at her. He has a
look that he gives her when he thinks she's giving him away
for the sleep. He gave her that now. She has a look that she
gives him when that's the only choice he's got. She gave him
that now.
She didn't need to go see some of Falsain and didn't need
to find a man for the sleep. She was still dizzy from all the
city she'd seen on Nightday afterlunch, and evening. As for
sex, she had taken everything Dorrick had in him for
Dawnsleep. Let Dalico have what he could get up this sleep,
it might be safe enough for her. Either that or give her
something more to complain about.
TongSu was interested in the land here, and found that in
Bordzvek many sellers use agents and lists and descriptions
were available on the eye. She spent most of noonmeal
looking up real estate listings using Dorrick's pocket eye and
going back for several slices of that karga in rinko jam. She
noticed two other people there using pocket eyes. Dorrick had
told her everyone does on Centorin. No one brings a pocket
eye to the table in the Yakhan. Almost no one at all has them
anywhere else. She looked thru hundreds of descriptions,
maps and pictures of available properties, continuing back up
in her room after the meal.
She copied down maps of all the interesting places for
sale, but one seemed to be the most interesting. It was an
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underground on a nice wooded hillside near the border of the
deep green uninhabited wood of B'Konicare, the largest
wilderness in the Bailians. That wilderness was fifty miles to
the far side if she went east or south, and at least fifty miles
for all points in between. The property was a short walk from
a good sized village, still three quarters of a mile from the
actual wilderness so they weren't on the raw frontier of pest
control. It was a small property for the area with six acres
under cultivation, a sturdy cut-stone below-grade farmhouse
that sprawled for over three hundred feet including the barns
and worksheds. The home was backed up to the edge of the
land, its back to the road, well, path it actually looked like,
that lead to the village. The front overlooked the fields that
sloped below them.
This was an eight hour flight from Bordzvek city, they
could go and return in a week. They could get to the city a lot
quicker if they took the tube from Falsain, that was only an
hour in the air, an easy day on foot. Honshu would think it
was too far, but what TongSu liked the best was that it was in
such a rural area, at least, according to the six photos
available. But she got it on the map and was reasonably
confident she could find it from the sky.
Since she was buying it, she should be the one making the
decisions on it. Dorrick, Dalico and Honshu could stay in the
city tomorrow. TongSu was too easy to convince at times, and
sometimes easy to distract. She would listen too much to
what they thought and not buy it for herself. There were times
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when she assumed one making a suggestion had thought it
thru as thoroughly as she had her original plan. That can
result in carrying the balloon on poles and a cart across wide
expanses of near desert scrub-land, with the occasional
necessity to fell a few large trees to get the balloon by.
None of them had returned when she lay down for
Noonsleep, they would probably be a few more hours. She
could see out the window from the bed and look under the
balcony rail to the fields just out of town. She tried to decide
if this was more like her homeland or Dorrick's. She had to
say her's, in spite of the superficial decor. She had to admit,
from his descriptions of the wonders of Centorin, this was as
good as being there. It was like a basin from Centorin had
been transplanted to the world of all lands. But once you get
past the decor, this was not Centorin. First there was
language, the people of Bordzvek spoke slower and with a lot
of careful enunciation of erudite words, but it was certainly
common tongue they were speaking and none had heard of
Centish. They didn't understand her sloppy Yakhanian
pronunciation and rapid-fire Yakhanian delivery in common
words and sometimes asked her to slow down. Dorrick's
common tongue was pretty Yakhanian in slang but almost as
slow as they speak in this basin. But he couldn't speak with
them any easier than she could or understand them any better.
There were ways in which this was a little more like Kex than
the Yakhan. The lights were brighter here, but they were
mantled gas lanterns instead of bioluminescent algae. No
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electric lights and no nuclear glow panels. There was no
system of wires and electricity, there was no bulk application
of electricity but the tubes. However, Bordzvek's tubes were
built to Yakhan standards, not Centorin.
More than likely, real estate transactions would be more
like her home than his. In the Yakhan one registers the sale in
public registries and has it witnessed by the neighbors. It was
probably more like that here than courts of law, whatever they
were, and reams of documentation like they did on Centorin.
Though TongSu had raised no plant but her balloon since
Kahlekmeel house back in Trenst, she was probably more
experienced with the crops in Bordzvek than Dorrick. Dorrick
had farmed less than her since he got here and none before.
She hadn't really had her own ground since he came into her
life. Honshu had been a hanger-on at Kahlekmeel house, so
she wouldn't be any help and therefore, shouldn't have a say
in what she bought.
Three of them made it to breakfast, Dorrick and Dalico
came down while she was half way thru a bowl of honeyed
vedn crumbles with tai sticks. Dalico was skipping along and
twirling on his arm as they entered the room. He was
obviously safe enough for her. "You're up early," Dorrick
said.
"I'm going to check out a farm," she explained.
"We're here but what about Honshu?"
"Alone," she said. "If I'm buying it, I don't need someone
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to make up my mind for me."
Dorrick looked a little sad, but Dalico said to him, "If
you're going to stick around maybe I could take another day
off from the market."
"Two weeks," he told her. "You were going to give me
two weeks to convince you to work for us full time."
"I'll go back to the market today," Dalico told him, "if you
keep..."
TongSu thought about saying something about making
hiring decisions for her place that she hadn't even bought yet,
but he certainly has the money to pay her, so what could she
say? She could say that she no sooner got over worrying
about how much of Dorrick Honshu was getting than she had
to start worrying about how much Dalico was getting. She
knew anything she said now would sound jealous, so she kept
her mouth full.
TongSu chugged the remaining crumbles from the bowl,
grabbed the remaining tai sticks and got up. She gave Dorrick
a peck on the non-Dalico said of his forehead and said, "I'm
off to the air, have a good day."
"...besides I think there's a bluebird garden around here
worth seeing," Dalico concluded.
TongSu waved to him as she handed the bowl back to the
counterman and got out of there. Dorrick made the face of a
drowning man, but he was the one who wanted to stay
involved with her case. Getting her down off that rail once
was all TongSu had signed up for. Dorrick had been involved
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with Honshu, some chief's concubine in Zil, that strangler
vine in the Traguzar's, now the crying angel. She wondered
what would be happening now if TongSu had dropped her?
She hated herself for even thinking of that. That wasn't an
option.
Since they'd left the Yakhan, she and Dorrick had been
thru just as many different worlds. TongSu had never seen so
much as a one paragraph news article about the tribal feuds of
Zil until she was embroiled in one. To be honest she never
knew there was a Zil basin til she got to the Trenst basin and
saw it on the edge of a map. Then there was the Traguzars,
actually a series of valleys between impassable highlands
that, lumped together, made another minor basin about two
thousand miles long that took them five weeks because they
lost a day here or there due to social complications, even
though that mini-basin was as thinly populated as the Borgoth
plateau. But what guys there were, sure could fuck. Then they
lost another day here and there due to weather complications
in spite of the fact that it was almost prairie dry.
Now they were here in the Bordzvek basin. A grand view
of the local basin floor spread out below her as she rose in the
noon light. To both she and Dorrick, this was the closest thing
to home they had seen in many, many worlds. It was really
weird because she and Dorrick came from homes that were
over thirteen light years apart. Before the stargate anyway,
now Kex is closer than Ebmemboz if you have the money.
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This was so much like home, it was more like home than
home. Everything was even more neatly done, even more
finished off. There were even more tasteful details. It was a
little lighter green, but a little more lush. She couldn't wait to
roll naked in a field here. She could see herself staying here
as long as they stayed in Trenst, thirty years at least, maybe
even longer. She thought about the twenty something
centuries she'd stayed at her first home on the land. There was
no doubt in her mind that Honshu could find scenes in this
city that would be worth something on the Centorin sex film
market. They would probably have to stage some things and
fear for Honshu's life again to get back into the adventure
show theme again. With a wilderness a week's hike across
and the fertility of this ground, they were sure to find some
wildlife that would titillate Centorin bloodlust. No doubt they
could also dig up some mystery in a city the size of Bordzvek
that would sell.
Dorrick had really blown her mind one time when he told
her that seventy eight percent of the Centorin population that
watched their exploits do not think their show is real and it's
all done with special effects. She'd like to drop a theirops in
their bedroom some time and see if they still think it's all
done with special effects. She was even more dumbfounded
to hear that at the time he came thru the tube, half the
Centorin population did not believe Kassidor was real, it was
all a hoax made up by the tour and media companies. Some
claim to have mathematical proof that the planet would be
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tide locked so it had to be imaginary.
An hour and a quarter later she was sure that she found
the right farm. The thing she saw immediately and the thing
that made her decide she would take it unless there was
something horrendously wrong with it, was the field about
two hundred feet long, one hundred feet wide and one
hundred feet deep between sturdy but soft-tipped long-frond
hangleaves. It was the middle of before-lunch right now and
there was no one in that field. It seemed to be nothing but
grazing land or maybe a sports field. If she bought the place it
would be shelter for TongSu's Balloon and hopefully the start
of a phase in her balloon's life where she grew unblemished
for a long period of time, enough to let all the variegated
colors and textures of her patches and mends blend in.
She brought her girl down into that field. She was almost
on the ground before someone came out, gaping, to greet her.
"Should I take this rope?" he asked about the nose-rope now
starting to drag across the ground.
"Yes, that would be helpful," she said, trying to keep her
voice mild.
He was a pretty good looking guy, a bit of red in his bush
of sandy curls, lanky but knotty of limb. But he held the rope
like it was the leash of a toy lenta, not something that could
snatch him into the sky at a gust of wind. She jumped down,
took the nose rope from him and set it in a double-bender on
the nearest tree. The breeze was gentle enough that she could
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walk to get the tail rope and belay that on the far end of this
little clearing. He followed her on that walk. "Do you have
business here?" he asked.
She wondered who he was, he didn't look the part of the
owner of a property like this, he looked more the part of the
gardener. "There is a posting on the eyes, this property is for
sale."
"Yes, that is so, but the owners are residing at their home
in Falsain."
"That's not the property I'm interested in buying, it's this
one. Do you reside here?"
"I'm Vindarm, the property keeper here."
Everything she said from now on depended on one thing,
she would try asking directly right up front. "Will you be
following with the owner or staying with this property?"
"It will be at the new owner's discretion."
"Are you willing to stay on with a new owner?"
"For the right terms."
"I will ask what your current terms are."
"Jebinje will lie," he said.
She looked at him but kept walking, she wanted to get to
the tailrope before a breeze wafted her balloon against the
great hangleaves bordering this clearing. If she was going to
buy the place, she better be sure and ask everyone what the
terms were. "Is he the owner?" she asked.
"There are six of them but he does the talking. They take
seventy percent of the profit and call themselves generous
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that they don't take from the gross. They sit on the thirtieth
floor in Falsain and sniff freak after every meal."
She looked at him again, kept walking, "I'd almost reverse
that percentage, two thirds of the net to those who do the
work, one third to those who invest in the land."
"Do you know anything of the land?" he asked.
"Well," she drawled as best she could, "It's generally
found beneath the sky," she looked to see how he took that.
He seemed to wonder if she was one of the owners freaksniffing friends. "I was a smallholder for twelve centuries and
I have yet to see an acre in this basin that isn't fertile enough
to eat raw."
"We maintain the soil well here," he said.
She reached the rope, grabbed it, leaned into the balloon
because it was drifting to the side of the field. She didn't spot
a sturdy enough shrub to take this tailrope at first and had to
drag the tail around a little way. He helped her a little toward
the end of the pull. Finally she got that fastened. She'd need a
rope on the other tail if rough weather came up, even down
here, but there had been no sign of that this Afternoonday, and
she didn't intend to spend the dark here. "What I saw from
above looks pretty well maintained all around. I see you've
planted your roofs."
"I protects us from the heat of Afternoonday and a little
from the cold of Dawnsleep. Many country people have them.
They probably all will when their hangleaves die."
"I've noticed," she said. "This field is a great floater park
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and I like it already, but what is its normal crop?"
"It was last used as a boundary-ball field about twelve
years ago. We were thinking of putting it in teesrike or notch
berry."
"How badly do you need that crop?"
"Once the league disbanded we really had no other use for
the field."
"Is there room in this house for three more?"
"In the owner's suite there are three bedchambers big
enough for four, but it is seldom occupied by more than two,
seldom occupied at all lately."
They had started up the path toward the house. The great
hangleaves were lifting turnip-berry vines into the sun. The
path was trimmed and there were steps. "Who sees to the
grounds keeping here?"
"That and irrigation are my main responsibilities under
contract with the current owner, though he tries to make that
as broad as possible."
"How would you feel about an owner that lived here?"
"Lived here as in wanted to also be waited on, served and
pampered, or as in wanted to participate in the profitable
operation of this agricultural enterprise?"
"And was willing to make significant capital
improvements to improve the profitability of this agricultural
enterprise, as well as lend strong arms to the operation."
"Oh, we could do a lot if we just ran it right."
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11. Left Alone
With TongSu off by herself looking at farms and Honshu
gone back into the city for the day, Dorrick and Dalico were
left to themselves. Dalico left the table and went back to her
room with little explanation. After the last evening and
Noonsleep, he thought she was almost normal. Yeah she had
whined a lot about how badly she was needed, but she ate
heartily, talked with animation and got physically close with a
reasonable amount of time and drink. She was a very
beautiful girl and he certainly enjoyed that about her. Her sex
was neat but relatively vigorous and strong, surprising him
actually, but he gave her all he had. He'd had a really good
Dawnsleep with TongSu and he was still randy from that, so
he and Dalico wound up having quite a romp. She hadn't
instigated another at wakeup, but even at once per sleep, the
fun they had for Noonsleep definitely left her high on his
recommended variety list while they stayed in the Bordzvek
basin.
He sat at the breakfast counter quite a while, hoping she
would come back out. Hoping she didn't come out dressed for
business to say, 'Since TongSu needs no further guidance, I
can head back to the office.' He sat thru another cup of tea.
The breakfast cook cleaned up and chatted about one of the
bands in the area. He wondered what was keeping Dalico, she
had said something about seeing some garden he thought.
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Her door was open but he did not see her in her room. He
hadn't seen her come out either, so he noticed a quick pang of
worry. They were on the eighth floor here. He went thru to
her porch and found she was out there. She didn't notice him
at first because she was standing at the rail staring at the tiny
sliver of sparkle of Bordzvek that was visible from here. At
least she was on the inside of the rail. It was a pleasure seeing
her nude because her skin was so creamy and golden, a bit
darker in color than the shining waves of her hair. She was
smooth and dusted with a delicate aura of golden fuzz. "Do
you wish you'd gone with her," he asked.
Her head snapped around, but she was careful not to turn
her body. "No," she said suddenly. "Let me stay within six
feet of the ground from now on," she said.
He'd meant Honshu, but that meant Dalico was thinking
more about TongSu. She stayed turned away from him
looking into the distance. "You are quite beautiful and have
no need to hide," he said, noticing her embarrassment. "but if
I embarrass you I will leave."
"No, it's OK. But I'd heard that on Centorin..."
"We are far, far from Centorin here," he said. He
approached her but she did not turn. His hand touched her
hip, just below the waist, when he reached her. "I think your
skin is the most beautiful shade I have ever seen on a human
being."
"Are you trying to give me therapy?" she asked with some
diffidence. It was like a different person had taken control of
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her since the girl he romped with on the eve of Noonsleep.
She had been cuddly enough the evening before and he was
eager to caress her again.
"No, I'm trying to befriend you."
"Do you think it gets you points with your God to say
that?" she asked.
"Dalico, I saw you and came out here hoping to spend
some more time with you, miss Goddess of the Crystal
Tower."
"Huh?"
"Can you see yourself?" he asked.
"Yes, I think I look like an animated mushroom. I'm plain
and hairy."
For Noonsleep she hadn't actually undressed until they
were beneath the sheet. He figured it was a different custom
than the Yakhan, where girls always wanted you to see them
naked before getting in bed with you, usually well before.
That was also different from Borlunth where she would
probably be naked when she met you. "If you don't like your
appearance, you've got the money to change it. Why haven't
you?"
"I never could decide on what I should look like."
"Maybe because you should look just like you do. Does it
embarrass you for me to see you now?" The sheet was thin
enough that he certainly saw her and a good part of the time
she had been straddling him sitting up anyway.
"No," she said and turned toward him. "I am what I am."
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"Such perfection it's almost abstract," he said, "maybe I
was too excited to give your beauty proper praise last
evening." Her curls were as shiny as the hair on her head, her
navel was small. "No wonder you have to hide from guys,
they must pursue you unmercifully."
"Please stop."
"Why? Because you might have to correct your selfimage? I watched it happen." he said, her eyes got wide. "I'm
sorry Dalico but just because you can't see yourself for what
you are, that doesn't mean you can force anyone else to see
you that way."
"But..."
"I've seen nothing but breathtaking women since I came
thru that stargate, of all kinds and sizes and colors, exotic or
not. You, exquisite Dalico, are one of the most outstanding
yet."
"So you're trying to get laid again?"
"I'm almost afraid to touch a treasure like you with a
banged up and battered wreck of meat like me. It might have
been the drink that allowed it last evening."
"Please stop," she said again, "and this time I mean it. I
never could play that game, I can't play it now. Our flesh has
needs, that's fine, I understand that, I satisfy them."
That certainly hurt. "So is that what it was for you,
satisfying needs? Don't tell me you only did it because it is
expected of you? Have you ever cared for anyone as a
person?" he asked.
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"You can be so cruel. I've had two children for your
information, and I certainly cared for them as people."
"Do you now?"
"The latest one has been gone from my life about four
decades now. He almost made it to three when he died bridgejumping. He only did it to spite me. I was so hurt I hated him
for it, that made me hate myself. I may not be over it yet." It
looked like she wanted to cry and spit at the same time.
"I see, and the other?"
"He was a century earlier, I was still in Tuulucnole then. I
haven't seen him in a century nor his father in longer than
that." Dorrick had no more idea than you do about what,
where, or when Tuulucnole was.
"And you miss them?"
"Of course, even now. At least," she inhaled, "the last I
knew one of them was still alive." She started sobbing.
He turned her and let her cling to him. There was no
guessing where her mind was going to wander. She sure felt
nice however, between her and the Afternoonday sun it was
very pleasant. "Life's not easy is it?"
"If I'm not stressed out about today, I'm stressed out about
yesterday."
"Yes, the stress is the problem, not what you blame it on.
You need to get some yaag into you." That must have been
the difference with her yesterday. She drank quite a bit, and
the later it got, the more comfortable she seemed. Maybe it
was yaag withdrawal that made her like this? "I just happen to
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have a big skin of that keg going."
"We can't hide from our problems with drugs."
"A lot of our problem is; we need to be solving problems,
but there aren't any. You can solve it by making life much
harder than it has to be like America did near the end, or you
can learn to cope with boredom thru sex, drugs and song like
people have done here. We already have all we need."
"You're going to swindle me out of my house doing this."
"I am not, we're just here to help you."
"Why would you help me? Good grief you're all the way
from Alpha Centauri!"
"It's the damsel in distress syndrome, beautiful girl in
trouble..."
"What trouble?"
"Sitting on the outside of your balcony rail, shouting to
someone inside that you're going to jump is considered
trouble on all human planets."
"I told you, I was stressed. I needed to know I could jump,
I could get out of this life if I had to."
"I hope you will settle for getting out of town." He
disengaged a bit, "Let me get that yaag skin."
"We shouldn't need drugs to face our lives."
"We evolved with a nervousness to keep on the alert for
predators, the energy to gather enough food. We figured out
ways to get a lot of that done a lot easier, but sometimes our
biology hasn't caught up. Some people get like you are, they
think something more has to be done, but it doesn't. Once
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we're on the farm, the week tells you what has to get done and
what shouldn't get done. Sometimes in the city we lose track
of that."
"Yeah." She held his hand til he went inside. They had
taken three rooms in this inn, he'd left that skin in the other
one. Dalico put a shawl over her shoulders while he was
away, but did not hide any more of herself. She had settled
into the wide lounge on the porch of her room where the rays
of Kortrax were brightest.
He sat with her, with his arm around her. She let him
caress her. He gave her the yaag skin, she took enough to wet
the point of a pencil. "You are afraid of relaxing aren't you?"
"Shouldn't I be? Should I just abandon myself and float?"
"Yes."
"Is that what we are meant to be, a form of plankton?"
"Is your self-hatred because you are afraid you are not
what you are meant to be? Do you feel you've failed a duty in
some way?"
She sighed loudly. "I've failed my duty to Holima."
"Is what he expects of you reasonable?"
"I need to get a mod that will let me do all the calculations
instantly as soon as I see the data. But that won't help me pick
out what is significant, it won't help me predict the future."
"Then maybe the demands aren't reasonable."
She paused a bit, then asked, "Then what should one do
with one's life?"
If she expected him to have a profound answer to that,
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that would turn her life around, he would fail. 'Live it' was
about the deepest answer he would normally give to that
question, but he was afraid to be flippant with her. Instead he
thought he better answer as seriously as he could. "Because
I've spent considerable time on Earth, I am familiar with
human evolution. What we evolved to do was grow up and
raise children before it was too late. In ephemeral days, if you
reached old age and had surviving descendants, you were
victorious in the game of life."
She emitted a small chuckle. "I have a surviving child, as
best I know, but I don't feel very old at two centuries."
"No one made it to thirty decades in ephemeral days."
"The Elves, they lived to be thirty, even forty decades in
ancient times. Illewe the undying lived over a century before
there was any cure for ephemerality. The Old Lands were
called The Undying Lands before the Energy Age."
He doubted she was making that up. She was an educated
woman and knew a lot more about the world than most of the
world knew about Bordzvek. "I didn't know that, in my
history, a hundred Earth years is about the maximum. That's
about twenty four decades. But my point is, we evolved to
grow up, raise children and then die. But now there is no old
age, we need to find something more to do with ourselves."
"And that 'something more' leaves me trapped in my
panic," she said. "But I think there is more to what you say.
The instinct humans were born with. Once we have raised our
children, our instinct lets us down, it doesn't give us direction
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for what comes after that."
"Actually it does," Dorrick said, "We function as a source
of wisdom for our descendants for the remainder of our
lives."
"If we can find them..."
"And if they request it," Dorrick added.
Her face fell, that had probably been an issue in losing
contact with her first child. It was probably an issue with the
second also, she probably knew it and bringing it up had hurt
her. "Needless to say, I'm not functioning in that capacity,"
she said.
He tried to find something she wouldn't be hurt by. "As
another perspective, now that we have control of our DNA,
why should we be blind slaves to it? We understand the
brain's reward pathways now don't we?"
"So what should we do? What is our purpose?" she asked.
"We evolved intelligence because it was an advantage in
insuring the survival of our flesh," Dorrick said. "Once we are
intelligent enough to contemplate that, it seems a rather low
task for all this great intellect doesn't it?"
"This has not provided me with a lot of insight."
Perhaps she needed religion of some kind? He wasn't
good at that either. "Because there may not be any to be had,"
Dorrick said. "Our minds exist to help keep our bodies alive
and to help us reproduce as well as possible, anything beyond
that is entertainment. That's where yaag comes in."
"Artificial stimulation of the reward pathways."
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"As is this," he said and squeezed her bountiful curves,
she had the shape and size of TongSu, but was actually a little
firmer, though she looked a little softer.
"At least when we enjoy our flesh we make the chemicals
in our own bodies," she said.
She wasn't overly responsive, but she didn't resist and did
raise her nib so he stayed and enjoyed those reward pathways.
"We have already accomplished all that our evolution
intended for us."
"So; aren't you telling me that there is no more purpose to
life?" she asked.
"I'm telling you that you have accomplished your duty to
evolution, your time is now your own."
"To do what with?"
"Enjoy," he said.
"But the only way to enjoy is to replace the purpose
nature gave us with a chemical?"
He wondered if she was seriously addicted to yaag and
trying to rationalize out of it? To ask her would alert her, he
stayed on the track they were following. "You could raise
more children."
"That would be grossly irresponsible," she said. "The land
groans under the weight of our numbers now."
"This basin is quite populated, but the Traguzars are not."
"So it comes back to giving up my home."
He sighed. "Dalico, is there any way you can stop looping
on that? Your home is safe, you can take employment with us,
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doing the work you did for Holima for us and I promise you a
lot less pressure and a lot more appreciation. We are more like
a clan than a business and you can be one of us. I brought
enough metal thru the stargate to buy the entire building your
home is in on a whim. We can buy Holima's market and make
it yours if you want. You may return to your city home as
often and for as long as you wish. You have nothing to worry
about."
"Except that I am kept like a spoiled child."
He had his arms around her and was caressing more of
her. He worried if he might be saying the wrong things
because too much of his mind was occupied by the roundness
of her thighs so he backed off a little and let his hand settle
gently on her hip. He was not finding anything to say or do
that was getting her out of these self-destructive thoughts. "I
think we can give you a very important role with us."
"I would be kept, the farm ran perfectly well without me."
"O.K., I give up," he said, "what is your answer?" He was
beginning to feel that the only answer started with bringing
her son back to life.
"I think you just told me what my problem is. For the first
time in my life, I think I understand. If what you say about
our evolution is true, and I don't doubt you, I think we, by that
I mean we humans, the Kassikan in particular, should not
have tampered with human nature. I think we should have
stayed as nature intended us, so I could have lived my life,
performed my function and ended with my family around
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me."
Dorrick was horrified to hear her say that. It was what
was called the Kluboeb faith on Kassidor and it was
considered quite extreme by most. "When I first arrived here I
was quite afraid of what was being done to our minds by the
Kassikan, but now that I've seen both sides I think the
boredom of life here is preferable to the brutality of life in the
remainder of human space. One thing you may be forgetting
is that violence and dominance is part of human nature as we
evolved. If it wasn't for the distance to the stargate, I would
take you to Earth where so much of the population still lives
that way.
"Ephemerality is very, very cruel," he continued. "You
would retain your beauty only a few decades. Most suffer
horribly for decades before they finally die. The quest for
dominance and the violence it begets shapes every minute of
every life. Life is so expendable. One cannot travel, in many
places women cannot leave the guarded compound of the
home. In many places women have no choice in their lives. In
material comfort, most residents of Earth live poorer than the
poor of Borlunth, no land of Earth is as rich as the land of
Bordzvek, the average person on Centorin itself, energy age
and all, does not live as comfortably as the average person
here in the land of Bordzvek. Your home is finer than most of
Centorin's people can ever aspire to. Your home is something
the average Centorin can see only in video dramas.
"You are very blessed Dalico, you are richer than all but a
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tiny fraction of all humans in the galaxy, you are more
beautiful than all but a handful of women in the galaxy. You
live in beauty and comfort, you have people around you who
love you. I doubt there is a woman on Earth or Centorin who
wouldn't envy you."
"Thanks," she said, "though I might dispute some of that,
and thanks for the yaag," she took a little more, "Perhaps you
just hit on the problem, I have too much."
"Perhaps it is. You have a need to strive, but you have
nothing to strive for."
"Another defect in my personality."
"No," he said, "I think it is something you should be
proud of." She had turned toward him, he ran his hand up to
her chin. "You are so precious. I'm so glad TongSu caught
you."
"TongSu," she said. "You love her."
A pang of guilt hit him. He was taking TongSu for granted
wasn't he? He had already become so ensnared that he had
ignored the most important woman who had ever been in his
life. "In some ways, but she's gone to look for a farm without
me." He wondered if that was because of his infatuation with
Dalico.
"I think she's pretty impressive also." She got up and
turned to go inside. She was so beautifully shaped it was
almost abstract. In spite of the guilt regarding TongSu, he
wanted her again, he could easily stay right here and spend all
of Afternoonday in her, go find a duskmeal, and then continue
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thru Dusksleep. "Thanks," she said, "thanks again. You give
very good therapy."
"It's not therapy. I don't know how to tell you this any
plainer, I am telling you exactly what I feel."
"You won't give up if I don't believe you?"
"What could make you believe me?" he asked.
"If we didn't meet until last evening. If it really was a
wonderful little encounter at this little country inn. If you
never saw me sitting on that rail. Because you saw that,
anything between us is stained."
She was right about that wasn't she? Why did that hurt so
much? "So you won't let anything between us be real?"
"It can't be." It was getting into the day now and she
began looking for something more to wear. Her night bag was
quite full of beautiful things and she stood before them
distracted. She finally picked a black mesh-knit sunsuit that
covered just enough to be polite. For early Afternoonday it
would be comfortable and it was extremely sexy by Centorin
standards.
"Dalico, what I feel for you is real. You need to unwind
from your stress, from your worries about your duty and what
was expected of you. Your neighborhood will survive if
Holima's market shuts down completely and people all had to
shop at some of the competitors."
"He used to make it seem like people would go hungry..."
"He was just giving you a guilt complex to use you. He
couldn't have believed that himself. I don't understand how
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you could."
"By the force of his personality saying it," she said.
"We need to find a way for you to stand up to that, the
brow beater, the bully. If you have trouble with that here you
would never survive in the raw society of Earth. You already
know you don't have to do anything for Holima ever again."
"Yes, he can brush me aside and continue, I'm sure he
already has. He wanted to bring in Talsto and let him just do
it by feel."
"It's all guess work anyway," Dorrick said. One thing she
had talked about at Noonmeal were all the minute details of
her work and how everything was connected and all
depended on tiny vagaries of the weather and such things as
the moods of wagon masters. She was way too deeply overinvolved in it and put way too much responsibility onto
herself. From her side of the story, it was the owner putting
far too great a load on her. It seemed that he only did it
because she would take it and not push back. "You would
have been better off working for a scientist or even an
accountant as a mathematician than betting on these crop
estimates for grocery markets."
"I don't know any."
"I think you have a flat-eye in your apartment. You never
made any move to do anything because you are too timid to
take a step out of the rut you're in." He already knew that her
only social circle were people who also worked for that
market and friends of her servant/housemate. Her career and
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business took up the remainder of her life.
"I was too harried."
"I'll be patient til you understand the truth," he said.
She turned and looked at him pleadingly. She was such a
sweet child in appearance. Two local centuries in age, born
about 3350 or so, before his ancestors on Centorin started to
cross space again. She'd not seen her first child since the
Rendellyn succession. "You are alternately too kind and too
cruel," she said.
"It only seems that way because you have false notions of
yourself." They went back outside to the wide lounge-chair
on her porch.
"I am too timid," she admitted, "but if I was more
courageous I would have jumped long before TongSu had
time to get the balloon down there."
"I'm glad you didn't, I'm glad you're still alive so I've had
the chance to know you." He handed her the yaag again. It
might not cure her, but it might get her out of it for awhile.
"What would you like to do today?" he asked.
"I want to see that bluebird garden," she said, "we could
just stroll in that direction and maybe have lunch over there,
since we can't fly to the farm."
"You did want to go didn't you?"
"No, no I didn't, I actually wanted to be with you."
"You seemed like I was bothering you."
"I don't know how to ask a guy, 'come spend the day with
me' when he is as close to another woman as you are to
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TongSu. I felt so out of place when she wouldn't let you go. I
could see that you wanted to go. Besides that, I don't know
how to approach someone from Centorin, someone from the
stargate." He knew she had more coming, but her tongue
stuck for a moment. "I was afraid to come out."
"That is what we mean by timidity. If you are not timid
you say, 'the only way to learn is to try' and try being yourself
in approaching that starman and you will find the starman is
so thrilled to have this chance to be here holding you."
She looked up at him, her luminous eyes outshining her
hair. "You are taking very good care of me," she said. "I'll
always love you for it. Can you take me for a walk to that
garden? I know the way."
"Sure," he said, "do you want to get started now?"
"You expect TongSu back for the sleep don't you?" she
said.
"If she does unexpectedly come home she may find I've
made prior arrangements to spend Dusksleep in your room, if
that is your preference?" Another pang of guilt hit him, but he
salved it by telling himself that TongSu could easily find
some variety while she was away.
"I will not jump from any balconies this dusk if you
would do all that for me." She disappeared from the balcony,
beckoning. She looked stunning in that snug mesh-knit even
with a well tailored set of shoulder-pockets over it. She
carried a small wrist-bag, little more than a pouch, and would
have looked stunning on the streets of any city he had seen on
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this end of the stargate and even more stunning on any street
in Kex, in fact she'd draw media attention on the streets of
Kex. "Does this look too urban?" she asked. "Would you be
embarrassed in public with me in this?"
"I'd be so proud to hike to that garden with you, or take
you to the trendiest clubs in the city for that matter."
"You are sweet to me."
"Dalico, haven't you been with people before, haven't they
been proud to be with you?"
"Until they find out how boring I can be."
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12. The Appraisal
"You are the groundskeeper?" TongSu asked.
"But not the grounds manager," he said.
"I would expect to spend the first year just learning," she
said. "I've been in the air awhile."
"Where are you from?" he asked.
They spent the remainder of the walk to the house
conversing about the Yakhan, how it was different and like
the Bordzvek, and how Bordzvek was different and like Kex
on distant Centorin. He listened to gab of all of them like they
were conversation pieces in the media and not like they were
real places that people were actually from. As they walked
she noticed the crops. There was a lot of leaf for the amount
of path. They were deep enough into habitation to be safe
from larger pests here. There were a few traps along the edges
but not like farmland on the very edge of wilderness. There
was good hygiene protecting from the smaller pests. There
were water wands in use.
The soil smelled rich but not overused. Whatever human
waste went into it was processed, most homes in this basin
had plumbing that converted their kitchen and toilet wastes to
methane for lighting and cooking, as they did in the Yakhan,
and as they simulated in Kex with lots of nuclear energy.
The house itself was massive, but little more than window
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niches and the patios in front of them showed above ground.
What structure there was, was fitted whitestone blocks
overgrown with vines of brightspice. Most of the roof and the
slopes leading to it were in bloom with nives. It was as the
photos showed, a rambling collection of these rooms around
two sides of the brow of a small rise just outside a village.
She could see the village spires over the nive limbs on the
roof. It was only a few little high-rises, barely over the tree
tops, probably all around one public square that probably had
scheduled coaches to Falsain.
Where the home's walls showed above ground they were
two feet thick and inset with intricate geometrical patterns of
lacework all in right angles, so different from the smooth
curves of modern stone-work in the Hub. She could see that it
was of some age because the stone-wort was thick in places
the vines hadn't covered. "When was this built?" she asked.
"The stones were laid in the early 52nd," making it as old
as she was, "but the place was completely re-plumbed late
last century and the pumps were serviced this year. The roof
wasn't paved til the 102nd, and we just dug it out and rewaterproofed it three decades ago."
The first room she was lead to was a communal room or
hall. It was huge, almost forty feet square, and furnished for a
fancy social gathering. The ceilings were dry, and quite high
in the middle. Looking only casually she could see that the
roof was centuries newer than the walls. It was probably
fibro-cement but it was decorated with cast stone on the
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interior. Someone had tried to duplicate the designs of the
wallstones but had not been as fine a craftsman and had not
completed the remainder of the house. The portal to the
village path was in a vestibule off the far corner of this room
and a half a floor above. It was a little ostentatious for her, but
she could hang some weavings in it that could give it a little
more cheer.
In the other corner appeared to be the portal to the master
suite. "I trust these are the owners quarters," she said, walking
into that vestibule and finding a locked door.
"I'm not supposed to be showing you in here," he told her.
"Would they expect a prospective buyer to make a
purchase without seeing the master suite?"
"I'm to call them on a pocket-eye they left with me. They
have a thin-wheel coach and a team of fleetsides that can
have them here in less than two hours. Usually they bring the
prospective buyers out with them."
"They probably didn't expect a buyer that was air-enabled.
Were there no buyers in this neighborhood interested?"
"They will not budge much from their asking price," he
said, "And there are none around here who would pay it."
But in spite of that lecture, her tits found that he did have
a key to that door on him and he let her inside. He lead her
thru a short hallway. Its stone walls were trimmed with dark
woods, a small but ornate stained glass lantern was set into
the wall. She could see it was plumbed and ignited remotely.
There were niches carved in the walls with hangers, one kept
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their nightwear here. The hall lead into the corner of a room
almost as large as the main hall, with a tetrahedral pyramid
ceiling topped by a small skylight that brightened it
wonderfully. It was furnished with dark maroon velvet
cushions on stands of eight by eight timbers, again carved in
the geometric lace designs, this time with more than passable
craftsmanship. Four stained glass lanterns hung from the
ceiling on great ropes, but she was sure a gas hose and control
fiber ran thru the core of that rope.
There was a big projection eye with dark-lantern on one
side and a projection screen rolled up across from it. There
was a control panel built into one of the massive end tables in
this room. Each was a three foot square of massive timbers,
topped with an inch-thick, foot-wide slab of polished cast
stone with a foot of planter in the center. A clump of
purplefuzz fan tribreaks sprouted from that planter, arching
toward the skylight.
There were three bedchambers that were on the northwest
end of the house, each one had a window and patio on the
northwest side between slopes leading to the roof. Some steps
lead to the ground from the west one, the others were level.
The place could sleep twelve because each bed was big
enough for four. The rooms were furnished with low and
heavy wooden chests and wall mirrors with frames, again in
the same theme.
The other side of the sitting area was the bathing court.
The bathing area was actually open to the sky. It was
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surrounded by rooms on three sides, though it was screened
from the main hall by a vine-covered crystal grill. It had a
retaining wall and the hill on the other, screened from the
front path by dense plantings of nullbreaks. There was a sunwarmed shower that came from a sculpted waterfall that
splashed onto the cobbles of this court. There was a tub in the
court that could be filled with sun water that had an additional
heater attached, which appeared to be hooked into the house
methane plumbing. Though it was outdoors, it was as lavish
as anything she had ever seen in the Yakhan.
There was a guy in the shower, quite a short, wide and
hairy one, but well built and firm. "Excuse me, I'm just
looking at the property," she said, "I can come back later."
"No please," he said. "We all hope to stay on with the
property, I would like you to consider me part of the property
and feel free to make a careful inspection." He had his head
under the water but turned and flexed as he said that. He was
healthy and would be an asset anywhere manual work was
involved. He was also well hung and the way Honshu had
been lately that was probably good. "My name is Djandar," he
said, and came out from the water to take her hand. He wasn't
that short but his chest pressed hers and got both nipples wet.
She could see him start to stir after that and the idea of trying
out one of the beds crossed her mind. "I can be an asset to the
house in other ways," he said, taking his swelling member in
his hand. "Would you like to see?"
"I will want to see, but it'll have to be another time," she
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said, though that boner was looking pretty potent and she had
slept alone last sleep. "I'm making my decision more on the
home and business," she said and hoped she could keep it that
way. She looked closely at the fixtures and their condition.
"This is quite the bathing court here," she said, trying to look
a little less closely at him. It was still thick stone. There was
more moss and erosion because of the water, but everything
was still solid. The plumbing was obviously centuries newer
than the stones themselves. The wide steps that were now
closed off probably meant that this was a public court of some
type at one time, maybe even the entry court. It probably
became the bathing court later, then became private again
later than that. Social bathing had probably been a fad at one
time in this basin, now it seemed to be limited to couples and
small groups and the plaza Honshu discovered. Today there
were still wide, sunny, steps that went up to the path and a tall
gate separated this court from the front path on the far side of
the nullbreaks. She doubted that gate still opened with all the
daybloom growing on it.
The kitchen was large and very functional, four could
work in harmony. It had a large dining area that also reached
the great hall, then an outdoor dining area raised a few steps.
This was at the very corner of the house and had sweeping
views over the fields to the north and west.
Beyond the kitchen was the hand's common room,
adjacent to the bathing court. Then there was a long hallway
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with the four tenant's doors. At the far end was the farm's
barn, with several openings to paths thru the fields.
The fields went on and on. She had never stayed on a
place with so much land before. There was an acre just of
orchard with five different fruits. She met the other two hands
out here. Fimee was a woman almost as strong as she was.
Hetereel was long and bony and sinewy but with strong
thighs and forearms. They were hauling in cartfuls of
moondrops from the vines that festooned the budding
chestine trees.
At the far corner of the property, at the bottom of the hill
is a small brook, on the far side a neighbor had a field of
spoybans with flocks and flocks of young, now just cute little
balls of fuzz rolling in the ribbonleaves. There's a little stone
bench and table carved into the stones the brook babbles
through. This would be just what Dalico needed, a place of
total peace where she could listen to water and watch the
young spoybans play, if Dorrick could convince her to come
work for them. Colorful gossamer flits glided above them,
softly whispering their love calls. She would buy it for this
spot alone. The only problem was there was no shade here
and the sun was getting hot if one stayed still in it for long.
Vindarm knew the facts and figures of the farm, at least
he seemed to. They turned a profit of over thirteen coppers in
a good year beyond what they ate and burned. They had an
acre in firestick and harvested a ton a year, but used almost all
of it in the kitchens. Fimee was a good candlesmith, so they
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used extra kitchen wood at that, but she sold a copper's worth
of candles every year that the present owners let her keep
only fifteen irons of.
They passed the rows of rinko and morgum, more than
enough for their own use. The main cash crop was levitan
blue seven, used in making dies and waterpoofing. They had
over an acre of that and got two tons of beans a year. The
gardens were well tended and of great variety with quite a
few exotic treats like icicles, sugarbean and cream tubers.
There was a big rubber tea bush, enough for them all to drink
it with breakfast, lunch and dinner. Dorrick liked it because it
was the closest approximation of what he called java, a
caffeine habit he brought from Centorin. Of course here the
caffeine comes from the lvinch jelly used to sweeten it, for
caffeine-free, use gloribard syrup.
When they got back up to the house Vindarm took her
back thru the hired hand's wing and into the small common
room again. This room was barely more than a quarter the
size of the main hall or the owner's common room, but it had
its own skylight to brighten it and it was comfortable enough
and had a ancient pneumatic sound system with lift weights,
effects controls and instrument inputs. It seemed to be in
excellent condition. "Does this work?" she asked.
"Yeah but Zhlindu is the only place I've heard of where
you can still get tapes for these. We've got a cube adapter but
the chip is bad and we were saving up for a good one this
time, the cheap adapter chips are only as good as a cheap
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pneumatic rig. We need one that does max overlap instead of
least prime fit to get the best sound from it."
"Do you know where to find them?" she asked. "I've got a
few pneumatic tapes I picked up in Prvest, I wonder if those
would fit? Zhlindu pretty much set the standard in audio since
the forties so they should."
"That doesn't help me play what I've got in my cube."
She spent some time in the barn. They had a little talrin
pen on its roof that supplied enough eggs for the household,
that was the only livestock. In here was storage, lots of nice
hand tools, a rendering station, as well as a methane powered
yaag still that looked like it would produce a decent sized
cask every week. There was a two-man thesh bailer with dual
ram bars, an extensive set of tools, spare parts for pumps and
other equipment. The methane tank was under that back
stairway to the roof. There was enough that the overflow
flared now and then.
On the way back Vindarm showed her his room, the
second one. It was fifteen by twenty feet with an end open to
the northeast yard of the house, overlooking a few more rows
of table vegetables and the firestick.
From that garden porch she walked up on top of the
house. It was roughly leveled with low terraces retained with
standing flatstone every few rows. It was indistinguishable
from all the other little hills around. But then she looked close
and saw that many of them also had windows in the ledges
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around the base. There were none that were too close, they
would always look like hills with an artifact or two on top.
The village was behind the house, from up here on the
roof you could turn and see it. It was mostly built, even the
tall turret that rose from one end. It was peaceful, but by now
lunch was near.
She could see her balloon from here, and it was well
sheltered. She fit easily in that field, that field was shielded
by large trees. For beautiful weather (rather rare in these
parts) she would put up a little tower up here on top of the
house, maybe even a little gazebo up here. It should actually
go right on top of the front door, the gazebo floor would be
the entry vestibule ceiling. That would require chiseling out
quite a bit of stone.
She didn't need to work out all those details now. She
needed to think about what was really important at this time.
This was the first place she'd looked at and already she was in
love with it, imagining it as hers and what she was going to
do with it. All this really meant was that her balloon was good
with the place. The living standards were up to what Dalico
was used to, much less the rest of them. That springflate in
the aft net had been her home since they left Trenst almost
twelve years ago, and they'd lived in a rickety tree-house of
about four hundred square feet when they left.
The property itself had everything they could want, great
accommodations, a perfect place to park the balloon,
wilderness nearby, a village nearby, a city just a day's walk or
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an hour's flight away; and from there, a half hour by tube to
the urban maelstrom of central Bordzvek. There were
bountiful fields, and because of that, she knew there were
competent farmhands.
What was the most important thing in this? Dalico had
warned her that tenants had rights here, but Vindarm had told
her the new owner had the right to terminate them. She really
should look into that more carefully. She had to admit that the
three or four of them could not just walk onto this property
with its unfamiliar crops, unfamiliar markets and extensive
acreage and expect to run it. She had to keep these people if
this farm was going to function. They could afford to live
retired, she could sell the fields off to neighbors if she had to,
between the roof and the embankments against it, there was
enough garden space to keep them busy. But it would be best
to retain the crew, providing they were amenable.
She could work her way thru the gardens to the dining
deck, then into the kitchen. Fimee was in there preparing a
kettle that was heating on the main burner. "Lunch duty?"
TongSu asked.
"Just the start, Hetereel's caught some little-spots down in
the Irradadi that he's been marinating since last week."
"Would there be an extra?"
"There's four extra I think, we were going to put the
leftovers in the trap mix anyway. So what do you think?" She
asked, openly.
"It's come down to you guys," she answered openly and
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honestly.
"Us? How?"
"I've been away from the land awhile, too long actually.
Since I hooked up with this guy from the stargate back in the
Yakhan I haven't..." She stopped because Fimee started
laughing. "What?" TongSu didn't get it.
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13. Garden of Ephemeral Delights
Dorrick had no idea what a bluebird garden was, but he
found it was a good two hour walk into the countryside
surrounding this little city. She talked a lot about
ephemerality on the way, and pondered what it was like. He
should have known more than she did since it was still part of
the lives of most of his people. He had seen it on Earth only a
few years ago and the poor on his world still experienced it.
Making millions of credits each from millions of people was
more profitable for the pharmaceutical companies than
making hundreds of credits each from billions of people.
Then there were powerful political forces. This planet was
used as an example of what would happen to the population if
the poor could preserve their youth. Even with all that,
Dorrick had no feel for it. He'd seen many people die, but in
firefights and bombings. Rich or poor on Centorin, few feared
death from old age. He had never given it a thought, other
than to gripe about the cost of youth treatments, and he wasn't
half as old as Dalico. He tried to keep her focused on the
horrors of ephemerality and the joys of youth, and kept
coming back to her beautiful body as a case in point.
"Would you like to spend half of your life suffering from
age?"
"Isn't it what I'm really suffering from now?"
"Do your joints hurt? Is your skin lose and wrinkly? Is
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your hair brittle and grey?"
"Why is that related?" she asked. "That sounds like some
kind of protozoal or fungal disease."
"That's a good analogy," he said.
"No I mean..."
"Those symptoms come with ephemerality," he said. She
was well-read, but her knowledge wasn't perfect it seemed.
"You've seen pictures of the poor on Earth."
"I thought that was some disease or mutation. Are you
serious? If we were ephemeral we would spend half our lives
like that?"
"What did you think? You would die in perfect health?"
"Telodil did," she said.
"And you would have too if you jumped, but that is not
ephemerality."
"In that case, no way," she said. "I'd rather stay healthy til
the end."
"Well," Dorrick said, "the price you pay for staying young
and healthy is; you don't die."
"Uh." she said. "Unless you make it happen," she mused,
"like jumping off a balcony or going to the East Basin." She
was silent for awhile, that seemed to give her something to
think about.
The garden, when they reached it, was magical. It is
planted with gloribards, yoonberries, minisweets and nives,
all favorite foods of the local bluebirds. It is caged with
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openings large enough to allow the bluebirds in but keep out
the dactyloids that would eat them. The bluebirds come in
swarms and they are far too stupid to have any fear of
humans. They are not bluebirds of Earth origin, they look
more like shimmering crystalline butterflies with six inch
glider wings and a few sets of smaller propeller wings in their
tails. There are dozens of kinds with intricate patterns, either
geometric or organic. They are not all blue, but any shade of
blue is obviously their favorite color. Most are some shade of
blue on their glider wings, but many of other bright colors on
their beater wings that seemed to designate their species.
Their beaks are horizontal, they have huge chameleon eyes
covered in shining gems like their bodies, also in intricate
vivid patterns.
One can walk out among the waist-high flower-draped
berry-ferns and raise their arms and many will land. Lots of
people were doing it, some even took pictures. Some are
much bigger than an Earthly bluebird, at least as big as an
Earthly blue jay or even hawk. They will peck at dangling
earrings or small wrist pouches, but otherwise they will just
look for the fruit on you and fly off when they don't find any.
They are obviously stupider than birds from Earth, more like
bugs from Earth.
This seemed to be a favorite place for children because
there were several here. They were laughing and running
after them. They can get rather rough and Dorrick saw one of
the birds get hurt. Children are so rare in this culture that
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friends have them together or people move to the city so they
can find others of the same age group to play with. He
wondered if that was part of what drew Dalico here. He
watched her watch the children, she was rapt. She did not
comment when the bird got hurt. But all in all it was such a
scene of peace and beauty that it had to help her, and she did
smile and even giggle when she played with the birds. It was
good to see some child left in her. He played with them with
her, as the children were doing, but being careful not to hurt
them.
There is one kind of medium size that can flutter, and you
can hold berries between your fingers and they will flutter at
them and pick them out. The way they flutter is standing on
their tails of fluttering beater wings, while the glider wings
and nearly vertical and moving enough to hold them in place.
It is like a miniature stained glass manta ray with a working
beak.
They walked among the beauty of the garden, overcome
with the perfume of all the sweets. They nibbled on the
berries themselves, as well as played with the birds. "These
birds are all ephemeral," Dalico told him, holding up two nice
ones that were perched on her wrists. One appeared to have
lines of red sequins on its back, which was sky blue sequins
with a few blooms of cobalt blue. The other was more grey
than blue, except for bright royal blue scales that looked like
very thin, lightly textured, stained glass. "For a decade they
flash their beauty, then they die and their coats of delicate
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gems become the beach sand of the rivers. The way it should
be with me. They do not lose their beauty before they die."
She tossed them up in the air. Their wings spread and the
three sets of driver wings on their tails started their musical
hums. Their size and speed set their hum to a major or
augmented chord.
"I would rather your beauty was as constant as that of
Kortrax," Dorrick told her.
"He is constantly changing."
"But remains beautiful, as you do, even when you're
trying to look so hurt."
"Am I now?" she asked, "Until you said that I thought I
was being joyous and doing a good job of ignoring my
worries."
"You were," he admitted, "but you had a spell of
irrationality back at the inn."
"Did I?"
"I thought so. It is irrational to deny that you are
beautiful."
She sighed, but didn't say anything. She reached for
another gloribard, then stopped. "I'd soon get pretty bloated if
I came here often."
"We have the walk back and if you'd like we can work
some more calories off before dusk."
She sighed again, but smiled, "Sure," she said and pressed
against him. The thin and skimpy top let the feel of her points
thru. "So shall we have lunch?"
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"Sure," he said, and turned to look toward the park's entry
where there was a cook's court.
But Dalico went back over to the gloribards and spread
out her arms and once again, some landed on her, two were
on her hands. She looked at them carefully, then, with a quick
flip of her wrists, grabbed their foot. They fluttered wildly,
even feebly beating their glider wings, but even dainty and
delicate Dalico was far too strong for them to escape. "I don't
know if I'm hungry enough to eat both of these, but you'll
probably want two."
The creatures had just enough intelligence to stop
flapping once they determined they were just wasting energy,
but that timer hadn't timed out yet, and she was holding her
head back away from their wings. Their wing scales are the
consistency of nylon though they look like stained glass. The
other birds around did not seem to notice, he would have
expected a mass panic but there was none, they were
probably too dumb to know, the way a toad lapping up ants
out of a line doesn't scare the others away. Even the other
ones on Dalico's arms looked at the others for awhile, then
looked at Dalico's eyes before they actually took off.
Until now Dorrick had not suspected that this was what
the park was for. "What?" he said, trying to think of how to
put his thoughts into words. "We've just been playing with
them and now you want me to eat them? Isn't that like eating
a pet?"
"The cooks have other stuff if it bothers you but they're
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really good, have you ever had them?"
"But they're like works of art?" he asked.
"As is any great meal."
"But how could you kill such a thing?"
"They're ephemeral anyway," she answered.
Their flavor has nothing to do with a bird or a bug from
Earth. They were between crab and calamari in flavor, and
served with lash and jelly. Lash reminded him of sweet and
skinny asparagus tips, but it can also be dried and ground into
flour. This was fresh and fat. Dalico selected a very fine cook
and Dorrick was glad he caught two more, even though it
hadn't been easy emotionally.
The court overlooked wide fields fenced by spice vine
and crawlberry, now powerfully in bloom. The court was
shaded by great longfronds. There were polished wood tables
among the plantings with raised fireplaces in the middle of
each group of tables. That would make it warm enough on
Nightday. Even for lunch of Afternoonday it was not too hot.
There were probably fifty people here, there was room for a
hundred. At the square there were at least four public taps,
and he got a couple house cups. Whether they could save this
girl or not, he was going to enjoy this day with her.
As he expected, she turned heads on all the guys that
walked by their table, but she seemed oblivious to it. "This
city is almost as big as Tuulucnole," she said. She was
looking five miles of dense farms and smallholds to the small
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clump of crystal towers that was Falsain. None were much
over thirty stories and the urban center covered eighty to a
hundred acres depending on what you called 'urban center.'
"So Tulucnole's a city," Dorrick said. "Where?"
"Up the Great Bordz about twelve hundred miles to
Alakain, then a hundred miles south."
"Why'd you leave?"
"Bored. My child was grown and gone, his father had
become boring and boorish, I missed the city."
"You never went back?"
"Twice. Found old Barnap was the only one still there, he
cooked in a place like this, but there's no bluebird gardens up
there."
"So this isn't enough of a city for you," he pointed to
Falsain.
"You talked about the black hole effect, well that is me.
My specialty draws me to the event horizon and then crushes
me out of existence."
"Your specialty can be practiced from the farm end as
easily as the market end," Dorrick told her. "You can help us
determine what crops are most cost effective and what's the
best way to transport them."
"Yrulie has no effective trucking competition in this area.
He's got a way to modify kedas to remove their wills and his
code is guarded."
"That's disgusting," Dorrick said. He hadn't known many
kedas personally, but just being around them now and then it
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was obvious they had souls.
"I agree," Dalico said, "but my point is the farm end is not
where the decisions are made. They are made on the tallest
towers closest to the harbor, and it is there that my services
are in the most demand."
"I can skew the market if I want," Dorrick said. "I can
offer you more than the biggest boss on the tallest tower on
that harbor."
"Lets say for a moment, that I believed such poppycock,"
she said, "I'll readily agree you can outbid Holima, but why?
Not for me, TongSu is your spouse."
"I just want to help you."
"I know that," she patted his hand, "but it's not your fault.
You didn't break me, you aren't responsible for fixing me."
She picked out the last few morsels from the bluebird shell
with her beautiful nails. They were tapered to points and had
dazzling patterns of henna and gold decorating them, far too
organic to be painted on. She caught him watching her. When
she saw how warmly he smiled at her for it she finally melted
in a smile herself. "Why do you even care? Why didn't you
lean over and yell 'shut up and jump already'?"
"Fellow human, it's built into us, protecting each other is
something we do."
"Why am I worth it?"
"Anyone would be worth it until proven otherwise, and
your picture alone is well worth it."
"But you risked your life..."
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"Are you forgetting it was TongSu who caught you off
that balcony? All I did was drive the balloon. The only risk I
took was climbing onto it. My gain has been enormous."
"What?"
"Noonmeal and Noonsleep with a beautiful woman, your
company so far today."
"And what entertainment have I been so far?"
"You don't begin every conversation with 'have you
seen...' or 'have you heard...' for starters."
"I know some people like that, they work in deliveries.
They seem to have a motto, 'if it is written, it cannot be
understood' and they live up to it faithfully."
"Is it some kind of illiteracy cult? I would say the literacy
rate in this basin is pretty high."
"It is the highest of any," she knew, "but that's not really
advertised. The delivery crews can read and have lurid joke
books in their carts, they just can't understand."
"So that effects you?" he asked.
"I can't get data, they won't fill anything out, they never
ask what prices the competitors are offering, I swear if it
wasn't that the kedas know the routes and seasons it wouldn't
get done at all."
"I wonder if the kedas know that?" Dorrick asked. "I've
met people who say that kedas still think this is their
civilization."
"It probably is, how do you know it's not?" she asked.
"The Angels, from back in the Starship Age, had a theory that
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you could never know if the universe you were in was real
except if you broke out of it and found it to be fake. You can
never prove it's real."
He was pretty amazed that she knew about that. "The
theory of virtuality," Dorrick said, "It is in our history also.
Angels settled Centorin."
"My mother remembered the Starship Age when suntower
time became cheap. She had me centuries later, the tubes
were new in our neighborhood when I was a little kid."
"Where is your mother now?"
"Out in Calpaijus."
"I have no idea where that is," Dorrick said.
"About six hundred miles up river."
"How is your relationship with her?"
"Not that great. I ran her off from Tuulucnole because she
was becoming such a mooch on me. It could be that trying to
keep up with her desires was what started me on the road to
stress."
Hours slipped by as they wandered a quiet commercial
lane back toward Falsain and listened to the late-week lumins
serenade in the hangleaves. "So what do you think of the
Falsain area?" he asked. "You know I'm new to this basin. I
imagine you've been out of the city..."
"I lived in Tuulucnole for decades. I lived in a townhouse,
more like that building there, but that was a small city like
this."
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"Do you notice anything different here culturally?"
"In Tuulucnole there is only a small stream, the center has
a millpond and a tall little lock that saves a six story portage.
Below the lock, the river's navigable and some ships make it
up from the Bordz. There's more billberry on the roofs, more
people in hangleaves and there's a big chimney from
Awngwahn's steam mill just back of the water front. The
stone's a bit whiter up there and has layers. The poor build
with split stone and mortar."
"Have you ever been to another basin?" he asked her.
"No, I've come close to going over to Platicivetre a
couple times, but I never actually made it."
"This is more like Centorin in some ways, old Centorin.
Parts of the Altaic's eastern coastline have scenes like this."
He did not tell her it was only in the recreated old shopping
villages. There were neat row-houses of brick and stone
blocks, a single room wide and four to six tall. There were
some plantings in window boxes and on the balcony rails of
the roofs. The flagstones were more natural than anything on
the Altaic coast. "Almost everywhere I've been on this side of
the stargate, people live in a home that was grown. I've seen
more people who permanently live in tents than in built
homes. I spent many years in Trenst where everyone lives in
a tree growing out of shallow water. I spent years in Borlunth
where everyone lives in a tree growing out of layers of ruins.
I've been in Zil where everyone lives in a tree clinging to the
top of a rock spire and in the Yakhan where everyone lives in
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a tree grown on top of crystal."
"Our basin is a remnant of the Energy Age," Dalico said.
"Back then everyone lived in a built house. I guess our basin
never totally gave up the idea that mankind has dominion
over nature."
"Yet most roofs are planted."
"We aren't against nature," she said. "What basin do you
call home?"
"My real roots, not just my employment, but my parental
roots are in the Navorken basin."
"I don't know of it."
"It is on the planet Centorin. It is like the Trenst basin in
size and shape, the city of Navorkensville is like the city of
Trenst in size and shape, but two cities more different in
character are harder to imagine. The city here, Bordzvek," he
found it easier to pronounce than he thought, "is more like
Navorkensville than Trenst, but more than that, Bordzvek
resembles the Centorin city of Kex, the seat of government,
more than Navorkensville. Kex is much more highland than
Bordzvek, two miles higher, but its structures look more like
Bordzvek. Bordzvek actually looks much more like Kex than
Kex does, if you know what I mean. The biggest difference is
that the land here is of such lushness and fertility it brings
tears to my eyes, while Kex is built among rocks and snow
and ice with a few grassy slopes preserved in the center."
"I seldom get as close to the land as I have today. The dirt
is very black here isn't it?"
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"That's what I mean. It is like the best land in the
Navorken basin. I was born a hundred miles from what was
then the city on one of the last small farms in that basin."
"Did you move to the city when you grew up?" she asked.
"No, it moved to me. Urban public stations opened up and
the urban population was right behind. I got rich enough to
afford youth and an education from selling the farm for
campland. It was illegal, but the multitudes coming off the
small farms at the time would have destabilized the system so
enforcement was lax."
"Your planet is having an energy age now?" she asked,
but then said, "of course, duh? Who built the stargate?"
"There is some of that, but our energy age is built on
nuclear because there is no fossil fuel on Centorin. There was
no macroscopic life at all on Centorin until the dome was
broken in the forty fourth decade of the hundredth century."
"I wasn't born til almost the 104th," Dalico said.
"Is the population growing here?" he asked.
"More than we want it to. People don't know how little
margin there is in food. Little of the produce in the city is
over a week old. Three weeks without shipments and the
situation would be very serious."
It was already cooling as they walked home, this was the
dry season, though the sun moved the thirteen hundred miles
from Bordzvek to Platicivetre with the seasons. They had
turned off onto a back path of split-stone flagstones, but fairly
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even and well fitted. Off it ran garden paths of packed soil,
barely holding back the ribbonleaves that wanted to grow
over it. Every unwelcome plant was removed, fences held
well-trained vines. Homes were one or two levels here and
surrounded by crops. The dirt of the path was kicked level
and where it was steep, stones were set as steps. House paths
were signed and trimmed with flowers while they walked
among the smallholds. Afternoonday was still young, a few
were in the gardens and a few others were on front porches
with a cup.
They kept their arms around each other as they strolled.
Whatever might be afflicting her mental well-being, did not
effect her physical well-being. She was smooth and supple
and firm, and his hands always found skin thru this net-knit.
Every time he touched her skin he felt pleasure and a urge
toward arousal.
She was going on at length about the father of her first
child. It was all negative, he didn't even get a picture of the
man to base his impression on. She was looping and drawing
herself into depression and accusing him of not listening. He
should change the subject, "How did you decorate your city
home?"
That stopped her. He thought she wasn't going to let him
change the subject, but after a pause she answered. "It was all
impulse, one after another. I didn't know it would invoke the
Awbask until it was complete."
"I didn't know it invoked the Awbask, what ever that is?"
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"Ah; well. Before the Energy Age there were some
humans here but they were primitive tribes living off the land
in each river valley. The Awbash was the tribe in the Bordz
river valley, the decor in my place had a motif from their
tribal halls."
"It bespoke high culture."
"They were artisans, they adorned their homes with
craftsmanship. They built with logs and pounded earth."
"When was that?"
"When scientific committees in the old lands debated the
size and shape of the globe and Illewe the undying, thirtyfifth king of Valindor, sent men out to explore and unite it
all." She went on to pretty much give him a lecture on the
basin's history. It was pretty much what he had read on the
Eye. She made quite a bit of the fact that there has been mass
market printing continuously since the Energy Age.
This was Kassidor's 'America' except that this one was
very much still in business and fulfilling more of the dream
than America ever did. Hopefully Honshu would record some
of that, something more than the orgies she recorded on her
first trip to town. "Is there something of the republic
remaining, especially the early republic?"
"There's a museum, it has a wing on the early republic,
but it's mostly about the classical years, more on the 34th than
any other century. There's a whole wing devoted to the
Yondurian wars of the 34th and 35th."
"How big is that museum?" he asked.
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"Just a few blocks each way. They have the whole 35th
century senate hall under a dome in the center of the grounds.
It's a few levels down below modern ground but the dome
makes it almost as sunny as it must have been in the grounds
of the time."
He was determined to take Honshu there and make her
record. This would be of immense interest on Centorin. Even
now there was agitation by the pastoralists for the one-man
one-vote ethos. It had never been part of Centorin culture, but
in ancient Greece and early America it had been tried. She
told him that the Bordzvek republic had used a qualified
variation of that for well over a thousand Earth years, far
longer than any other democracy had ever survived anywhere
else. And Centorin never knew of it until they floated into
here a few weeks ago.
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14. The Tenants
"There's a stargate open!?" Fimee gruffawed, she
obviously hadn't heard, "Here?"
"No, back in the Yakhan," TongSu told her, "but once
Dorrick saw Bordzvek he did say they should have put the
stargate here."
"I meant 'here' as in All of Land, the planet. Once you
start talking stargates, each astronomical body is pretty much
'here' don't you think?" She said 'here' like it was the
difference between reality and make-believe.
"Not according to Dorrick," TongSu said, "and he's from
there. He says there more public stations on the Bordzvek
tube system than Kex, which is like the Yakhan of Centorin."
"What about the tubes in the Yakhan?" Fimee asked, like
that was another tall tale she'd seen on video.
"I don't know numbers of stations, but the maps in the
Yakhan's system have one more level of magnification than
here. Dorrick said there are more public stations on the
Yakhan's tube system than all the public stations on all
Centorin tubes on all the Centorin planets."
"How would he know that."
"Someone brought it up during the negotiations involved
in bringing shuttlecraft to this planet."
"What's that?" Fimee asked.
"I've never seen one," TongSu said, "What he told me is a
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real starship can't land, so they actually use these things that
are more like starship landing rafts. They are what people
called 'starships' back in the Starship Age, but he says
Narrulla's Tear is an actual starship, the things that people
saw on the ground were shuttlecraft."
TongSu could see on Fimee's face that she knew
Narrulla's Tear was a work of nature and had been since time
immemorial, and to think otherwise was comedy. She wasn't
laughing out loud any more, but she was making an obvious
effort to keep her face straight. TongSu was much older and
remembered centuries when there was no such thing as
Narrulla's Tear, She had seen it appear and grow during the
Starship Age. Still, she wanted to avoid a direct argument
about it right now. She said nothing more and Fimee asked,
"So what did tubes have to do with that?"
"Those facts and figures were brought up at the same
meeting is all I know. But why was that so funny?"
"Pardon me ma'am but it does sound like the biggest tall
tale I've heard since we stopped serving sailors."
"You used to serve sailors?" TongSu tried to act like she
believed her and was dumbstruck. Maybe pretending to act
stupid would go over well here.
"It's just a figure of speech. Sailors are known to tell some
tall ones. They say there's a city to the south that's deep in a
swamp where dactyls fill the sky."
"Yeah, Trenst," TongSu said, "we left there twelve years
ago." Fimee started howling again. "You people in this basin
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keep to yourselves a lot don't you?" TongSu asked, "Don't
you ever get movies from Trenst?"
"I seldom watch any foreign films," Fimee said, "they're
always just naked people running around in video fantasies
trying to get laid. And who knows where they're from, they
are only moving pictures on a screen and can be created in
any shape desired."
"So what if I was to tell you that our day job is recording
video for a Centorin vid series? You'd have to split another
gut wouldn't you?"
She didn't, instead she looked up and said, "Of course, but
you're too dry with it." She must have noticed that TongSu
hadn't laughed yet.
"Not that I mind you joking around about it, the show is
very corny; and funny in its way, funny for what it says about
the Centorin mind. But we just film it, we don't make it up at
all, not even the script."
"But why would you be here if that was true?"
"We have to be somewhere," she said, "and I don't think
we quite fit in downtown."
"I would think you would be adulated if you were a real
media star."
TongSu made a face. They were lucky to sell that stuff,
much less run into fans on the street. "When we came into
town, we were asked if we were a tribe."
Fimee split another gut this time. "Yeah, I can understand
that, I did see that floater," she explained.
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TongSu turned red.
Hetereel showed up with a big brining jug. "What IS all
the scream here?" he asked.
"TongSu," she said. "They're from Centorin and the
Yakhan and have a vid show back on Centorin."
"I take it it's a comedy?" he asked, seriously.
"We would think so if we watched it." TongSu said, "It's
all slo-mo'd and choreographed, zoomed and frozen. Dorrick
say's it's because of video games..."
"Who's Dorrick?" Hetereel asked.
"The guy from Centorin that I've been flying around since
the Yakhan."
"Really?" like she was talking about a new brand of video
game and like he never played video games himself but tried
to stay hip to the lingo. He was actually more intent on
getting the meat onto the griddle.
"Really, or if not, he's a very good fake, better than any
video game I ever saw. I didn't actually see him come out of
the stargate, but he sure looked Centorin to me. When he first
got here he was very Centorin."
"And you're thinking of buying here?" he asked
incredulously.
"You sound like that's the funniest thing I've said yet," she
said.
"For investment?" he asked.
"Primarily as a place to live," she said.
"Ah," they both said at once.
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"Of course," TongSu said.
They looked at each other, looked back at her.
"So I think it is important that I get to know you a little,"
TongSu said, "and hear how you feel about that."
"How you feel is more important. None of us have house
contracts, they're all with Jebinje personally. He didn't want
them burdening any sale."
"Do we have to pretend we believe that stuff?" Fimee
asked.
TongSu ignored that for now after one poisonous stare
and continued with Hetereel, "What is the rate in your
contract?"
"A third of net."
"As Vindarm says also. Let me tell you some facts, I can't
run this property alone, your work speaks for itself, the
property is well run and well maintained. I want you to stay,
I'm willing to give two thirds to those that grew it and one
third to she who invested in the land, but this land is almost
worthless if the crew don't come with it. So it all boils down
to; I'll buy this land if you guys agree to stay and don't mind
three or four of us moving in."
"Did I hear you say two thirds?" Fimee asked. She asked
like she would be glad to pretend she believed in Centorin for
that share of the profit.
"Yeah, but to those that grew it, and one or more of us
who move in may also be participating in the growing, to
shares according to the land manager's most considered
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judgement."
"And who would that be?"
"It would remain Vindarm until the consensus of shares
agreed on a new land manager."
"So our land manager is an elected position?" They said
this in chorus like it was the most outside-the-box thinking
they had yet encountered.
"I figured in the land of the Republic?" TongSu said.
He was blank a second, "I get it. You're from another
basin, so you think you are in the land of the Republic now.
That was a long time ago. There's some museum downtown
about it I think. This basin has only been like this since the
Starship Age. It was a little more tranquil in these parts in the
Kassidorian age, the age of the Instinct. Since Yingolian
Crystals took hold, and now tubes, it's been all business."
TongSu was looking at Fimee who was adding ingredient
after ingredient to the rolling boil that kettle had finally
developed. The spices were the first things in and they made
the steam fragrant and made it harder to concentrate on what
they were talking about.
Vindarm and Djandar entered the kitchen together. No
doubt that steam had wafted down the corridor. Hetereel
greeted them with, "So guys, she wants to ask you if you
would stay on under a new owner if those who grew it got
two thirds of the net, divided at the land manager's
discretion."
"Most considered judgement, meaning it is justified in
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public," TongSu said.
"Tribal rules," Djandar said.
"That's the name for it here?" she asked. Maybe to these
people they are a tribe after all? It was called 'clan rules' in
the Highlands and all she ever knew on the land when it was
more than a smallhold of a single person or couple.
"So I don't understand?" Vindarm asked, "What is in the
other hand, what is your advantage as owner?"
"The right to sell it."
"And that is all?"
"I figure it'll be worth twice as much when we're done, if
ever. We'll want to make a few little improvements..."
"Like?"
"Your rooftop is the place for the table veggies with a drip
system to bring the digest up from the barn with a windwheel.
I'll pick one up soon and some tubing. I think I could get the
house and berms run in a few weeks."
"I thought so too," Vindarm said, "but was not able to
convince Jebinje to invest in such a scheme."
"How long was he the owner?" TongSu asked.
"Almost ten decades. All he wanted to do was buy low
and sell high on the economic cycle."
"I thought there were six owners," TongSu said.
"He has his five clone sisters on the deed," Hetereel said.
"What?" TongSu asked. It was her turn to stare in
disbelief.
"He just had his x chromosome duplicated. They are
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somewhat defective however," Vindarm told her. "They lack
independent wills. He has children by two of them, a boy and
a girl. You can guess his plan."
'Well he does come from a somewhat ingrown culture,'
she wanted to say. "Would you say he's got something of an
ego?"
"Too big to fit in here," Vindarm waved to indicate the
whole property, not just the kitchen, dining area and forty foot
square gathering room beyond.
"So would you guys stay on under those terms?"
"TongSu," Vindarm said, "We're happy here, we were
hoping we wouldn't have to split up, we were promising to
keep in touch, we hoped to get a new place we could be
together, even if it was a barracks on a thesh plantation. We
would take the one third to remain together."
"That's not fair to you," TongSu said. "Not only do you do
the work, you protect our investment in the land."
"We would love to say, yes," Hetereel said, "but we have
to know, what is in the left hand?"
"She's just telling us tales to get a free lunch," Fimee said.
"You don't think anyone who was going to really buy this
place would be talking like this?" she said to Hetereel.
TongSu answered. "That we are going to live here and
some of us and going to try and participate in the growing and
we're going to be underfoot and in the way and here at meal
times."
"But you seem like we can talk casually?" Fimee said,
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"So you can't really have money. Is that true of the others in
your party?"
"Remember, when we arrived in Bordzvek we were asked
if we were a tribe. We are all quite casual by local standards,
do not be offended if we pour, cook, or clean the talrin cage.
Please don't be offended if we don't also, I only mentioned
that in case some other member of our group volunteers to
clean the talrin cage, I will not. But I will pour and cook from
time to time."
"Like I said," Djandar said, "tribal rules."
"For my vote," Fimee said, "I'll join your tribe to stay
here." She didn't bring up believing in Centorin and the
Yakhan, neither did TongSu.
"And I," Vindram said.
"I'm astounded," Djandar said, "but pleasantly, I'm not
sure what I commit to by joining, but count me in."
"All you're joining is a new tenant deal for a new owner
under new terms."
"Well let's have fun pretending this is real," Fimee said,
"Jebinje won't be out this afterlunch to check on us."
They broke out some of that yaag. Lunch was great and
after it, when all were loosened up, she learned their only
reservation to new owners.
"The vid screen," she said. "Because they're never here,
and you have the key, you can go in and watch that." Even
stoned as they all were, no one would say anything. "I'll tell
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you what, why don't we move that out into the main hall so
everyone can use it. I mean, you don't just use it for
entertainment right? You've got to look up the latest
advancements in seeds and methano-bacteria for instance."
"Yeah," Djandar said and raised his cup. Their brew
wasn't bad.
"We could look up the city markets," Fimee added, "Lot
of times it's worth trundling all that way."
"I can lift a ton, easy, in this air. I can lift a ton of
delicacies into central Bordzvek fresh today, that might be
something to research. Once the balloon is grown, it doesn't
cost any more for it to fly to the city and back as sit here in
the field. I wouldn't want to make the trip every day, but three
or four times a year might be fun. There ought to be crops we
could get a copper a ton for if we could get them fresh into
the city."
"Creme tubers," Fimee said, "And we could grow a ton of
them next year, maybe even enough for two trips." She turned
and told Hetereel, "I'm going to get new street wear," as if
that was the end of that discussion, "as soon as she moves
into the owner's suite." She had become pretty dedicated to
the idea over the last few hours, especially for someone who
doesn't believe she or any of her tales are real.
"No one wants to look up the fringe markets to see if there
might be something even higher than that?" Vindarn asked.
"Fresh meat, Doopi's doing well with spoybans but they
reproduce like crazy anyway."
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"Maybe I'll offer shipping for a small percentage just to
build neighborly relations."
"He'd probably want to come along, but it would just be
for the ride."
"How rideable is he?"
"He would want to fly," Fimee said, "but to answer your
question he would be the third most rideable in this room and
that is only because one is already claimed."
"How do you expect this house to be?" Djandar asked, "I
mean as far as sexual demeanor?"
She drew a deep breath to find a good way to answer.
"Well let's see; Honshu, our camera girl, fancies herself a
porn star and will probably want to record video of doing
each of you in the village plaza up there."
"No one will be recording me copulating in that village
square," Hetereel said.
She could see that Djandar was interested in the idea but
didn't say anything. "Anyway, I wasn't thinking of banning
relations between consenting members of the household,"
TongSu said.
"Tribal rules," Djandar said.
TongSu became resigned to the word. If that was what she
was to fit in here, so be it, "So until we find some huge
misunderstanding, I guess I intend to run this household on
tribal rules."
"What do you think of taking down the nullbreaks
between the bathing court and the front path?" Djandar asked.
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"I'm against doing that, sorry."
"Good," Fimee and Hetereel said at once.
"There are three of you?" Vindarm asked.
"Maybe a fourth. We met a girl who's job has driven her
to the point of suicide, Dorrick's trying to convince her to
work for us instead."
"We use the fourth hands room," Fimee said. "I'm
thinking of having a baby."
"There should be enough of us here to take up the slack,"
TongSu said. "I'm sure we can learn enough before you pop."
"I haven't started the cycle yet," she said. "We were kind
of waiting until we hear about someone dying, there's quite a
population problem you know."
"It's not as crowded here as Borlunth," TongSu said.
"Where's Borlunth?" Hetereel asked.
"In a deep seven or eight thousand miles south of here."
They talked tourist for at least another hour before Fimee
finally said she was heading for the barn. That meant Hetereel
got up also.
"Now one more thing I want to ask of you," TongSu said,
"all of you, before anybody goes." She didn't get up or move,
they hadn't stopped drinking during all that tourist talk. "Next
week I'm going to be out here with the others of our crew,
once I buy the place, so that will be the first time they will see
where we're going to be living. So I don't have to do any
explaining, do you think you guys can get that screen moved
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into the front room by then?"
"Yeah," Hetereel said, "We can get that done Nightday."
They wandered out the back of the kitchen, none too
quickly or steadily. "Wheew," TongSu said, "I'm glad to see at
least they are as blithered as I am."
"Oh we are too," Vindarm said, "But we aren't trying to
move."
"So you're going to buy the place?" Djandar said.
"Yeah."
"What if he won't come down at all?"
"Pppp, it is of no consequence, I can pay his price."
"But it's not right, an aluminum of that should really go to
us for the work he had us put into it," Vindarm said.
"And most of that was him," Djandar said, pointing at
Vindarm. "You rebuilt that pump, not just shone it up like he
told you."
"That wouldn't have been fair."
"There was no dirt in the gasket grease," TongSu said, "I
knew it wasn't just a shine job. I looked in the back of a shed
at the pipes. Maybe I can find places almost as perfect for
quite a bit less. I'm not up for the hassle, and I feel like we
can get along with you guys. Even Fimee's easier to take than
either of the girls with us already. This farm is better than I
expected and cheaper than I thought I would pay. I was afraid
it was going to be more like ten or eleven aluminums, just
because it's the Bordzvek basin."
"No, three and fourteen coppers is what he's asking."
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"And you think it should be?"
"Two and fifty, maybe ask two and fifty five for
bargaining room."
"I can see what he says to two and fifty," TongSu said.
"As long as we are still making him a profit, he has no
need to hurry. He's never budged before."
"How long has this been offered?" she asked.
"At least a third, maybe even half a decade."
"It'll be sold this Nightday," she said. "We'll move in next
week. Meanwhile, does either of you have time to show me
around the village? Maybe I could meet a few neighbors
before heading back into Falsain. But we better start with the
ones who party," she said as she noticed how vaporous she
felt.
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15. A Country Evening
When they got back to the inn, there were a few hours left
in the day. They lay on the bed in her room, she talked no
more of the grand sweep of history in this part of the planet.
He tried to keep her mind on her body as best he could. "You
certainly are the prettiest thing," he told her as he slowly
undid her net-knit.
"We are just pieces of meat," she said. "But yes, I'm as
narcissistic about my appearance as anyone."
"You are a beautiful piece of meat. There is a big
transformation when life leaves the body, that is when it
becomes meat. Til then it is your temple."
"More duties I must perform."
"Your duties are lighter here," Dorrick said, still caressing
her side and hip, "You've performed your duties to your body
well..."
"Your woman is much stronger."
"That is her thing, let's make something other than lost-induty your thing," Dorrick said. He had moved to her chest
now.
"You may stimulate me to mate, but I won't turn into a sex
fiend like your camera girl."
"That was how she found me," Dorrick sighed "and I
don't want you to turn into that. Even among the poor, a man
has to woo a woman on Centorin. He always has to spend
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money on her..."
"So all Centorin women are whores?" she asked.
"No, but none will date men without means."
"What am I on Centorin?"
"A harried young professional. You are so typical of
Centorin women, maybe a little more over-dramatic, but you
share their despair. They have not caught the eye of an Alpha
of an important House and they will always have only their
own means to support themselves. Like them, you have
probably used sex to advance your professional position and
it has probably not worked as well as you had hoped."
She blushed, but then admitted, "It worked well for quite
awhile. But there is a saying, be careful what you wish for. I
was there," she said, "Underline 'was'. The romance got older
and older, it has been decades since there was any. All I have
is my station with the organization and a home I can afford no
other way."
"You own the home outright. Stay here and use your city
home for special occasions. Charge Dyiondeen rent."
"No doubt you will be gone in only a few years. You even
admit you stayed in Trenst only half a decade. When you are
gone I will have Dyiondeen again, decade after decade. She
does chores for her rent, though they seem to become fewer
and fewer as the decades pass."
"Maybe it is time Dyiondeen left..."
"I couldn't tell her..."
"We could. Just because you are shy doesn't mean you
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should be trampled to the point where you can't stand life. If
Dyiondeen is too strong a personality to share your home
with, and it is your home, she will have to leave."
He noticed a tear in her eye.
"What is it now?" he asked, dabbing at it with his finger.
"Why couldn't this be real?" she was wracked with sobs.
"What is not real? What do you want to be real?"
"This, you caring for me, taking care of me. Why can't I
have this in real life instead of just an interval."
Dorrick sighed. "First of all, I think this is real life.
Maybe I'm the one that's delusional and maybe the Angels
were right, but until someone shows me the hack to get out, I
think this is real. Second, taking care of you is what humans
do with each other, all you have to do is allow it." She wanted
to object but he waved her off. "And lastly, if life is infinite,
anything is only going to take place for an interval. On
Centorin there used to be an ideal of love 'til death do us part'
but that doesn't make sense on Centorin any more and it
certainly doesn't here."
"Dorrick, why are you caring for me?"
"Because you need it," he said.
"If I was a wounded hyadune would you care?"
"A wounded hyadune is a very dangerous animal." That
was something he knew first hand. "You are not a wounded
hyadune, you are a beautiful and precious girl."
"I am a greedy, selfish, cowardly brat, just as you have
detailed."
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"There is that. Instead of burning unneeded lanterns on
Nightday you should go out to where the lanterns are
burning."
"I need Nightdays to catch up," she said.
"Not any more," he said.
"Nice of you to care, but when you and your money are
gone I am left where I was. All you are is a different and very
temporary sugar daddy."
"If you are determined that it be so. If your soul can't
become strong enough to want to live, that may be so. Maybe
you can find a life partner that will stay with you for a
century or so. If you could get to the stargate and to Centorin,
any great Alpha would be quick to add you to his harem,
where you will have even a bit more luxury than your current
home. But you will not be permitted any variety and you will
not be allowed in public, and in the public rooms of the house
only under guard."
"But that will not be you?" she asked.
"Would you like it to be?" he asked in return, but
elaborated. "You've known me for a week now. I come from a
completely different civilization, maybe not as different as
Trenst is to you, but different just the same. I have some
serious problems that you don't know about yet."
"I bet commitment is one of them."
"You are such a Centorin girl it's refreshing. Perhaps you
should be careful, if you hold that spot open for me, I just
might take it. Commitment is not one of those serious
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problems. I have a relationship with TongSu. I don't
understand it really, it's not a relationship one has on Centorin
and it's not quite what I call commitment but it's pretty close
for this planet."
"Your society is monogamous, during your people's early
years on Earth you were prey to sexually transmitted
microbes as I understand it." There had been radio contact for
five hundred Earth years, many people knew facts like that.
This girl was very well read.
"In theory, though at times it doesn't quite work out that
way. Monogamy is our ideal that we never approach."
"I've enjoyed near monogamy for substantial periods of
time. My first was born during such a period."
"How near?" he asked, surprised she was nearly
monogamous with someone she could hardly stand.
"A party swap a couple times a year. My relations with
Holima were nearly monogamous for a time, at least on my
side."
"Oh? Was that interest returned?"
"Some; for a time. That interest made me feel a lot more
secure in my position than I do now when he no longer has
even unwelcome interest."
"His interest became unwelcome?"
"The times became inconvenient and lets just say I didn't
care for some of the acts he became interested in."
"How's this position?" he asked. He was still lying beside
her and caressing her. They were both naked by now but that
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was as far as it had gone.
"Nice," she said.
"Have you been telling me you don't want to enjoy more
of each other because it is not intended to be permanent and
primary?" Dorrick asked.
"Are you worried that even though I'm naked in bed with
you, I might still turn you down?"
"I'm worried that you're going to make me choose
between you and TongSu before we proceed."
"Ha!" she said. "You know I could never make a demand
like that."
"But could you leave that as a statement in a suicide
note?"
She looked impaled, then started to cry. "How can you
understand me so?" she sobbed.
"Because I've been there. I was there at the ripe age of
fifty seven, that's about thirteen decades. That was before I
could afford youth. If you still have your youth and health,
there is always hope."
"You mentioned it in passing but maybe only now I hear
it. You could afford youth and an education. Are you telling
me that on Centorin the poor are still ephemeral?"
"Oh of course, the pharmaceutical companies aren't going
to give it away. Kassidor and Naiho are the only world's
where more than ten percent of the population is unaging."
"And what does it cost?" she asked.
How should he translate that? If it was by credit amount
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to base metals purchased on Centorin, that would be very
misleading. By hour of unskilled labor? A more honest
translation. If an unskilled Centorin laborer saved every
penny of his earnings over a mortal life-time and could work
for eighty years he could afford a treatment program that
could take ten years off his life. The rich of Centorin
measured their yearly incomes in millions and billions of
mortal lifetimes of unskilled labor. A laborer here could earn
an iron a shift, a copper a year, an aluminum in a decade,
"The equivalent of twenty aluminums a decade," was the
closest answer he could give.
She sucked in her breath, "I would not afford it."
That would not be true, what he hadn't accounted for in
the translation was the difference in income distribution. With
her high level of skills, Dalico was able to command in
income five or ten times that of unskilled help here in
Bordzvek. On Centorin it would be at least a hundred times.
"But you would earn aluminum instead of copper on
Centorin," he said.
"Then who earns iron on Centorin?"
"Those that cook and clean and tend the row crops."
"Like the 35th here." she said. "Those of the cities lived,
those on the land died. Most unfair."
"Life has seldom been as fair as it appears to be here."
"If it is so fair, why am I unhappy, why are men like you
always beholding to someone else?"
"How long was Holima yours?" Dorrick asked her.
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"He was never mine," she replied. "I was his from the
fifteenth decade of the 105th til the twentieth decade of the
110th."
"Was he with someone else at the time?"
"There were a few dalliances that were something more
than variety."
"So you were the main woman of an important man for a
century and it has been over for four decades, is that correct?"
"I wasn't his main woman all that time. I felt like a kept
playmate a lot of that time. When he was a lover he didn't
care how accurate my reports were, he granted it was all
guesswork."
"Dalico, I don't think you have any wounds that are any
more than anyone else has to suffer in their life. What you did
wrong was to continue in his employ after it ended. You only
did it because you were too timid to seek a new position."
"Yes," she hissed, "yes I am. I admit it, I'm afraid to deal
with the world, that's why I want to escape it."
"Now," he said, "I think you understand."
"I've always understood that, I just didn't want to admit
it." She started crying after that. "Especially to someone I
want." He wound up holding her til she finally slept. So much
for the enjoyment he was going to get from her.
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16. Real Estate News
The little village by the farm had an excellent cook, three
irrigation mechanics, a shipping agent and a couple
geneticists. She found no special friends of Jebinje around but
no great enthusiasm for a media tribe either, but most of them
signed a document that they would accept his signature as
consent to sell the house. She was going ahead with it anyway
and planned on knocking on Jebinge's door as soon as she
could get there.
It was total darkness when she made it back to Falsain,
and she didn't find it on the first try either. It wasn't as
brightly lit as she expected, from up high, the light on the
horizon from Bordzvek hid the tiny speck in the foreground.
She had to tie her own blimp up, but she expected that,
there wasn't the barest hint of a light up here but the stars and
a little clipping of Narrulla and her tear near the horizon. All
trace of Kortrax was hours gone from there now. If you
wanted a lantern here, you had to bring your own. TongSu
had no idea she would be getting back this late.
Honshu's door still stood open, she used only the cabinet
to store her bag and had probably gone back to their room in
Bordzvek. There was an argument coming with her about the
farm, but she wouldn't have it this sleep.
Dalico's was latched, but there was a light on in hers.
Dorrick was in there, with the heater lit, and about three
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quarters of the way thru one of the vedn loaves with sliced
anything in them that cooks sell around here. "I'm surprised
you're still up," was the first thing out of her mouth.
"I'm surprised you're back," was the first thing out of his.
"Oh I had invites," she said, "but none worth taking."
"Same here," Dorrick said in response.
"The guy was a boor, he just wanted to show off his
bone."
"Some have said that about you and your tits."
At least he didn't bring her lips into it. "They're meant to
be social organs," she replied.
"So is the penis," he answered in return.
"So what happened with Dalico?" she asked, wanting to
get this out of the way so she could tell him about the farm.
"She fell asleep in my arms," he answered. "She
alternated back and forth between two different personalities
all day. We did a lot of walking so that tired her out. We were
going to, but she fell asleep."
"And she's still asleep?"
"I don't know, I latched the door and thought she'd take a
nap and be up in time for duskmeal. By the time I gave up
that idea, the guy making these was the only cook I could
find."
So they stayed up way too late while she told him all
about the place, drew him a floor plan in the margin of one of
the inn's magazines and gave him more details of the tenant's
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lives than they probably knew about themselves, in one case
at least.
Dorrick warned her it might be as big a nest of trouble as
Kalakmeel House and warned her that Honshu would
probably say 'fuck that' and buy a girly pad in Bordzvek and
it might be the two of them alone out there. Dalico had not
yet agreed to come work for them before she fell asleep.
It was Dalico that woke them up for Nightday by asking if
they'd like some sephra and berries. She and Dorrick had
postponed love making til the wakeup because it had gotten
so late, and they wouldn't get a chance now. She came into
the room with two bowls. She was dressed in an auto-tailored
gingham nightsuit with longer ruffles than convenient. There
is a tiny table in each room, more of a nightstand with no
cabinet under it. She set them on there. "So did you like the
property?" she asked, all bubbly and eager.
TongSu sat up, not dressed in anything, but found it was
cold enough in the room to fold the quilt around her. The
sephra was nice and hot and the berries in it looked like
gloribards. Dorrick got his leggings and nightcoat on while
TongSu gushed about it again, around that sephra. Dalico
played the perfect listener and cheered at all the right places
and made TongSu take a long time eating. Dorrick was
already out of the bathroom before she was done.
She never got to ask Dalico why she wasn't wrapped
around him when she got home. But really, she knew it was
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just the walk. Dalico complained of the cost of taking the
elevator, so she probably wasn't used to it and exhausted
herself. It was plain that Dalico was acting possessive of him,
and she noticed Dorrick's eye on her more than herself. She
wondered if she should try and get this out in the open now,
or give him a little more time and hope the infatuation would
run it's course.
She didn't get a chance to look up Jebinje on Dorrick's
pocket eye until her turn in the bathroom. There are nineteen
hundred streets in three levels in Falsain and Jebinje was on
the third level, but on street level. She told Dorrick she was
off to make a real estate deal and left him with Dalico again,
hoping her hurt at doing so didn't show.
It took her half a day and thru lunch getting all the
paperwork ready before she even went to see him. She saw
lots of glittering office space on that trip. When she finally
got to his door, she was taken aback when he opened it. He
has a wild crown of spikes, white as new snow. Under that
was a long straight nose and a big sharp chin. He looked at
her like he couldn't imagine how a feral humanoid female the
likes of her could possibly have business with him. He was
dressed in a cylindrical suit coat with tailored lapels. His legs
were covered in slacks and he wore moccasins in the house.
"You have a property for sale," she told him, trying not to
laugh at his get-up. It seemed the more horrified these people
were, the funnier it seemed to her.
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"Yes we do, but it would be best to see it in..."
"I saw it yesterday."
"I don't remem..."
"You didn't," TongSu said, "I flew out and talked to the
manager and his guys."
"Then there's probably a lot that..."
"I'm quite sure I know more about that property than you
do. I'm here with your asking price and all the necessary
paperwork. Are you interested in that deal or not?"
"The tenents..."
"All stay with me," she said, "under tribal rules."
He sucked in his breath. "What tribe are you?" he
squeaked in near panic.
"TongSu's Airship Pirates," she said, going with it as far
as he'd take it. "Do you have a place where we could sign
these or should we do it on the wall?" she asked and held up
the big sheaf of paperwork from a half dozen registries and
mail and utilities services, along with one of the fine pens
they made in Bordzvek.
He looked both ways up and down the hall to make sure
she was alone. "Won't you come in?" he choked.
She looked at him a little questioningly as he held the
door.
It was a long hallway from his front door. They were out
in intersecting dormers over some office property at the city's
edge. Here she was taken aback again. Three of his 'sisters'
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were in the room and they were surprisingly like him except
they had tits and they were totally naked by a softly glowing
lantern stove. Two of them were entertaining each other in
ways the mainstream American media doesn't want us to
detail. The other was watching, bored. "We have someone to
buy the farm!" he said.
The one watching the two play with each other looked up,
the other two didn't. "What's her offer?" she asked, still bored.
"Three and thirteen," TongSu said.
The spiked snow-headed girl nodded, looked up at
Jebinje, "You said when it comes, take it."
"We'll take it," Jebinje said, "right?" he asked his sisters.
"Right." The harmony was nearly perfect.
"Where's Bura and Marvene?" he asked.
"Freaking," the bored one answered, "Out on the
balcony."
TongSu could see it from here if she leaned a little. They
had a glass table and there were the other sisters, identically
spiked, identically nude in spite of the cold, each with three
lines of freak cut out that they were about to do with some
dried hollow reeds.
"Bura, Marvene, I need you in here," he said in a very
authoritative voice, even though it was not raised volume at
all.
They put down their reeds next to their lines and filed into
the room. They sat next to the sisters who were getting each
other off sixty nine by now. They didn't watch, they watched
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TongSu instead. "We'll have to wait for Lanca and Bivake to
finish up before we get them to sign it," Jebinje said.
"There's quite a bit to sign," she said. Much more than she
had expected, but not as much as Dorrick said there would be
on Centorin. To continue all their old contracts she had to
either get them paid in full or eat the difference. By getting
them paid in full, she got the final total down to two
aluminums, fifty four, and she got that sealed and
documented, from her finance house to theirs, bound with the
full test results of the aluminums and the five golds and four
coppers sealed in that same envelope. This way he couldn't
try to stick her with the house's existing contracts.
"You are a very shrewd businesswoman," he said when he
saw that.
"People all thought I was a chump for not starting at this
level," she said in response.
He actually had a very elegant writing desk that he lead
everyone to. There were blanks for them all to sign and the
orgasm sisters were done before all the other signatures were
on the paper.
"We'll be out next dusk," Jebinje said, "to transfer with the
neighbors."
She didn't wind up that blotto the dusk before, she
produced one more document. She'd written at the top 'We the
undersigned do attest that we recognize your signature and
trust that you will recognize ours. If you recognize all the
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signatures on this form, we will recognize your signature on
this form as your transferal of your farm in Lilral-oo to
TongSu of the Yakhan.' There was her thumb print, and
twenty one of his neighbors had signed below and Jebinje and
his clones were quick to get out of the formality of making a
trip all the way out there and get their money all that much
sooner.
There was a lot of paperwork, and with the wait for Lanca
and Bivake it was at least a half an hour before Jebinje was
seeing her back to the door. "It's been a pleasure doing
business with you," he said as he saw her off."
"Thank you, A pleasure for me also."
"I hope you really understand what you're doing," he said.
"And I hope you don't snort that whole pouch by the end
of the year."
It was well after darkmeal when she got back to the inn.
She had to finalize all the utility registrations and get
signatures witnessed at registries. When she finally got in,
Honshu was back. "Where've you been?" she asked as
TongSu entered the room.
"I just bought us a farm," she said proudly, trying not to
puff out her chest too much because even though Honshu was
well turned herself, she was a bit jealous of TongSu's set.
"Yeah, where?"
"About an hour's flight south of here."
"Uuuu," Honshu groaned.
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"There's a village in walking distance," she said, "and
their meeting house has a wet room and one of the farm hands
is a flaunter."
"How big?" Honshu asked.
"A fat nine incher at least."
"No, that public room?"
"I didn't go in," TongSu answered, "but a hundred is
possible. The dry room had fifty people in it but it's all spread
out with groups of fat sofas. It sounded like they had a springmount horse and harness set up in the wet room."
"And you didn't go in!? I mean, you gotta know I wanted
to know that. You're just making this up so I don't keep my
own place in town."
"Haven't you been back there since Noonmeal?"
"No, I had that and Noonsleep in Falsain actually. There's
a lot of freak around here so I got invited to a four way that
turned into about an eight way by the time we broke up for
Afternoonday. I took the tube back to the city room and
crashed there most of Afternoonday because we hadn't been
anywhere near sleep all Noonsleep, it was just..."
"I know what those are like," TongSu said, "even the ones
where there's a lot of freak around. You can't get any sleep at
one of those sleeps even if you're not doing any."
"So anyway then it was time for my weekly, and I dabbed
a big one and went down to those big statues, you know the
ones.."
"You can't fly over the Bordzvek harbor..."
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"Yeah, so I went out onto the back of one of them. They
all came alive and were bopping to the music of the harbor..."
"It's animatronics." TongSu lied, but to no noticeable
effect. She knew they moved via hallucination but if they did
move it was animatronic and not living rock.
"...and this guy came by and I had him do me one way
and another for all the ships. There were thousands..."
"I've had to sit thru far too many descriptions of loon trips
already," she said. "You do what you want, but I bought a
farm. You are welcome to come live with us, you and Djandar
can walk over naked and ride that spring horse in that wet
room all you want."
"I need to sell vids, that's all. I'll come out there and see
how long I can take it. I'll probably get my own place in town
later on. And as long as I'm with you I'm still doing my
weekly."
"Whatever you want. There a room there when you want
it, have a place in the city and use the room on my farm when
you want to get away. You know you will. You couldn't stay
in The Ring very long." She spoke of the urban heart of
Trenst.
"At least Dalico likes it." Honshu said.
"Likes what?" TongSu asked.
"The farm you bought."
"She hasn't seen it," TongSu said, "unless she took a
coach out there this Nightday. Have you seen her?"
"No, I got here minutes before you and haven't even
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looked for either one of them."
It was true, Dorrick and Dalico was a pretty common
grouping this past week. "Then how do you know she likes
it?"
"She already put her place in town up for sale," Honshu
said. She handed TongSu a standard cheap advertising flier. It
certainly looked like Dalico's place, offered for quick sale at
three aluminums and forty.
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17. Nightday in Falsain
"I'll be back out here by darkmeal," Dalico told him and
slipped into the tubeway car. The outer door sealed, an
antique rubber and glass labyrinth that was opened and closed
by air pressurizing or venting the seals. It was much simpler
than current Centorin technology, but performed as well even
though it was much more labor intensive to produce. It was
silent gliding away, even more silent than the current
Centorin technology with tapered lock pins on all floors and
nanomagnetic door seals.
It was true, there wasn't much they were going to do this
Nightday anyway, so what harm would it do if she slipped
back into the city for a few hours just to check up on how it's
going and talk to Dyiondeen. She'd even promised to be back
for darkmeal, not Dawnsleep. Honshu was probably in the
room at the downtown inn where they first stopped, and
might have had the party there last dusk. TongSu was doing
the paperwork for the farm so he was left alone this Nightday.
He spent an hour walking the three levels of streets in this
city, industrial, commercial and residential. It was a small
piece of Bordzvek, lots of crystal with only planters on the
roofs and plazas.
It was half way to lunch when he already developed a
thirst. He found a nice tap on a plaza on the end of a
commercial street. Narrulla showed him a view from six
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floors up above the surrounding small holds with larger farms
in the distance. He took a house cup of gold and looked
around. There were two girls here, but they were conducting
banking deals so he didn't go bother them. The kegman wasn't
busy so he asked Dorrick, "So what brings you to these
parts?"
Dorrick always tried to look like a native everywhere he
went. He bought the height of local fashion, he wore his hair
in the local style. He tried to adapt all the local mannerisms.
Anywhere on Centorin or Earth he was pretty successful.
Here he was going to have to get used to the fact that no
matter how hard he tried to look like a native, they would all
know he was not. "Girl I'm with is buying a farm today," he
said, "So I'm just idle."
"Ah," he said, "Where's she buying?"
"Out near the wilderness, but not on it. It's an
underground. She's doing it all herself so I haven't even seen
it yet."
"You trust her?"
"It's her money, not mine. I'm glad she'll let me live
there."
"What if it's a failure?"
"I haven't seen one in this basin yet."
"Nobody's crops fail any more, but some lose money."
"It's her money, I won't lose any," Dorrick said.
"You have a point," he said, "But I wouldn't want her to
lose money either."
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"She's been a farmer since before my planet existed,"
Dorrick told him, thinking of the two thousand Earth years
that TongSu had farmed the same patch of ground just sixty
miles from the Kassikan.
"You have a planet?" the kegman asked.
"I come from one."
"We all do."
"I mean a different one," Dorrick said, thinking he
probably shouldn't admit it because he'd have to talk about it
til lunch.
"You think so?"
"I did it," Dorrick said, "I should know."
"How do you know?"
"The gravity changed when we came thru the stargate. It's
ten percent higher here."
"They do that with centrifugal force," the kegman said.
He was trying to say it dry, but Dorrick could tell he was
acting.
"So you don't believe it?" Dorrick asked. "Where did I get
this?" he took out his Centorin-made comm and handed it to
him.
The kegman turned it over every which way. "Looks like
it's all labeled in Lystic like something they might have made
in Yondure a couple dozen centuries ago. Looks about that
beat up."
"We've been kicking around awhile," Dorrick said, "Most
of this wear is from the sands of Earth."
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The guy began laughing now, "See," he poked Dorrick's
shoulder, "this stuff's got a nice little kick to it, don't it?" and
held up his mug.
Dorrick grabbed his comm back, downed the remainder
of the cup and walked to a bench across the plaza.
He wound up sitting in that small plaza lit by a big
mirrored lantern poking at his comm. It was after drinking
hours in Kex right now, but nearly business hours in
Navorkensville, so he offered the video of Dalico's rescue to
some news agents there. It was days old now so he couldn't
get more than a credit and twenty for it, non exclusive. The
Centorin public was getting so used to Kassidor that this was
just another jumper-being-rescued-from-a-tall-building scene
and the fact that it was on a crystal building thirteen light
years away using a twin-tailed lighter-than-air plant just didn't
make it that special any more, just a different decor from
tilted fans and duo-rotors of Centorin or the levboats of Novo
Grosso.
In Bordzvek, there are a few Eye rooms that use lanterns
or fuel cells and stay open during Nightday. It is thirty six
times as expensive, but he had already made enough to pay
for that. He looked up news outlets here, and found only
those in Bordzvek were accessible. That must be because
none of the surrounding basins have data systems in the dark.
All other parts of the planet that have data systems, and that
includes all the large cities even in Borlunth or the
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Pewpspway basins, store and forward the information.
Messages sent from distant parts of the planet may have a
week's turn around time, but any static data is available
anywhere there is light. That didn't seem to be the case here.
The best local rate he could find for posting it was one
thirty sixth of a penny per view. That was less than the rate
such videos asked in Trenst. A full movie in Trenst can ask
for three pennys because the eye room would take in ten
pennies for that seat time. One can see a full movie in a
public house in Trenst for a penny, they were two here.
Honshu had three more snapper clips she wanted to
market, so he went back to the plaza to work on that using the
Centorin comm once again. It had taken a couple hours to
work out the deal on the native system so it was now well
after 9:00 in Navorkensville, but not yet 5:00 am in Kex.
Navorkensville had always been a better porn market than
Kex anyway since the planetary government still had little
control over large parts of the city, and the city government
left the whole south side out of the city limits.
"What's that?" a woman asked over his shoulder.
Dorrick was a bit embarrassed that a pretty girl had
caught him looking at this. "I know the picture's small but
that's my camera-woman's twat."
"No, that little box it's showing up on." Even after all
these years he still wasn't used to the fact that almost no one
was the least offended by porn in any culture of this world.
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"Is there a tiny lantern in there?"
"Oh this," he put the screen back to the application list.
Those guys who buy this stuff would have to stare at that clip
awhile before they made up their minds anyway. At least he
had three feeds bidding for it. "It's a comm, I mean pocketeye from Centorin."
"Why is it all scratches?" she asked. He was pretty sure
by now that people would never tolerate such a thing in
Bordzvek.
"It's seen some hard miles," Dorrick replied. It had been
to Earth and back twice before they started thrashing thru the
wilds of this planet.
"Yes, you aren't from Falsain are you?"
"Originally from Navorkensville." By now he hoped she
would share the bench with him. He left the comm where he
could see it in case someone started bidding.
"How far out of town is that?" she asked.
"Thirteen and a half light years," Dorrick answered, trying
not to overdo the drama, so he said it casually like he was a
regular stargate user now that he had been thru one five times.
"So you traveled only in the light?" she asked, "For
thirteen and a half years? That would take you to one of those
places some don't believe in like Trenst and Zhlindu."
"I've seen Trenst," he said, matter of factly. He would ease
into the concept of 'light year' gently.
"Oh?" she asked, interested. She did sit with him. She was
tall with sleek shiny bronze hair and luminous purple eyes.
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Slender, but womanly. "So it's real after all?"
"Very real, we lived there half a decade."
"And you came all that way on foot, dragging that,
'comm' you called it?"
"No, we flew."
"You came by floater? You're with people?" she asked.
"My pilot's out buying a farm and my camera woman is
just... out." She sat there a bit open-mouthed so he explained,
"We're a video crew, me, my pilot and camera woman. My
camera woman doubles as a porn star and my pilot doubles as
a superwoman."
"Nice," she said with a tentative smile, then asked, "was
that cup from here?" she pointed at the taps.
A voice called from across the plaza, "Yes it was ma'am."
That same kegman was still here and it was so quiet here this
Nightday that he could hear every word of the conversation.
"Good," she called back as she got up and started his way,
"I'd like one of those. Would you like another?" she asked
Dorrick.
"Sure," he said. It sounded like he was going to need it in
this conversation.
"You'll enjoy the ride," the kegman said as he poured. "It
had him on a whole other planet earlier today."
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18. Real Estate Papers
"They're back," she heard Honshu call as she looked in
Dalico's room.
"Yes, we're in here," Dalico called back.
TongSu went in to find Dorrick and Dalico lounging in
Dalico's room, looking like they had found something to do.
Dalico had only one layer of sheer on, and one layer is pretty
transparent. It was short and clingy. She dropped a second
layer over it, something a bit longer and looser. Two layers is
nicely translucent.
Honshu didn't bother balancing her straps on her nipples.
"You won't believe the scenes I got at this freak party this past
Noonsleep. Toos-Roback is going to be so excited, and you
are probably looking at the hottest porn star in the Centorin
media."
"Congratulations," Dorrick said, "you think it's really hot,
not just extreme?"
"Oh yeah," Honshu said. Honshu was wearing a scrap of
tight jersey that could be stretched to cover everything it
should if the right strings were tightened. She stood behind
TongSu in the archway to Dalico's chamber. "Come in guys,"
Dalico said. "We were just lazing around."
"Dalico brought some of her things back from the city,"
Dorrick said. "She's decided to try working for us for awhile,
to see if it works out."
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"Glad to hear it," TongSu said. "But before we get to
looking at her Pikosas video," she pointed at Honshu. Dorrick
would understand her, Honshu might not and Dalico certainly
wouldn't recognize the name of an ancient god of sexual
dominance from the Borlunth basin. She looked to Dalico
"Did you tell Dorrick that you put your place up for sale?"
"What?" Dalico jumped up.
"Your place in the city is up for sale, three aluminums and
forty."
Dalico stood like she had just been impaled thru the gut
from below and behind and was paralyzed with the pain. She
backed to the wall, leaned against it, put her hands to her
throat. "I knew it. I knew this was all a plot to get my home."
"It is not," TongSu said. "So you did not put your home
up for sale?"
"No way! Of course not. What do you know about this?"
"Honshu found these fliers on the door."
Dalico burst into tears. She threw herself on the bed and
pounded her fists. Dorrick touched her back. "If you didn't
sign it over, it can't be sold."
"Dyiondeen could get away with it, she's been there as
long as I have." She lifted her head toward them, tears ran
from her eyes. "The neighbors might not really know who
was the owner and who was the live-in."
"I find that hard to believe."
"It is true, I hardly interact with my neighbors."
"But you signed nothing?"
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She rolled over, composed herself a little. "Some people
don't know how easy it is to lift signatures these days."
"That's true, but who?" TongSu asked.
"Talsto for one, I know he wanted my home as well as my
job."
"Does he know how to lift signatures?"
"If you know how to get a copper into your pouch you
can get it done. The lower back streets of the South Nears are
full of shady types."
"A reputable company will have a document signed in
their presence," TongSu said.
"Who is my place listed with?" she asked.
"It's the Fahjewside Agency. It gives an address and says
they're on the eye," TongSu was still holding the flier.
"Let's go there," Dalico said and sprang from the bed.
"It's well into Dawnsleep," TongSu said. "We can get it all
straightened out as soon as it's light."
"What can we do today?" Dalico wailed.
"Nothing," TongSu said, "Especially if it involves flying.
It's getting cold out, I'm glad my girl made it back yesterday,
it was already in the forties when we tied up. I wouldn't be
surprised if we get some snow this sleep."
"Up here," Dalico said, "We probably will, we're over due
I would say."
"So take it easy til dawn," Dorrick said. "We'll get it taken
care of."
Dalico flopped back on the bed, on her back this time.
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"We'll look into this as soon as we finish breakfast
tomorrow," Dorrick repeated.
"I can't last until tomorrow," Dalico wailed, "That home is
all I've worked for, everything I've done since I left
Tuulucnole. Since Telodil was killed it's all I've had."
She put her hands to her eyes and sobbed. Dorrick petted
her head, it helped a little but she just wasn't stable enough.
"It's too late to deal with this now," TongSu said. "But I
didn't get that much Dusksleep so wake me for Dawn." She
wasn't a good enough psychiatrist to help and was too tired to
help anyway. At least that would be her excuse.
"I didn't get any Dusksleep," Honshu said. "The freak
around here is wiry."
"Anyway, I'm gonna take a crash," TongSu said, "wake
me for dawn if you would," and she left Dalico's room. She
went back to their room. Dorrick's clothes are in these closets,
his toiletries at this sink. She liked it that way, even if he
wasn't always in this bed. She hoped it would be that way at
the farm. Even if he divided his time equally between the
three of them, she would want him to call her room, his room.
She was going to take the end room toward the front in
the master suite. That was because it had two dormer
windows with little courtyards in front of them that each had
walks out into the fields. She really wanted to get out there
first thing, but this problem with Dalico's house was going to
prevent it.
As she lay there, alone, on the way to sleep, she wondered
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why she should even make Dalico her problem. It seemed
like she was Dorrick's problem now. Usually TongSu was the
one with the wandering lust who was in danger of falling for
a guy, while Dorrick patiently waits with a few polite trysts in
the mean time. Honshu was the last time she thought she was
going to lose him to someone. Yeah, she was still around, but
the way she hooked Dorrick on loon would always put a dent
in their relationship.
She wasn't so sure about Dalico, Dorrick was pretty stuck
with her. She probably shouldn't have left them behind when
she went to look for the farm. What if Dorrick and Honshu
both wound up in the city? What if they went and got this
paperwork straightened out and all moved in with Dalico?
There was room, Dalico's bedroom was certainly comfortable
for a couple. The guest suite could easily become Honshu's
girly pad. She could have wild parties when Dorrick and
Dalico went out. The odd one out from that cozy living
arrangement was TongSu, that muscle woman from the
Yakhan.
If she left Dorrick with that problem and went out to her
newly bought farm with the dawn, that is probably exactly
what would happen. Knowing Dorrick, the first thing he
would do if it's being stolen and sold, would be to just buy it.
Nothing to argue about, 'I'll take your fake papers for your
asking price' and immediately hand them to Dalico. She
would guilt-trip but hey, if that's the bed you want to lie in,
you got it.
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It took her a long time to get to sleep with those doubts
circling her mind. She was never one to get like this before.
She'd say 'Oh well' and have her fun with the guys on this
farm and move into that phase of her life. The thing is, she
really wouldn't have done it if it hadn't been for Dorrick
saying that she could afford it just as well as he. That made
her say 'in that case I'll do it myself' and that made Dorrick
say, 'In that case I'm staying with Dalico.' Not such a bad deal
if you don't mind the nut case.
It was TongSu who minded. It was only a decade, but she
was more involved with Dorrick than she had been with
anyone in a very long time, centuries. Why did she let herself
get like this? She knew all along that he would leave her as
soon as someone offered him monogamy, he was Centorin
after all. She also knew that she was never good at discussing
her feelings, even with herself. She never really thought he
would leave her for Honshu, so she had never really
examined how she felt had she? It wasn't til now, when she
felt in real danger of losing him, that she let herself know
how much she really cared. Maybe next time she should stop
pretending to be so tough and cold and let the guy know how
she felt. Maybe next time she should let herself know how
she felt.
With daylight the data links were up and Dalico was busy
at it with Dorrick's pocket eye before any of them got up.
"I've been thru it all," Dalico said as TongSu walked into
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the room, "It's listed, there's a document and they've lifted my
signature, just like I expected." She tapped a few buttons to
bring a copy of the registration certificate into the eye. She
tossed the flier from Honshu on the end of the bed, then stood
facing them with her hands on her hips. She didn't mention
the other signature on it and it was so sloppy TongSu could
not make it out. Dorrick woke up and saw her there and
grinned sheepishly. TongSu could tell his balls were empty.
"We'll go get that rescinded," TongSu told Dalico and
gave Dorrick more time to wake up.
"Fat chance," Dalico said. "The paperwork is very
important here. More important than the people in most
cases."
"Are you willing to try?" Dorrick asked, sitting up behind
her with his hand on her waist.
Dalico looked up, half hurt, half angry. "You are the ones
who have cost me my home, you should be the ones to get it
back."
"You might find there are limits to our generosity,"
TongSu said.
Dorrick gently turned Dalico toward him, "So far we have
no proof you did not sign this yourself, you were in the city
yesterday."
"We were separated less than nine hours," Dalico said. "I
said I would be gone for a shift. I thought we were friends?"
"I'm trying to be, but your concern for having your home
taken is excessive. Up til now I've been sure it was all in your
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head. We have no proof that you didn't sign if over while I
was getting laughed at for our special effects."
"Here?" TongSu asked. Even here they thought their show
was animated. Like the girl at the farm who didn't believe
Trenst and the Yakhan were real.
"Why would I...?" Dalico said, not getting sidetracked by
the special effects.
"I hope you didn't, but I can't prove you didn't," Dorrick
said.
"The alternative is that what seem to be your paranoid
fears are true and there is a conspiracy to swindle you,"
TongSu said.
"Of course there is," Dalico said. "I said that to
Dyiondeen the day you took my way out."
"I think we should start with that broker's registration
department and expand from there."
"All you will find is that Dyiondeen pretended to be me
with a lifted signature and an 'oh I'm sorry I didn't know I had
to sign it in front of you does that mean I'll have fill it out all
over again?'." All the while Dalico was miming rubbing her
chest vigorously on the one she was talking to.
"I think we should still nail that down," TongSu said,
"find out who's up to what here."
"I know who and what," Dalico said, "Dyiondeen wants
to sell my home to Talsto and stay with him as part of the
furniture. I know she bangs him now, even though she won't
admit it. He brags about it when she's not around and it's
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come back to me a few ways. She'll do things like that for as
long as she needs to until everyone assumes it's her house
anyway, just like they do now."
"Do you think she's the Brancettrabble of this basin?"
Dorrick asked her. She looked at him like he was speaking the
long dead ancestor of Mythra that Brancettrabble grew up
with. "He's the wizard that more-or-less founded modern
Trenst," he explained.
"OK?" she said, like maybe she didn't really believe in
Trenst anyway so what does that matter. "What does that have
to do with Dyiondeen?"
"You seem to think she has a lot more secret powers than
a servant/roommate would."
Dalico didn't answer.
"So lets go get your house straightened out." TongSu got
up. "I want you to come with us while we straighten this out."
She looked to Dorrick, who nodded, Honshu also had
come to the door and overheard, "please, you've said your
home is all you have," she added.
"Please make your soul strong enough to help defend you
on this," Dorrick said.
Dalico glared at him.
"I think you need to do this," TongSu said, "or it will be as
Dorrick says, your soul will not be strong enough to keep you
alive."
"It may not be even now," Dalico said. "You are right, I
have to take some action to protect what is mine." She got up
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but looked a little bewildered.
"I'd like to fly in an hour," TongSu said. Pack some
things, we might not make it back this week," she warned.
"Why shouldn't we take the tube?" Dalico said.
"Yeah, I know this will take a lot longer, but I just have a
hunch there's going to be a point in this mission where we're
going to want air support. If you want to go ahead on the
tube, I'll be along later in the day."
"So what do we need air support for?" Honshu asked.
Dorrick answered for her. "There is something going on.
Now it could be a split personality thing or it could be that
Dyiondeen really has had this plan all along."
"That's what you will find," Dalico said.
"Either way," TongSu said, "this balloon and all the gear
we've never bothered to unload always seem to have a way of
coming in handy."
"I can't take that long," Dalico said. "You'll come with me
won't you?" she said to Dorrick.
"As soon as I get a shower and some breakfast."
It was most of Morningday getting into the city. While
TongSu worried how Dorrick and Dalico were doing with
each other, and even a little about that false sale offer, Honshu
spent most of the time prattling about the movie she saw with
her darkmeal. It was an elaborate production of a Republican
period piece with garish costumes and lavish sets and camera
work. Honshu was babbling, "We never saw it in Trenst, and
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that's a crime. I bet it's that wizard you found, Brancettrabble,
is trying to keep his own studios busy and preventing
imports."
It was all TongSu could do to pay any attention to her. She
pretended something was in her eye, she didn't want to talk
about Dorrick and Dalico with Honshu, so she tried to put
that from her mind and join in the conversation about the
movie. "But movies from all the other neighboring basins
were allowed in."
"None of the others are so obviously ahead of Trenst in
cinematography. Even Zhlindu and Yondure are not really
ahead, just a little different," Honshu said.
"You should also notice that movies getting to Trenst from
Yondure have to pass thru Bordzvek," TongSu said.
"OK, how could one go about blocking the spread of
Bordzvek media in Trenst?" Honshu asked.
"I was not aware of that movie or any like it in the
Yakhan," TongSu said. "I never knew Bordzvek had much of
a movie industry. I figured they must have something, maybe
I thought they would just show stuff made in Yondure or
Trenst or maybe even Knidola." She had seen only one movie
made in Knidola and it was well written and photographed
but used a lot of narration and text-over to tell the story.
"It was all about the political intrigue of the time and the
privileges the elite could build up. The clarity and sound
quality in his home unit was close to what you get an a public
movie screen in Trenst.
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"It was set near the end of the 'great' days of the republic.
Over the previous decade the forces of Hbanan had pushed
the frontier back over thirteen hundred miles to the pass of
DirstNarai." TongSu knew that was a thousand miles into
Yondure from what most people consider to be the current
boundary between the basins. "There was an investigation
going on trying to place the blame. There was a scandal over
shoddy weaponry costing the lives of a sixth of a million men
as well as the territory. The main characters were a pen and
ink reporter and a prostitute to the high and mighty who helps
him as his source."
Honshu let her go and kept driving and watching the lush
countryside. There were less underground homes in this area,
more grown.
"I wanted to make that movie," Honshu said, "but this is
beyond anything I could imagine even in the full spell of
loon. It's more detailed, these costumes are so superb. There
were flashbacks to the days when the front was collapsing
and the prostitute of the general officers was being evacuated.
There were explosive weapons at that time and they were
recreated with thumping force."
"How historically accurate is it?" TongSu asked.
"It was advertised as a docu-drama, I would guess it was
as accurate as they could possibly make it. They don't know
the details, but the reporter, his name is known and they do
know that he married a former prostitute. All the generals and
politicians were real and as accurate as can be determined.
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"They recreated a 34th century wood-burning war machine
built of wood and ceramic. It goes clunking and hissing right
over you. The soldiers have all fled, the reporter and the
prostitute they were guarding are the only people left. The
reporter knocks her down and covers her as they cower
between the treads. It was as big as your blimp."
"We should get copies and sell them on Centorin if we
can find a way to translate it."
"We'd have to get so many characters for the voice
overs..."
TongSu kept listening as best she could but kept worrying
about Dorrick. The movie sounded more like something from
Centorin history and she thought the resemblance to Centorin
was part of Dalico's appeal.
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19. Real Estate Office
"No," Dalico said. "I can't wait that long." She turned to
Dorrick and said, "Are you coming with me?" She was going
to test him here wasn't she? Would he stick with TongSu and
make her take it on alone, or would he leave his spouse for
her again to back her up?
"I wouldn't want you to be alone right now," Dorrick said.
"You've probably been alone too much." He felt guilty saying
goodby to TongSu again. He could see that she thought he
was getting in too deep with Dalico. She was right, he was in
too deep with Dalico. He could see himself spending quite a
bit of time in her city apartment, telling TongSu he had to
check up on her now and then to make sure she's OK. Still, he
and TongSu embraced warmly and he could see the hurt on
her face as she went to the floater and he and Dalico headed
down to the tube station. Honshu decided she would go with
TongSu, so he and Dalico could fit into the same tube car.
Dalico would not be consoled on the ride into town. She
rejected his touch and said, "How do I know you aren't part of
Dyiondeen's plot?"
"When would we have had a chance?" Dorrick asked her.
"We never saw you til we floated into town. We never saw
Dyiondeen til we got to your place."
"She went out that Nightday. She had time to see you and
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set this up."
"And you were gone all day yesterday. You said you were
going to check with her."
"She was gone when I got to my house. No doubt she was
out picking up the fliers. How do I know she didn't call you
into town to help her with this?"
"How do you know she isn't working for us?" Dorrick
asked in return. She shrieked. It was painful in this small
space. "The Instinct should prevent you screaming like that in
here," Dorrick said with his hands over his ears.
"I should have known!" she screamed, his hands went
back over his ears. "That's where your woman went while you
seduced me! She and Dyiondeen got this all done when she
said she was looking for a farm! Oh how could I be so stupid!
Are you taking me to this agency to force me to sign my
home over to you?"
"What ever happened to you to make you so irrational?"
Dorrick asked in return.
"My son jumped off a bridge!" she shrieked and Dorrick
put his hands over his ears again.
"Yeah I guess that would do it for me too. Especially if I
was the one that drove him too it."
Her eyes went wide, she bared her teeth and her arms
came up with her fingers spread before she fell in the foot
well of the tube car paralyzed. The way she hit her chin on
the railing of the car probably hurt, especially since they were
turning at a sixty degree bank at the time. Dorrick tried to
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help her up but the tube car is not even four feet in diameter.
The passengers face each other almost sitting on the floor
with their legs intermixed. She lay there sobbing
uncontrollably, resisting his awkward efforts to pick her up.
She got herself up and crawled on her seat in the fetal
position with her arms wrapped around herself sobbing
hysterically.
Meanwhile Dorrick told her, "That is NOT what's
happening, your home is yours even if it never was yours and
I have to buy it for you." She shrieked and kicked, "We saved
your life because we care. Dyiondeen genuinely cares about
you and wishes she could help you. TongSu wants to help
you, and caught you off that balcony. We want to get you
away from the pressure that is doing this to you, but we are in
this tube car going to that agency to get your home back to
you. We will get to the bottom of this and do whatever is
necessary to get you undisputed ownership of your home."
After that he just let her cry it out. Before long he though
he better start thinking about seeing a psychiatric
professional. "Dalico, it's seven more minutes til we would
arrive at the station. Are you ready for the general public to
see how psycho you are?"
She stopped sobbing and sniffed a few times. "No," she
finally croaked. She dabbed at her eyes with the long ruffles
on her outer layer. "I'll go take my fleecing civilly," she
sniffed. "I know when I've been beaten."
"I'm getting out of this car and walking into that agency
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with the premise that the property is yours and has been
unfairly listed. If you believe that is the truth, I would like
you to support my petition. If you know something more
about this, you are going to make me look like a fool. Maybe
yourself too but maybe not. Maybe you'll all have a good
laugh on me when you take me for three aluminums and forty
when it all plays out."
Dalico was still trying to dry her cheeks. "Don't I wish I
had the chutzpah to pull off something like that!"
"So you really are trying to fleece me?" he chuckled.
She started sobbing again.
"It's only six minutes now," he said. He was pretty
convinced that drama was her real problem by now. She just
couldn't help overreacting to everything, but she could control
it when she wanted to. He really should talk to a psychiatrist
to find out what he should do that would cause the least harm.
He wasn't sure how such a person would be found in this
basin. In most there might be a few at medical schools, but in
others there were commercial counselors, while in others
there were some churches and a few old wise men who hung
out on park benches.
"Oh no!" she said, "I got my hair wet."
Dorrick thought she would start sobbing again but instead
she got mad and tried frantically to comb it out.
They could look up the listing on the pocket-eye, they
knew where the office was and the tube station was only a
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few blocks away. The agency handling the property was
located well away from Dalico's home, far enough that there
were at least ten million people between them. That was
suspicious all by itself, like someone might have wanted to be
sure they didn't run into someone who actually knew Dalico.
It was just off the twelfth floor street grid. In this
neighborhood there were wide streets but with some reserve
in their decor, not like the consumer freak-out of the fifth
floor grid.
The agency was down one floor from this street. The door
was stained glass in crystal and a dark wood that must have
been lifted a mile or more out of the deeps because he'd seen
nothing like it since Trenst. Though it was hours into daylight
there was a light in the lantern in the atrium, brought down by
a fiber from a suntower above. They went down to a waiting
room where a receptionist put them on a wait list for a
representative.
"Just like they do it in Kex," Dorrick said. "In decor and
some of the functions like this, as well as in its history. It's
like Bordzvek is a fourth Centorin basin that was displaced
onto Kassidor."
"There's only three basins on Centorin?" Dalico asked.
"Unless you try to count Kex as a basin, but its valley is
smaller than any in the Traguzars." He must have noticed her
look of incredulity, "But the Navorken basin is huge, as big as
the Trenst basin, almost as big as the lands of the lake."
"The lake reaches several basins," Dalico said, "The
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Salvador, the Elven, the Gengee and into the upper ends of
the Kyeb, Dos and Lumpral." She was educated about the
remainder of her planet, even if she didn't quite believe in
Centorin.
A girl came to the inside door. She had long hair of
medium brown pulled back tight in a pony tail. Her eyebrows
were thin lines but very long, sweeping up and into her
hairline. Under a gossamer outer robe she had skin tight satin
that was just a hint more beige than her skin. Her eyes were
so light brown they were almost yellow. "Would you come to
my office?" she said.
It was large and well appointed and lit by a bulb with light
from the crystal high above. There were even plants in here,
though the room had no window. She had a stylish worktable
of hundred-layer laminate in the corner with a nice big Eye
on it. She had bound books of photographs and maps on
tables in other parts of the room. There were a half-dozen
bookracks in the room, most filled with periodicals. There
were four more small spring-back stand-cushions as well as
her chair. She sat in the chair in front of her worktable and
turned to them. "So, what brings you to us this noon," she
asked.
Dorrick gave her the listing number, she looked it up.
"Doonoostune has the paper, but I can answer most
questions."
"I didn't put that property up for sale," Dalico said.
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"OK?" the girl said.
"It's my home, someone is trying to steal it from me."
"You are Dalico?" she asked, seeing the name listed in
front of her.
"Yes," she said. Actually Dorrick was amazed that Dalico
was actually taking this much on herself. Maybe all she
needed was some moral support.
"Let me see if Doonoostune is still here." She left the
office but came back in little over a minute.
"Yes, would you come with me?"
They followed to the cross hall and three doors down. It
was a similar room, a thinner girl with short curly dark hair.
They sat in here while the first girl left. "Now then," she said,
"I was told one of you claims to be Dalico?"
"I am Dalico," she said.
"You are not the woman who brought in these registration
papers," she flipped something that looked like a registry
record from her side of the world. It was the source of the
signature they saw on the Eye. "You are not the woman who
signed this listing agreement, though a Dalico is listed as the
prime tenant."
"I'm the owner," she said, with a bit too much heat for an
office like this.
"The owner is listed as Holima or Holima's market," she
said. With the benefit of the doubt Dorrick could believe the
other signature on the document did spell Holima. In the
years he was here he had come to read well-formed native
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script fluently, but sloppy handwriting was something else
entirely.
"She did not sign it in your presence," Dalico said,
ignoring the comment about the place actually belonging to
Holima.
"What makes you so sure?" the girl asked.
"Because she could not, but I will make that signature in
your presence."
The girl passed her paper and quill. "Pretty good," she
said when Dalico was done, "But this was duly witnessed."
She pointed to the stamp on her document.
"Ha!" was all Dalico said.
"If you can get a couple of your neighbors, as well as your
roommate, to come down and testify that you are Dalico, we
will send someone up to investigate, but until then, we have
no proof that you are not just making this up."
"Did you appraise this application?" Dalico asked.
"Even if I did it would be confidential."
"What I would like to know," Dorrick said, "Is why your
customer is treated so rudely?"
"There is an addendum to her agreement in which the real
Dalico details some suspicions."
"What suspicions?" Dalico asked.
"That her roommate, who answers your description," she
pointed at Dalico, "would try just what you're trying."
"Yeah," Dalico said, "That means the woman you think is
Dalico is about an inch taller than me, hair a little less shiny
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and straighter, she's got a more pointed chest, bigger thighs
and thinner lips with a wider mouth. She's a bit paler than I
am with a hint more orange."
"Nice try, Dyiondeen," the girl said.
"We'll be back with some neighbors," Dorrick said, "to
talk to your boss."
They were soon on the street outside. Dalico stepped
ahead of him. He caught up to her and put his hand on her
waist. "I think you need to explain how Holima got listed as
owner on that deed," he asked quietly.
"That's ancient," Dalico protested, not turning toward
him. "I don't know how she found a document that old. It's
from a century ago."
"And how did it come about?"
"From back then," she answered.
"Is it real?"
She inhaled to make an outburst, but only made a grunt.
Then she relaxed. "It's ancient, it's from a century ago, please
give me some time to remember how the financial details
were worked out."
"We're going to need to know, do you have records at
home?"
"Of course I have records," she said.
"We'll have to go over and look at them," Dorrick said.
"I remember a little," Dalico said, "it's been a long time."
There was a tube station right here, just a block from the
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real estate office. "Shall we go over?" Dorrick asked. He
keyed a request for a tube car.
Most cars in Kassidorian tubeways can seat two people,
facing each other with their feet under each other's seat. The
interior is less than four feet in diameter so the seats are quite
reclined and their faces were six feet apart. The cars in
Bordzvek are well maintained and quiet however so they
could still converse over the gentle hum of the levitation
coils.
"I'm pretty sure I must have had to borrow the money
from him when I moved into the place," she said. "I had
recently come in from Tulucnole and didn't have a lot of
savings. I'm sure I paid it off within a few decades, I haven't
made payments on it in forever."
"Are you sure you ever did pay it off?"
"Of course I'm sure," she said indignantly, "If I hadn't, I
would still be making payments til I did."
"Are you sure of that, or are you just sure that you haven't
been making payments as far back as you can remember?"
"It's my place, it has always been my place. Everyone will
know it's either my place or Dyiondeen's, she's the one I
worry about. I just wonder how she dug up that musty old
deed?"
"Is there a copy of the newer one back at the place?"
"Yes, of course. That thing is ancient. I was just a new girl
in town then. That's a century old, you saw the date."
"Do deeds in this city require periodic updating?" Dorrick
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asked.
She paused. "Well; no, but that one was updated when I
paid off the place, I'm sure it was." She didn't say more but
turned to peer out at the city hurtling by. They were along the
harbor now, about twelve stories up. Anything they passed on
this side was just a blur, but the far side was visible. They
were just flashing over the first lock at the head of the harbor.
Dorrick wanted to believe her, but knew he had better see
some paperwork before he committed. He already felt too
protective of this girl. Her beauty and her vulnerability were
pulling him by the gonads. "Where was the new deed kept?"
"At Elnin-Bakarda," she answered.
"That was the top stamp on the deed they showed us,"
Dorrick said, "why would they still have the old one?"
"I have no idea, they should keep the records, but it
should have been marked obsolete."
"Are there ways to alter it, or could that be a copy?"
"They would never allow a copy to be embossed like an
original, and not in color either. Elnin-Bakarda is a reputable
survey house."
"Could it be a back-street copy."
"It must be," she said, "We'll have to have it authenticated.
We should have thought of that." She became animated.
"We'll have to go back."
"We can get the current one from Elnin-Bakarda."
"They have a one day turn around," she replied, "It's a big
place."
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"Then we'll get the current one from your place and go
back there tomorrow."
"Yeah," she said dejectedly and settled back in her seat
and stared out the side of the car again. They were hurtling
along a major boulevard at the time with enough distance that
the outside wasn't a complete blur.
He didn't pester her for more, and in a couple more
minutes they slowed for their destination. The station was at
the base of her building. "We can use my key," Dalico said
about the elevator, "I'm paid up til the end of the year." She
had reached the door already and put her card in. They are
encoded with a pattern of tiny pneumatic holes.
The ride up was silent. "I thought you were on the fifty
second floor?" Dorrick asked.
"We need to find some witnesses, if we wait til Noonmeal
they might not be home." She had stopped on the forty eighth,
and turned down the hall in the opposite direction. The hall
on this floor was a bit narrower and not as well decorated at
the one she lived on. "Teneesta," she called at the speaking
tube of fourth door down, "It's me Dalico, remember me?"
"Dalico?" they heard a distant voice.
"Dalico, we met at the Poolrake show back in '23,52."
The door opened, A tall man with dark shiny hair stood
there. He looked at her questioningly at first, then recognition
seemed to dawn, "Ah yes, Dalico, now I remember." he
lowered his voice a bit, "but I've got company right now and
she's helping me make Noonmeal."
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"It's not that," Dalico said, "My place is being stolen, I
need help."
"Do you know her home?" Dorrick asked.
"It's up a few floors and down that way. A nice place as I
remember."
"Do you know her to be the owner?" Dorrick asked.
"Well, she had the main room, your room mate had the
guest suite that night I think. Binnick went with her didn't
he?"
"We need witnesses to testify so the agency will
investigate the forged paperwork," Dorrick said.
"Would you be willing to do that tomorrow?" Dalico
asked.
"Well yeah I guess so, I don't know anything about the
paperwork, but I think I remember where you live."
"We appreciate that," Dorrick said. "We won't disturb you
further."
"Oh it's OK." he answered, then turned to Dalico. "I'm
sorry to hear about this. We should have kept in touch."
"I know, I've just been so busy the last few years. But
thanks, we'll come see you first thing tomorrow."
"Oh damn, I'm on duty tomorrow, there's no other
coverage on the routine software, how about Nightday?"
"If we don't have this cleared up by then," Dorrick said,
"We'll look you up."
"Yeah, I should be home at least until lunch."
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They left him and Dalico lead them to the stairs. On them
they ran into someone else. "I thought you always took the
elevator?" she said to Dalico.
"I usually do," she answered. "I'm sorry we've never
really met, but you do recognize me as a neighbor don't you?"
"I'm Varissa," she said. "Yeah, I've seen you down on the
fourteenth waiting for the elevator."
"My name is Dalico," she said. "I'm looking for witnesses
that can verify my residency. Someone is trying to swindle
me out of my house."
"Well I've seen you around, though I've never seen you
before," she said to Dorrick with some warmth.
"I'm a friend from out of town trying to help her out,"
Dorrick said.
Two more floors up she called at another door where there
was no answer. One floor above that and far down the hall
she found another guy named Jedorah who was home.
"Dalico," he said when he came to the door, "It's been ages
but you're looking as good as ever. Holima finally let you
have a noon off?"
"I'm vacationing for a couple weeks," she introduced
Dorrick.
"Of Centorin! All the way from the stargate, but come in,
where's my manners." he lead them inside. His place was
almost as nicely furnished as Dalico's but without the guest
suite. His entertainment room was dark and something was
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being projected on his screen. "I was just watching a
documentary on that a few weeks ago, quite the energy age
you guys are having." He shut down the projector and pulled
up the screen, letting daylight back into the room. There was
a jug of gold open in a cupstand. "Let me get more cups."
"We really can't stay," Dalico said.
"This is about her home," Dorrick said.
"I saw you moved out?" the guy said.
"I was only taking a week or two to help them find a
farm," Dalico told him.
"So what about your home?" he asked.
"Someone is trying to steal it. It looks like Holima and
Dyiondeen are pulling a fast one on me."
"Dalico," he said. "I find it hard enough to believe that of
Holima, but never Dyiondeen."
"Can you witness that the home is hers?" Dorrick asked.
"Well, she's been there as long as I've known her, much
longer than I've been here, I can witness that. I've never
actually seen any documentation but I have no reason to
suspect anything else."
"Are you sure it doesn't belong to Holima?" Dorrick
asked.
"I wouldn't think so. I know he used to be there all the
time up until a few decades ago, but he has a place of his
own on the seventy fourth. When you split up I was hoping I
would get to see a lot more of you," he said to Dalico, "but
alas, that didn't happen."
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"I was so busy," she said.
"When your son was killed it seemed to change you," he
said. He reached for her. She came to him and let him give
her a hug.
"It was a bad time," she admitted.
"We're going back to the real estate office first thing
Afternoonday, are you willing to come and witness?" Dorrick
asked.
"Yes of course, for what it's worth. You really need to find
someone who was here when you bought though, they aren't
going to pay very much attention to someone you met forty
decades later."
"Anything would help," she said.
"Sure, I'd be glad to help any way I can. Are you sure you
wouldn't like a cup? You look a little distraught."
"No, maybe with noonmeal."
"I take it you have plans?"
"To answer your question," Dalico said, "I don't know of
any plans for noonmeal, and there probably isn't enough in
my place for all of us."
"I haven't had noonmeal yet either," Jedorah said. "I was
thinking of going down to Morguppa's or maybe up to the
aerodrome, they're having a street special up there."
"We could do that," Dalico said.
"So shall we go up now or do you want to go by your
home first?" Dorrick asked Dalico.
Dalico didn't answer right away. She saw they were
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waiting for her answer. "If it's all right, let's have noonmeal
first. I'd rather not have to deal with Dyiondeen first. As
nervous as I am about that, I think I'll have more appetite if
we eat first than trying to do so after that scene.
They went up to the diner at the aerodrome and found it
was quite crowded, even this early. Jedorah and Dalico
walked in arm-in-arm and Dorrick noticed he was both happy
for her, and a bit jealous. He was going to have to watch it
wasn't he? He could go head over heels while attempting to
save her, only to find that he really had no chance with her
and he was just a prop in her act. In the meantime he was
hurting his relationship with TongSu, a relationship he still
didn't fully understand but an important part of his life none
the less.
This was a place without table service, in truth the guests
at this tower-top inn usually went out to more exclusive
places in the city and it was their crew and servants who
usually frequented this spot. The service was buffet but with
cooks right behind the counter so the hot dishes were made to
order. It was a lot like a Centorin fast-food because there were
trays, cashiers, well-lit signs and pictures of the items on the
menu. Other than the language, the clothing styles and that
fact that there were live humans doing the cooking instead of
machines, it was one of those little things that reminded him
of home.
As they emerged from the serving line into the table
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space, someone shouted from across the room, "Hey Jedorah,
there's room over here."
That was good because there wasn't a lot of room open.
"There's three of us," he yelled back.
"We'll push over," the guy said. They moved in that
direction and as they got close, he said. "Can this be Dalico?
It's great to see you out and about."
There were not enough chairs, Jedorah perched Dalico on
his knee with a "good thing you're left handed," and Dorrick
took a small bench. Jedorah introduced the two guys they
were joining as Entem and Marlator. Entem was on the end
next to Dalico and looked her over with some appreciation,
even though she was wearing something business-like today,
a snug and translucent inner layer with a flowing sheer over
it.
There was some conversation with Dalico regarding
'where have you been?' She explained how busy she had been
and her trip to TongSu's farm before getting around to the
problem with her house. Both Entem and Marlator agreed to
come testify, but again, Dalico had been in the neighborhood
much longer than either of them so neither of them could bear
witness to the transference ceremony.
"I still don't think it's Dyiondeen," Jedorah said when the
conversation had moved from facts to speculation.
"Except that she hasn't been around all week," Marlator
said.
"What?" Dalico asked. "How do you know?"
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"She always stops at the shop for a bit of produce at least
once a week. Besides that, Hgorah told me she hasn't been up
to clean this week. She said there was no answer at the house
either."
"She wouldn't go away without telling everyone," Dalico
said. "She was always responsible about her jobs."
"That's all I know," he said.
By the time the meal was over they decided to go down to
Dalico's for another cup and Noonsleep. Jedorah took it as
understood that he would take it with Dalico.
"So you and TongSu have the guest suite when she gets
in," Dalico said as they walked up to her door.
Once they were there, it was obvious that the locks had
been changed from the look on Dalico's face.
"I thought I heard you moved out," Entem said.
"Now what do I do?" Dalico cried, "Find a room at the
inn upstairs?"
"We can go down to mine," Jedorah told Dalico. "I'm
sorry I don’t have a guest room," he told Dorrick.
"We still have rooms upstairs, but we've got to get in there
for that paperwork," Dorrick said.
"That's impossible," Dalico said, "This door is crystal
reinforced, it's impossible to break in."
"Oh no," Dorrick said, remembering that TongSu and
Honshu were still on their way to the city with the balloon.
"What they failed to take into consideration was the presence
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of air support."
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20. Dyiondeen's Missing
By the time TongSu and Honshu and her big green girl
finally made it back to that floater park above Dalico's house
in the gleaming noontime spires of the crystal city, all but a
dedicated few were calling it Noonsleep. She was once again
aware that it was a rare year she didn't miss a Noonsleep or
few since she met Dorrick. Dorrick was there, and still up
when they got to their room. Most surpising, Dalico was with
him, but fast sleep on the standcushion in the sitting room,
while Dorrick was pacing the floor.
Both she and Honshu listened to Dorrick's recounting of
their adventures at the real estate office and the attempts to
get neighbors involved. While they were talking, Dalico woke
up and went thru the story again with more color, enough so
Honshu recorded the scene. It wasn't til the end of the story
that they told her that they were going to need to swing into
her balcony from above. She seriously thought of refusing
since he was with Dalico now, but if there was any chance he
could get over this, doing that would surely kill it.
Then she was down the nose rope again, this kind of stunt
was getting all too common. Well, she wanted to be a flier, so
be careful what you wish for. "Bring her nose in toward the
wall," she called up to Dorrick. She began swinging back and
forth with the rope. At this level it was impossible to get the
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nose in over the balcony so she could just drop down. She
would have to swing and probably jump to get to Dalico's
balcony since it was down on the side of the building, not the
top.
Even though it was late, there were people out on their
balconies watching, there were a few screams when she had
to stick one arm out to stop herself from spinning.
There was louder murmuring as her arc got longer. She
wanted to have plenty of margin to make this jump because
there was no 'maybe' or 'try again' in this. There was only
hard stone, thirty four stories down.
"This should be it," Dorrick yelled as she came up close
to Dalico's rail.
"No, one more," she swung back in the arc, still with only
one hand holding the rope, the other out to keep her from
spinning. She swung to the outer end of the arc, she didn't
turn even an eye to see how close she came to the building
across the way, she stayed straight, cut thru the air, keeping
herself straight. There was a lot of gee's at the bottom, big
swing, two floors up and let go ... now!
It really seems way too long when you're weightless in
mid-air many stories above a stone courtyard. Her feet
cleared the rail, that was good, she was going to be near the
top of the arc, she would settle gently on this porch in the
vertical direction. The problem was, in the horizontal
direction she still had a good deal of her speed from the slope
of that arc and there was a very nice and very large and very
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closed picture-glass window separating the dining room from
the porch.
She reached out and grabbed the frame at arm's length on
each side and managed to tap the glass a little more gently
when she hit it. She hit it right on a pane bar, leaving detailed
imprints of each breast in the spiderweb [the literal translation
to English is 'citystreet' but we've taken the liberty -ed.]
cracks of the glass reflected on each side of that bar.
She slumped to the porch without further damage to the
building. Very few shards of glass had actually broken free,
being held by the photo layer sandwiched between. She
checked herself over, she was glad she wore the denim
worker, her tits might have been tattooed if she was wearing a
cheap jersey.
That hurt the arms and shoulders, the joints, she could
have easily dislocated her shoulders just then, as well as
breaking down the walls that held that window. She made
sure they still worked before waving to Dorrick. No doubt he
saw her wince. She waved him away, but he didn't go, he
came lower and got Honshu as close as she could get with
that camera. She wanted to come across.
She had to catch a rope ladder and tie it off and wait for
Honshu to get down there. She had to remember that the
source of their lavish lifestyle was a Centorin travel agency
catering trips too expensive for the Kassikan to pay for, to
stifle her frustration at this. Once Honshu was here to record
it, Dorrick and Dalico went up to the park over them and
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would use the door once they unlocked it.
TongSu went to the door on the end and found it was
unlocked. Once she got in the room, she looked for Honshu,
but she must have found the front doors unlocked also
because she was already inside and recording TongSu from
the other side of the room. TongSu went along with it and
looked thru her, focused on getting to the door beyond her.
She went straight to Dyiondeen's room, and sure enough it
was bare. She went thru the remainder of the place and found
that it was emptied of all but the built-ins and heavy furniture.
There were two books left behind, one was the manual to the
water heaters, the other a seldom-used cookbook. There were
loose photographs in that. If they had anything to do with
anything going on here it was too abstract for her. One was of
a small child coming down a water slide, the other was a big
orange milliclamp wrestling with a mindune on a rough
courtyard. She would return them to Dalico and see if they
meant anything to her.
Dalico had a lot of valuable possessions like a data system
and works of art, as well as all her clothes, all her cookware,
books, and furniture. All of it was gone but the table, the
stand-cushions and the dining chairs. The home was empty.
TongSu wouldn't have batted an eye if Dalico told her she had
an aluminum worth of stuff in the place. Not to mention the
three aluminums and forty they asked for the place itself.
Last she went to the guest suite. Some toiletries, among
them a fist-sized bottle of one of the finest hair treatments
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known. That's worth an iron, it was almost full. The bed had
been stripped and even the mattress deflated and removed,
but there was a note stuck in the corner of the frame. She
picked it up, it read - My treasure, Last sleep was a great
delight, may we please repeat it soon. Sorry I have to go.
Love, Bardukah "I wonder if she ever got this?" TongSu mused.
"What?" Honshu asked. She looked at it, photographed it,
and said, "I don't think that was written to Dalico."
"Why not?"
"Not her type and it's in the guest room."
"Dyiondeen used this room, could it be written to her?"
"Why would she have left it?" Honshu asked. "She tried
to erase all evidence of her presence in her own room and she
passes on this here?"
"Dyiondeen didn't do this," TongSu said. "Let me talk to
Dorrick." She went back out on the porch, Honshu had
sensibly left the doors open so they wouldn't suffer further
damage from anyone else swinging into here on a rope out of
the sky. Not that the hundred foot airship wouldn't be noticed
by the neighbors, most balconies were full.
Of course this escapade didn't go unnoticed, she got out
there to find a few already shouting and Dorrick shouting
explanations. He had risen almost to the level of the lower
floater park on this building. One of the neighbors had been
suspicious because Dalico had been absent for the whole
transaction. Dalico was at the rail in their room, trying to tell
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them that she is locked out of her own place, but her voice
isn't loud enough for them to hear her. She might as well fill
in the whole neighborhood on the situation. "Hey Dorrick."
"Huh?" Four stores up isn't really that far, they didn't have
to shout very loud.
"The place has been emptied, we don't even have
mattresses to sleep on in here. Dyiondeen might have been in
on it, but she didn't do it alone. She might not be in on it. She
might also be a victim, I don't know."
"Why do you say that?"
"The place is empty, but her room was really gone over,
they did everything but re-finish the walls." Honshu had
started unobtrusively recording with her camera dangling,
seemingly unnoticed in the hand at her side.
"Were the walls washed?" Dorrick asked.
"Very," she said, "Scrubbed."
"If this was on the Centorin side of the stargate," Dorrick
said, "that's pretty good evidence she was splattered, shot
with a thrown-pellet weapon."
"We're on this end of the stargate, it probably means she
had something biological to hide."
"Like something that would effect Dalico?" he asked
"Yes" she stepped away, he could tell the neighborhood
what he wanted.
Once she opened the door for Dorrick and Dalico there
were two guys in the hall. "What's going on with Dalico's
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house?" they asked. They were sort of side by side.
"We came down with her to look into a rumor that it's
been sold, now we find she is locked out of it and all her stuff
has been stolen."
"We heard that too," the other guy said.
"You were the ones she went away with, right?" the first
one asked.
"Yes, she spent a week up in Falsain helping me buy a
farm near the village of Lilral-oo in the Bailian Hills."
"I have no mind to witness the sale of her property," the
other guy said, with a 'Let's not shilly-shally around' attitude.
"Thank you, thank you very much." TongSu said.
"I thank you also," Honshu added. "Dalico is a good
person, maybe too good and took too much on herself. We are
trying to keep her from getting swindled." She never really let
them notice that the camera was on, she was just carrying it.
The fact that she was carrying it upside down made almost
everyone skip it.
"Thank you, you've made my day," TongSu said. "But
how well do you know Dyiondeen?" she asked.
"Well when you get right down to it, I'll speak for myself,
I know Dyiondeen a lot more intimately than Dalico."
"I think we both do," the other one said.
"Did either of you leave her this note?" TongSu asked.
"I never heard of any Bardukah?" he looked to the other,
"Did she tell you about him?"
"No, but she didn't tell me about you either so that means
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nothing."
"Did you know Dalico at all?" TongSu asked.
"If you mean her mental problem?" The lighter-haired one
asked.
"Yes," TongSu said. Honshu had taken a step back and to
the side, like she was now shying out of the way, it was really
all about camera angle.
"Yeah," he said.
"I think she just never drank enough yaag," the darker
haired one said. "A good fuming mug a day would level her
right out."
"I'll try that," TongSu said.
"You're not from around here are you?"
"Not the city no, I'm originally from the Yakhan but I just
bought a pace in the Bailian Hills, we're trying to talk Dalico
into staying with us awhile."
"Is she all right? Honestly?" The darker haired one asked.
He took her arm when he asked, she didn't repel him.
"She was a little better until she heard about this," TongSu
told them.
"Why isn't she here?"
"She in the stairway from the fifty fifth." TongSu said.
"Who's with her?"
"Dorrick."
"Do you trust him?" the darker haired one asked.
At that point Dalico came out of the stairwell. "I'm so
grateful that you're all right," she said to TongSu. "Daminiss,
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Hengkorn, what's happening?" she asked the guys.
"Your house is what's happening. It's the second time in
three weeks there's a blimp outside your balcony and people
flying thru the air."
"How'd the place get cleaned out?" TongSu asked.
"It's cleaned out?" Daminiss asked.
Dalico ran thru the door and screamed. All her clothing,
hangings, belongings, all were gone. She collapsed in a
squeaking pile in the center of the room. Daminiss ran to her.
"We were both out for Nightday," Hengkorn said, "It must
have happened then," then he also ran in.
At this point Daminiss took the lead in rousing the whole
building, or at least this hallway. People started filing in,
looking around the empty rooms and the tearful Dalico
between Dorrick and Hengkorn.
A tall and elegant man in an opaque sleep robe came in.
"Yeah, I saw it, I thought you were moving out?" he asked.
"You are Dalico, am I correct?"
"Yes," she sniffled.
"It was a crew from Kindly Relocations, working with a
shiny new hall truck. They were quite open about explaining
that you were relocating to the Bailian Hills. They were quite
careful and courteous. They said you had taken a job with a
Balloon Tribe and were moving out there."
"I wasn't giving up my city home," she said, "and they
offered me that job, but I haven't agreed to take it yet. That
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crew was stealing my things." She started sobbing again.
"They took very good care of them," he said.
"I saw them also," another guy came in. The room was
getting crowded now and the hubbub of voices was loud.
"Kindly Relocations with a big long hall truck with four bigboned black-haired guys."
Another guy came in, He was thin with a big head and
eyes, long bronze curls. He knelt in front of where she was
sitting on the low divider between the dining and
entertainment rooms. "Dalico, I just heard. I don't have any
information to add but I'm so sorry. I'm sure we can get your
things back, there's two more guys outside who saw it was
Kindly, we'll go to them."
"It's my house," Dalico wailed. "They changed the locks
so we had to break in."
"That must have been when the commotion started,"
someone in the back said.
"Dyiondeen stole my house and things and took off,"
Dalico wailed.
"Dyiondeen got evicted," another guy pushed thru the
crowd. He had the bushiest black beard TongSu had seen in
this area. "I saw her down at Mimbelle's dripping tears in a
cup of rubber tea. She had all her stuff in a road pack and had
just bought a new pair of hiking sandals. She told me Holima
had called in his tenancy on you."
"Tenancy?" Dalico shrieked, "I earned this house. For a
century I earned this house, we raised a child here. This was
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no tenancy!"
"I'm only relaying what Dyiondeen said," the bearded guy
said, "I was not calling you a tenant, I always knew you for
the owner."
"When did you pay off this place?" TongSu asked.
"When?" Dalico sniffed.
"Yes, you said you owed nothing on this, so I just
wondered if you'd remember when you paid it off."
"Why is that relevant?" Dalico asked. "This home is mine
and I don't owe a debt on it."
"Did you buy it outright when you moved in?" TongSu
asked. TongSu was aware by now that Dalico never quite
earned enough to cover immediate expenses. She wondered
where three and two thirds aluminums had come from.
"It was a century ago, I have the records but I don't
remember that far back. I might have had a ten decade note or
I might have been able to save back then. I might have
borrowed it from Holima, I probably did or he wouldn't have
had that old deed. Whatever records I had have been stolen
along with half my clothes and the only photos I had left of
Telodil."
She was nervous about that answer. It was probably true,
she had forgot. She might have 'forgot' that she really was a
tenant in this house. That might be the root cause of her
hysteria.
TongSu saw one thing, these people cared more for
Dalico than she gave them credit for. Dalico was missing
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meaningful relationships because she was refusing them. But
meanwhile they had to find out what was going on at Kindly
Relocations and find out the truth about the ownership of this
home.
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21. A Meeting on a Tower
Holima had barely got to his desk after lunch on
Afternoonday when Karolyihn stepped thru the office door
for the first time today and closed it behind herself. She wore
wrap-top robes and unwrapped them as she approached to
expose herself and let her breasts reach out to their full
length. She wasn't as pretty as Dalico, but her magnificent
solid cones were irresistible. Their taste for lots of simulation
was quite entertaining also. He filled both hands with each
breast in turn and brought the nipple to his mouth for a
forceful suck and tonguing. She had been away the previous
Noonsleep and he had missed her in his bed. While he was
busy with the second breast she told him, "There's a guy from
the council of merchants downstairs. He seemed very
determined to see you today."
He did not take his hands from her when he let go with
his lips, "What does he want?"
"A 'membership issue,' was all he said, but his eyes said it
was something he doesn't discuss with a member's dickwrap."
"I may make his eyes pay for that comment," Holima
said, but stopped what he was doing.
She passed her points across his face before she left,
wrapping her top again as she stepped out of the office door.
She had shoulder length brown hair and an ass as pronounced
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as her chest. He shouldn't keep them waiting downstairs, but
he wanted to wait for his erection to subside before going to
meet anyone from the merchant's council. He wished he'd
gotten that fixed before he lost Dalico, but he shouldn't have
gotten it fixed quite as well as he had.
His office was three floors up from the twelfth level street
in this area, and had a window to the outside that looked
down Carlissian Walk to the harbor. By the time he got down
to that level, his groin had returned to proper decorum.
He did not know the person waiting, but he stood and
pressed palms. "Thentoshere, operative for the Merchant's
Council," he said. He was a large, strong man; wide-bodied
and big-jawed. "Perhaps this should be taken somewhere
private?"
"Certainly," he said, maintaining a calm demeanor while
already screaming inside. This could only be an enforcement
action. As he lead them down the short hallway to the lobby
conference room, he wondered what it could concern. As far
as he knew everything he had done lately had been on the up
and up. No customers had complained to him, not even an
employee unless you considered Dalico's desertion a
complaint. She'd never had the backbone to complain, if she
did, those foreigners had put her up to it. Let her complain, he
had been more than generous with her. He should have never
kept her on after Telodil. It made Karolyihn jealous and it
stressed them both out, though he had to admit he had never
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been able to press her for so much work while they had been
lovers. Of course, now it was the only way he saw her, and
even after four decades, there was still a part of him that
would cling to any contact with her he could get. The other
part of him wished he'd had the strength of character to let her
go as soon as they separated. He told himself he probably
would have if she wasn't so damn unstable. If he had done it
then, Talsto would be trained by now. "Can I get you
anything?" he asked as they took seats.
"This shouldn't be long," Thentoshere said.
"Very well," he said and sat across from him. He seldom
used this room himself, it was mainly used for discussions
with cartage executives. "So what can I do for you?" he
asked.
"I am here to invite you to a meeting."
"Date and location?" he had a small notepad with him, he
opened it.
"You won't need that, the time is now, the location is
confidential."
"I'm sorry I can't make it today..." Holima began.
"This is a membership issue, by joining our organization
you agreed to certain rules."
"Mysterious meetings at the drop of a hat was not one of
them."
"You agreed that decisions on inter-basin trade would be
coordinated by the council," Thentoshere said.
"I have engaged in no inter-basin trade in eleven
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decades."
"I am simply the messenger. You will accompany me, or
face sanctions from the governing body."
"I've had nothing to do with inter-basin trade I tell you."
"Tell me, or tell your pet mindune, it is all the same. At
the meeting, you can tell it to someone who matters."
He put his hands flat on the table and stared at them. What
could the consequences really be? He was a member in good
standing and he was innocent. If he went to the meeting, he
might be able to continue that relationship. If he defied them,
how long could he defy sanctions? He would have to contract
with individuals for his haulage. He would need hundreds of
free-lancers, he would need dozens of people knocking on
doors to find them. If he tried that, it was without doubt he
would be playbilled and they would find some scare that
would cost him half his business. It was true, above a certain
size and a business needs a web of support. He could not
survive as anything more than a casual farmer's market if he
was sanctioned by the Council.
If he was gone for the day, Talsto would undoubtedly lose
them five more coppers in the coming week. It would be
some time before he was as well trained for the job as Dalico.
Sometimes he worried that he had really done the wrong
thing, by letting Dalico get away and bringing in Talsto. The
last week had been disastrous. Holima could pick crops by
luck himself, be had done that before he met Dalico. Judging
by what had happened so far, his luck generally ran better.
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"May I have a few minutes to give instruction to my
staff?" he asked.
"I'll wait," Thentoshere said.
He did, in the front lobby. When he returned he was told,
"I regret that we cannot let you know the location of this
conference, so please permit me to blindfold..."
"Are you out of your mind?" Holima said, "Do you think
you're filming a spy drama from the 30's?"
"I assure you this is no joke, this is not a public meeting
held in council space but a private audience in a councilor's
private office. Only eighteen people know the identity and
whereabouts of any Councilor. You will not become the
nineteenth. Holima, you are required to do every single thing
you're told without question or face sanctions. Do not bother
me with objections every step of the way, it only makes my
job unpleasant, and this job is unpleasant enough."
"It seems more of a child's game to me," Holima
muttered, "and one I'm in no mood to play."
"Call it what you will, your mood does not matter. The
councilor is waiting and time is of the essence."
"Are you going to pretend there is no Instinct next and
threaten me with bodily harm?"
"The harm to your business and position is all we have to
offer," Thentoshere said, "and you know that, you couldn't
have been sponsored into the council if you didn't." The cloth
went around his eyes. He was lead out, while people
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whispered. They went across the street and to a utility
stairwell that was near the local elevator shaft. He knew it
was here, he had never used it. He heard more people talking
in hushed tones as he was lead to it. He thought he recognized
at least one of the voices. He thought about calling out for
rescue, but knew how badly that would go. It would only
cause him more embarrassment. "Keep a firm grip on the
handrail, these steps are a bit steep and the drop is significant
in many places," Thentoshere told him.
He was lead down at least ten floors and into a tube car.
Thentoshere got in the car with him. When his hand went up
toward his face, he said, "If the blindfold comes off, you will
be expelled from the organization and face the full power of
sanctions. Just relax Holima, you are not going to be harmed.
You know we can't function if criminals were to uncover our
organization."
They got out in a noisy terminal, a big one. Voices of the
crowds echoed on all sides. Only a few seemed to be close by.
He heard Thentoshere say "eye injury" one time as an
explanation. They changed tube cars, then they were off
again. From a quiet station they took an elevator up, walked a
long and winding deserted hallway, took an elevator down.
There was a long walk thru a damp basement and an elevator
way up, at least ten shafts of it private because there was the
sound of no other person on any of the landings.
He was lead along polished floors, then over deep carpet.
He heard girls giggle and feet shuffle, all of them echoing in a
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large room. He was lead thru a door that sounded about the
size of a city gate into a smaller, but still cavernous room.
"OK Honorable Holima, we may remove the blindfold," a
lispy voice said.
He snatched it off himself. They were in a magnificent
office, the ceiling was twenty feet high with two floors of
library down either side. At the end enormous windows no
doubt held a spectacular view from well above the seventieth
floor somewhere. He couldn't be sure of that, three layers of
sheers were drawn, blocking the view and any chance that he
could identify where they were.
There were four guys around him ready to link arms and
constrain him in an Instinct net. The space in front of those
windows was barred by a desk eighteen feet long and five
feet high. Behind this desk a big, broad-shouldered man with
long, silky white hair was sitting with his back to him. That
must mean he was a helmet user. There were eight helmets
outside the Kassikan, Holima had heard speculation one
might be in Bordzvek. This man was certainly one of the
statues, one of the founding merchants of the city. Legends
said they were all dead, that they dated to the time before
eternal youth, but Holima knew differently. It was in the 40th
century when this Council was founded. Long after and
fifteen miles downstream of the rotting old republican capital.
"You probably regret that we had to meet in person about
this," the white haired man said, keeping his gaze on the view
behind those sheers. His was the voice with the lisp, Holima
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knew it was faked.
Holima's knees were a little week, but he spoke anyway,
"What are we meeting about?"
"Your house, rather, the one you're trying to steal from
your prime tenant."
"I have no idea what you are talking about?" Holima said.
"There was the incident with that rogue floater two weeks
ago, your former employee. Now we hear something about
the home being part of the agreed-on singing bonus for her
replacement."
"I know nothing of that."
"There was a witness to a man named Talsto making that
demand."
He wondered who had ratted him out to the council and
that made him angry, but that didn't even matter. He had done
nothing wrong. "What I said in response went something like,
'Her home is her own and not part of my property.' I told him
he was welcome to make her an offer for the house. I will
admit that I even told him I didn't think she could afford to
maintain her lifestyle on less than five coppers a year, and she
might be willing to consider an offer."
"The sale was brokered, the transference ceremony was
deferred til this dusk."
"Who did this?"
"My people tell me the woman who did it went to the
broker claiming her name was Dalico. She placed the
property with a broker, promised to appear for the transferal,
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took her one third down and that's the last we know. For all
we know she bought passage for Yondure or bought a small
place in the Kilgestiles under a new name. It is likely neither
you nor I will ever interact with her again."
Holima was about to say that was her right but didn't get
the chance.
"No," he continued, "and if she got away with her one
third down and it ended there, that would be that, just another
crime statistic in the crystal city.
"But no, Holima, it didn't end there. The property in
question just happens to be the apartment from which Dalico
was about to jump a couple weeks ago. This just happens to
be the one that film crew from Centorin took an interest in.
Now there is where we enter into the inter-basin aspect of the
thing. That was not only picked up by news media in Trenst
and the Yakhan, it was picked up on Centorin and broadcast
to every damn planet on their stargate system.
"A suicide attempt is one thing, it could happen anywhere.
You might not be the only oppressive employer in the city,
but I didn't see them saying anything about that until they saw
her house for sale. No, until then it was a little human-interest
story from afar, there wasn't any real data on the city in it. But
yesterday, that Centorin film crew showed up at the agency,
with Dalico, the one who answers the description in that news
video, complaining that she is the rightful owner of that
property and did not put it up for sale."
"As far as I am concerned, she is the rightful owner,"
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Holima said. "I never did anything with her house."
"You have a sugar-daddy deed to that property."
"I would never exercise that, it's been over a century."
"Yet it has been exercised," the man facing the windows
said, "by a woman with shoulder-length brown hair, a tiny
waist, large hips and long jutting breasts."
Holima sucked in his breath but said nothing. He could
only be describing Karolyihn.
"Now you are supposed to be an intelligent man," the
councilor continued, "you should be intelligent enough to
know that we face a population problem. The key to a better
life is energy and the barrier to more energy is the land
needed for food. You also should be intelligent enough to
know we need to keep attention away from our basin to
control the population growth. This is all part of the
agreement you signed when you joined us."
"An agreement I have honored."
"Not if your crimes bring film crews all the way thru the
stargate to interfere."
"I didn't bring them."
"Your signature is on the transferal of that deed. We've
also learned that you ordered Dalico's servant off the
premisses and that you have ordered Dalico's possessions
rounded up and put in storage."
"I did no such thing."
The man pushed a piece of paper across the desk, without
turning toward him. "Your signature is on this P.O. from
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Kindly Relocations." A flunky took it and brought it to
Holima.
It looked like his signature, but he knew he hadn't signed
this form. "It is fake," he said. "They don't require these be
signed in front of a witness as long as they get their money."
"So you will claim that someone is framing you?"
"It seems that way."
"Would you care to tell us who?" he asked.
"At the present time I would not," Holima said.
"I am not inclined to give you that choice. You don't seem
to understand how much danger our way of life faces. For
forty-four centuries we have held the collapse at bay. While
all the world has collapsed into poverty and privation, we
have prospered. There are forty one billion people on this
planet who would be jealous of our way of life if they knew
of it. Now, with the stargate open, there are twenty seven
billion more people to consider and all but a fraction of them
would also be jealous of our way of life, in spite of their socalled energy age. We have almost a billion and a half in our
basin now and our land is maxed out with our present
population. We have to bring resources from the boundaries
of hell to maintain ourselves. What would happen if billions
more arrived?"
"I understand that sir."
"Then don't protect those who threaten us."
"I have only a suspicion, I have no proof."
"We will find the proof."
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"Please," Holima said, "let me speak with her first."
"Honorable Holima, that Centorin airship film tribe is out
there now, tracking this down. Who knows what technology
they can bring to bear? They can build stargates, they have
blasters, flying machines, who knows what else. I've been
told the nets of that balloon are filled with Centorin
machinery. We don't have time to play games over this."
He thought he heard something in the outer office, but the
man here had not turned around. Holima swallowed hard.
Karolyihn meant a lot to him, probably too much. He knew
she wouldn't mean as much to him if the fight over Telodil
hadn't ended his relationship with Dalico. Karolyihn
obviously meant more to him than he did to her or she would
have never tried a stunt like this. No doubt she intended to
sell the place to Talsto, he should have paid more attention to
their friendship.
He looked up and drew a breath, his next words would
either end his career, what was left of his love life, or both. As
he struggled with his decision he heard a commotion in the
outer office.
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22. Wha'd'ya Mean 'Unavailable'?
Though it cost a few coins for the seven of them, they
took the tubes back to Tendron Properties so Jedorah, Enem
and Malator could testify on Dalico's behalf. TongSu knew it
would not go well. None of the guys could bear witness to the
transference ceremony and Dalico did not have her records.
They should have waited til she had at least that before
heading back, but this was the time the guys had agreed to.
She could see that Doonoostune was completely
unconvinced, in fact she thought their little act was comical.
She had to admit that TongSu wasn't convinced herself, but
she stood back and watched how it all played out. TongSu
thought she understood completely, but didn't want to say
anything because Dalico would go hysterical and accuse her
of turning on her out of jealously.
She wondered how much of her thoughts were due to
jealously, she had to admit she was frankly concerned over
the look in Dorrick's eye every time he turned it on Dalico.
He certainly didn't mind telling her how much Dalico
reminded him of a struggling Centorin girl, and a lot more
had happened the day before than either of them were
admitting. Of course Dorrick could see with his own eyes that
Dalico was not monogamous, but she wondered if Dalico had
offered monogamy if Dorrick was to break off his
relationship with TongSu?
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In spite of those doubts, TongSu's current theory was that
Holima had bought the place for her when she started employ
with him, either as a perk for her work or her loving. In the
century that followed, she had 'forgotten' either by accident or
design, that the home was not really hers. TongSu was pretty
sure that somewhere in the back of her mind, she knew that,
and that was why she feared so much for its loss. Because the
home probably went with the job and because Dyiondeen
apparently had some relations with Dalico's replacement, she
had imagined Dyiondeen had designs on the property.
The fact that Dyiondeen was no longer on the scene lent
evidence that she did not have designs on the property. The
fact that Dalico's replacement had not taken possession of the
place was confusing, but it had not been long, he might not
have had time as of yet.
Dorrick made a lot of noise and eventually got to see
Tendron himself. They all trooped up to his home forty floors
above to do so, since he only came to the office on Nightdays.
His place was a lot like Dalico's, but with a larger balcony
and a glassed-in sky-room filled with plants. When they
entered, a woman went out there with a magazine.
Tendron himself was tall with a fall of shining hair, clear
blue eyes and clear amber skin. He was slender, someone who
would probably not be able to compete with Dalico in a test
of strength.
"We're sorry to disturb you today," Dorrick said, "but my
friend is being swindled and your company is involved."
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"I'm sorry you feel that way," he replied, "but I have
reviewed the case while you were on your way up and must
admit that you have presented no evidence for that claim. The
only irregularity, and that is only the slightest, is that the
signatures on the deed transferal were witnessed outside our
office."
"And Dalico's signature was witnessed in your office."
"We were warned that Dalico's servant would try this
ploy."
"Her former servant is missing," Dorrick said.
"Are you recording this?" he turned to Honshu.
She said nothing.
"Hand me that camera or leave my home," he said. "You
people are the airship video tribe we were warned about, are
you not?"
"What? You got something to hide?" Honshu asked.
"Warned by whom?" Dorrick asked.
"I said, hand over that camera or leave my home." He got
up and went to her. TongSu had to admit, he was fast. His
hand was on it in a split second and he must have been
stronger than he looked because he yanked it right out of her
hand.
Honshu tried to garb it back from him. "That's thievery!"
she yelled, "That's mine."
He held it up out of her reach. It was a Centorin device
and it took him a few seconds to find the record switch. In the
mean time Dorrick calmly reached up and took it back.
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Maybe he had just surprised Honshu because Dorrick had no
more trouble pulling it from his hand than he would have
picking it up from a shelf.
"This interview is over," Tendron said heatedly. "Leave
my home immediately or I will call for help."
"It seems to me," Dorrick said, "that with the Instinct, you
will have a hard time forcing us out."
"As a member of the Merchants Council, I am well aware
of your airship." He picked up a pocket eye. "You see I
looked up a lot more of this incident than you wish to present.
I can find its location and have it in flames within five
minutes. Would you prefer to work that way?"
"No we wouldn't," TongSu said, getting to her feet.
"Come on guys, we know how the thieves are organized
now."
"What's this Merchants Council thing he was talking
about?" Dorrick asked as they rode down in the elevator.
"Most cities have some kind of business cooperation,"
TongSu said. "It may be called something different from
place to place but usually it takes the form of a group of
important businessmen who establish a set of trading rules.
They all agree to do business only with members who abide
by the rules."
"The Merchants Council organizes almost all the
businesses from the Forooth pass til the canal passes the first
Traguzar and to the Platicivetri watershed," Dalico told them.
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"Like a government?" Dorrick asked.
"It's strictly voluntary, I'm sure," TongSu said.
"And secret," Dalico said. "He could be expelled for
telling us he had influence with the council. Only the most
important businessmen and their assistants actually know
who's on the council."
"There can't be many members then?" Dorrick asked.
"Most businesses are members, but few have influence,"
she said. "Holima is a member but he just obeys the rules and
makes his profit. There are over a million members like that.
He's never met anyone on the council. The statues along the
SouthMouth are the founding members, only their successors
have any real control."
"Does Tendron represent a statue?" Dorrick asked.
"Pppp, not hardly, his home has about ten or twenty
thousand too few square feet, he had about a dozen too few
servants between him and the door and we got to see him.
The only way any of us will ever meet a councilor," Dalico
said, "is have a business employing more than a thousand
career people." They had reached the bottom of the shaft and
a nearby tube station. "So what can I do now?" Dalico asked
as they crossed that courtyard toward the tube station.
"Occupy your home," Jedorah said. "It will be much more
difficult to steal it."
"But my job is out in the Bailian hills now." This was a
revelation to TongSu, she didn't know Dalico had made up
her mind about that.
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"Mine isn't," he replied.
"Mine either," Malator said.
"Thanks guys, but I don't know how long that will work."
"We should get down to that Kindly Relocations and see
if we can get your updated deed." TongSu said. "We'll bring
that to that Merchants Council if we have to."
"Yeah," Dalico said with some resignation.
"Holima?" Dalico shrieked when she saw the paperwork,
causing TongSu to cover her ears and half the people in the
reception room of Kindly Relocations to look up. "What
about Dyiondeen?"
"This was signed over by a woman," the girl told them,
"But she was one of Holima's people."
"She was about an inch taller than me, straighter hair,
pointier chest, thicker thighs?"
"No," the girl answered, "she was about an inch shorter
than you with shoulder length brown hair and an aggressively
enhanced bosom."
"What?" Dalico asked.
"Who would that be," Dorrick asked.
"The only person that sounds like is Karolyihn, Holima's
current sex-pot."
"Why would she be involved in this?"
"He would have used her as a messenger maybe. I hardly
know her, I can't say we care for each other."
Hearing that there was still some jealousy and animosity
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surrounding her ex lover was not a big surprise. Finding that
they had parted civilly and Dalico was friendly with his new
lover would have been a surprise.
"She's Holima's current lover?" Dorrick asked.
"His and a few others," Dalico said. "He's blind to her
slutting but I won't say I didn't warn him."
Once again TongSu was not surprised, but once again
stayed out of the conversation.
"Before we get too lost in that," Dorrick said, turning to
the clerk, "are her things safe?"
"Of course," the girl said. "We take the best care of
everything in our possession and everything is completely
secure."
"And you will release them to her?"
"We would prefer that the person placing the order verify
her identity, but if there is some irregularity, we have other
means to verify her identity and release the goods. Kindly
Relocations will not be involved in theft so if Holima declines
to identify you as the owner but you can identify your
possessions, we will make full restitution."
"We need some of the documents right away," Dorrick
said.
"Documents?" the counter girl asked.
"They are in a small wooden strong-chest," Dalico said,
"About this high, this wide. There is a front panel that opens
with this key," Dalico pulled one from her wrist-bag. "Inside
are seven small drawers with papers in them. The fourth or
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fifth one is marked 'Certificates' and it should be in there."
"I see," she said, when she finished noting down that
description. "It will take some time to get that from storage."
"We've got time," Dorrick said.
So they waited. It was at least an hour before the chest
was brought up. The man with it was quite husky, which was
good because the chest was quite heavy. They both watched
as Dalico tried the key, and were satisfied when it worked.
There was a drawer marked as she stated.
"Will you be taking that?" the man asked, "Or should I
stand by to bring it back to storage?"
"I don't know if we can move..." Dalico started to say.
"We'll be taking it," TongSu said.
The guy left and Dalico began to go thru the contents.
There were quite a few registry documents in here, more than
people would normally accumulate in the Yakhan. There were
certificates from educational courses, agreements for elevator
service and other utilities, a registration of her son's birth and
death, a home address certificate. There was her copy of the
deed that was now in the possession of Tendron properties,
listing the home's owner as Holima and Dalico as the
principal tenant. It was so old it should be treated. There was
none newer.
"They stole it," she said. "They went thru this and stole
it."
"Did Holima or Dyiondeen have a key to this chest?"
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TongSu asked.
"She could have had one made," Dalico answered.
Dorrick put his hand on her shoulder. In the gentlest voice
he could muster he said, "Are you sure it ever existed?"
"How can you say that!" Dalico exploded, pushing his
hand off and causing everyone in the room to look up again.
"I thought you were my friend? I thought you were trying to
help? You're all in this together aren't you?"
"Dalico, we are trying to help, but it's been a very long
time." A century ago TongSu's balloon had grown only to the
size of an arbeem (same size as cantaloupe) and she had only
been downtown four or five times. "You've been thru a lot
since then," Dorrick told her. "You could have forgotten."
She broke into nearly hysterical tears, "I have to forget
my home, I see that now."
Dorrick tried to caress her shoulder, she pushed him off.
He continued anyway. "Your home is yours Dalico, If we
have to outbid the entire Merchants Council of this city for it,
your home is yours. If it was not legally yours, it will be now,
we only need to know the truth."
"The truth is it's been taken from me," she wailed and
subsided into uncontrollable tears.
Dorrick put the paperwork back in the chest and closed it
back up. He tried to put the key back in her wrist bag but
Dalico took it and put it away herself, still bawling. TongSu
picked up the chest, it was not too heavy to move, but she
wouldn't want to carry it around for the rest of the day. She
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was beginning to think that if she just saw this thru, Dorrick
was going to lose interest in Dalico all by himself. She also
thought that if he wasn't smart enough to lose interest in her
after this, she should be smart enough to lose interest in him.
"Let's go see Holima," he said. "It looks like the trail leads
to him." He tried to take Dalico's hand and she pulled it away,
but got up to follow.
"You won't get anywhere with him," she sniffed. "He's a
member in good standing."
It wasn't far to his office, which was good because the
chest was starting to make quite a dent in her shoulder after
only those few blocks. The only time she got to put it down
was when they stopped for a little lunch. When they got to the
office Dalico knew everyone, a few were surprised to see her
because they had heard she had a new position. Walking
down the hall with a huge Centorin and a big woman with a
strong box on her shoulder followed by a childlike slut with a
video camera going drew more attention than they really
wanted.
At the top of the stairs, after carrying that chest three
stories up, they were met by two men and a woman. "Barktie,
Talsto, Karolyihn, good day," Dalico said. "I'm on my way to
see Holima."
"He's unavailable," Karolyihn said, looking distressed.
TongSu was sick of carrying the chest and it was making
her extremely irritable. She put the thing down, none too
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lightly, and stepped in this woman's face. From what she'd
heard so far, she answered the description of the one
involved. "What'd'ya mean unavailable?" she said. "Dalico
knows his schedule, are you going to tell me this woman
didn't work for him for a century?"
"Please calm yourself," the guy named Barktie said,
Holima is not on the premises at this time, that's all she's
trying to say. Please forgive Karolyihn's rudeness but there
may be a situation."
"He's always here on Afternoondays," Dalico said, "And
Morningdays most of the time. I've never known him to be
away on Afternoondays."
"He was called to a meeting," Barktie said.
"Where?" Dorrick asked.
"If you think you're going to go barging in on his
meeting," Karolihn said, turning towards Dorrick so her twin
bludgeons were directed straight toward him, "and expect me
to aide you with that," she was pressing forward and poking
him with them. Their reach was impressive, even wrapped in
the three layers of business sheers she was wearing, "you are
sadly mistaken." She glared at the others with her.
"It doesn't matter if we tell them," Barktie said, "we
couldn't even find him if we had to. He was lead away
blindfolded you know."
"Don't you..." Karolyihn started to say.
"He's been taken before the council," he continued.
Karolyihn turned on him and drew a breath. He turned to her
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and said, "Shall I tell them more, or would you like to go
back to your post?"
"When will he return?" Dorrick asked.
"It is unlikely he will return today," Barktie said, ignoring
a poisonous look from Talsto.
"No more!" Karolyihn yelled.
"If you return to your duties," he said. He glared at her til
she left. Once she was at a desk at the front end of the hall, he
turned back to them. "Gentleman, ladies," he said to Dorrick
and TongSu, "Dalico," he seemed sympathetic toward her.
"I'm very sorry but Holima is really not available today. We
really don't know where he's gone, he was escorted by a
council representative who was not informative. Now if you
will excuse us."
"Let me see his office," Dalico said. "You owe me at least
that much."
"I will escort you," Barktie said.
"You're Talsto?" TongSu asked the third man as he also
turned to go.
"Yes I am," he answered. She saw Dalico look in a room
only a few feet away and verify that it was empty.
"I wouldn't move anything of yours into that home just
yet," She grinned as she lifted the chest again, "just so it don't
fall over the balcony rail."
Dalico suggested going to the nearest Merchants Council
office. "On the remote chance this is a public meeting, they
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will have a record of it. But if you ask me, being escorted to a
meeting means it's more than likely an enforcement hearing
and those are never public."
"We could just wait a day to see Holima," TongSu said.
"Let's just get her stuff back and take it back up to the house."
In truth she was getting damn tired of carting this heavy box
around.
"This is on our way," Dalico said. "They're just a block
beyond my elevator."
She got to put the box down again once they got into the
office. She stayed with it and let the others go traipsing down
the hallways. Her heart rate needed to come down a bit. It
was a big open room partitioned all in temp-screens anyway.
From here she was taking this back up to the apartment
whether they liked it or not. She thought they should get the
rest of her stuff out of hock before Dusksleep so they didn't
have to use the mattress dragged from the balloon again. They
would have to stop for duskmeal between loads, or between
loading and unloading depending on the size of hall-truck
they could rent.
She flipped thru the magazines in this waiting room and
chatted with a woman who was in the sexy lingerie business.
She pretended to try to talk TongSu into trying out as a
model. TongSu knew what that business was about, it was
nothing more than a professional tease. The girls model the
attire and allow the clients to undress them as a means of
selling the merchandise. The girls were extremely sexy and
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this woman was trying to flatter TongSu by inviting her to try
out. She was being a little too explicit for what she would like
to hear from another woman, though thinking of a male
undressing her in that way did make her nipples respond,
which drew comments from that woman. Those comments
made them go back down again.
She was dragged out of that prattle by the sound of
Dorrick's voice only one or two partitions away. "Listen, we
are getting to the bottom of this," Dorrick said. "Now we can
do it quietly and privately today, or we can do it after a long
and colorful interstellar expose with starships hanging above
the city and storm troopers in the streets. How do you think
the council wants to resolve this?"
That was all she heard, voices were lowered again but the
official must have been willing to deal after that because they
remained in there for a few more minutes, enough to get
bored with the lingerie saleswoman again.
"I think we're going to need your girl," Dorrick said as he
came back to the waiting room a few minutes later. By now
Honshu was openly recording everything that went on. No
one followed them out of the partitions but they left a babble
of voices behind.
"Is what you said true?" TongSu asked, getting up and
hoisting the strong box once again, hopefully for the last time
today.
"No, but for purely technical reasons," Dorrick answered,
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"and my guess was right, the local office of the Bordzvek
Merchants Council is a bit short of experts in wormhole
technology who are familiar with those technical reasons."
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23. Boarding Party
As he walked into the Merchants Council office, Dorrick
finally understood what was bothering him. It was the
nervousness of everyone they talked to and the attention their
presence caused. There were too many faces peering around
the partitions. There were people listening right behind the
screens, he could hear them. He heard the words 'Centorin
video' in the background. People back there asked 'what's
going on?' and were shushed.
They were more the center of attention than the case they
were working on. Dorrick could walk the common streets
without attracting one tenth of this attention. They were
known to the council, to average employees in the council's
street offices.
Dorrick tried to discuss the allegations of being lead away
blindfolded. "How does the Instinct allow that?"
"Holima would have allowed it of course. For security
reasons the general public cannot be allowed to know the
identity and whereabouts of the Supreme Commissioners.
Holima certainly understands that and would allow the
blindfold to be applied and an indirect route to be taken."
"He could simply carry a positioner," Dorrick said.
"His escort would be careful, and Holima is known to this
office. He is a Participating Member," the lowest rank, "in
good standing. I would think he was called in for more of an
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advisory than abjuratory discussion."
Dorrick took a big leap on a hunch here and asked, "Was
he called in because of us?"
The "Whwww's," from behind the partitions were a plain
enough answer for him.
"I see," Dorrick said before this flunky could formulate a
sufficiently erudite reply. "So Holima's problem is not so
much cheating his ex-employee, now our employee, out of a
property she thought she'd earned in the last century. No, his
problem is that his actions attracted us." There was
suppressed laughter from behind the partitions. "So my guess
is he was taken to see your boss's, boss's boss, more or less?"
"Holima's whereabouts are unknown."
"Listen, we are getting to the bottom of this," Dorrick
said, leaning into him, speaking lower and louder. "Now we
can do it quietly and privately today, or we can do it after a
long and colorful interstellar expose with starships hanging
above the city and storm troopers in the streets. How do you
think the council wants to resolve this?"
The official kept his voice low. "I hardly think the
Centorin government..."
"All I have to do is send a few minutes worth of video and
the Centorin government is going to know it made a big
mistake locating the stargate over in the Yakhan, and will be
very interested in relocating it here. There would be a lot of
interest in finding a lost Centorin basin over here. The
Centorin government would be very interested in talking with
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this Merchant's Council."
"I assure you the distances involved..."
"They could move the stargate here with a shuttlecraft in a
few hours," he explained, hoping the fact that the nearest
shuttlecraft was ninety four Earth years away was unknown
to him. "We could fly it here in TongSu's balloon in ten
years." He was making this all up, but at each new revelation
the guy's head drew back a little farther and it had nearly
retracted into his shoulders already. "Or we could just let
Holima off if he gives Dalico her house back and we'll forget
we ever came here."
He saw Honshu roll her eyes but she kept her mouth shut.
Yeah she had posted lots of porn segments and was getting a
few coppers from them, but it was all building up in Centorin
accounts, he knew the bulk importation of metals would be
regulated and it had been too long already. An exchange rate
based on unskilled labor was being worked out, when it was,
she might get a copper a year out of it. He didn't worry about
that being publicity for Bordzvek. A few dozen sex interludes
on a torchlit plaza doesn't say a thing about the city, in fact it
was probably the most un-Bordzvek scene to be found in the
city.
"So where would he be taken?"
"I would not be informed, but of course the councilor he
reports thru is obviously the most likely path he would be
taken on."
"So who would that be?" Dorrick asked.
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"Consumer marketing reports lead to the Honorable
Toobandi," he said. This man had still not risen from his
stool, only turned toward him since Dorrick sat down.
"Where would he be?" Dorrick asked.
"Atop Toobandi tower would be my first guess," he said
dryly. The laughter behind the partitions broke containment
on both sides and Dorrick started to blush. "Get back to
work," the flunky yelled. He had never noticed Honshu's
camera til now and that was because she had brought it to her
face and was focusing on him. "And what do you want to
make me lose my job for?" he asked Honshu. "I'll be called
up right beside Holima. I'll have to go live in the forest and
fight with the nyobbas over the garden pests."
"Is that what they're going to do to Holima?" Dorrick
asked, "Can they do that?"
"The worst they can do is publish your picture and thumb
print and call you a sneak thief. But they can publish it basinwide."
"Why are they so afraid of us?"
"Publicity," he said, like Dorrick was dense as granite.
"Your council doesn't want the outside world to know
about this city?"
"This whole basin, I would think," still looking like he
thought Dorrick was stating the obvious.
"Why?"
He clammed up at that, "I don't set policy, I only assist in
carrying it out."
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"Yes, the Centorin government would be very interested
in this city. Our government flunkies and you would
understand each other very well."
The bureaucrat had given him what he really needed, the
name of the councilor Holima had likely been taken to.
Looking the name up on the local system lead straight to one
of the biggest businesses, Toobandi Transport. He owned the
upper layer of the harbor tube system and three long lines. He
owned a fleet of passenger balloons flying regular schedules
all over the city. He owned thirty one ships plying the Great
Bordz, nine of them among the most stylish passenger liners
afloat. He owned three of the city's floater terminals including
the one above Dalico's place.
His brands appealed openly to the lavish spenders in
society, those who wanted distinction and refinement. His
coach lines discussed the breeding of their kedas, as did his
priority mail carriers. It was an extensive presence 'on the
Eye' as the natives say. From it he was able to find the
company headquarters. It was up a broad avenue that lead
from the last dock with a statue. His tower was at the head of
the square where that avenue ended. They could almost fly up
that avenue, only a few bridges crossed it more than twenty
stories up.
As they circled the building, he could tell where the head
office would be. It was far above the other commercial space,
a cathedral-like structure lifting far into rarified residential
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levels. Only one grand palace of residential space was above
it. That was at least thirteen floors by itself. But below that
was a level that had to be the main office. The highest
business in the Toobandi nerve center.
As he was wondering how he would get in there, TongSu
came forward from the cargo net. She was dragging his old
technician's whites and the toy blaster they had used back in
Borlunth. "I've got a plan," she said, "that'll get us into any
meeting going on."
"First of all," he said, "I can't believe you kept this. It was
Jason's." He pointed at the toy blaster.
"He went back to Centorin over forty years ago," TongSu
told him, "He ain't going to be back for it."
"I know that, he can draw a real one from stores on his
next mission. You do know this one's fake don't you?"
"But it does make the light and sound, I'm sure it'll soil
the shorts of anyone you point it at. You have to admit, it
looks pretty real."
"It does not!" he told her, "It isn't even metal, much less
the etched titanium that real ones are made of."
"They won't know that, they've never seen a blaster
except in a movie. Trust me, I was scared of this."
"There's the Instinct here," he said.
"They don't know it works on Centorins."
"They don't know I'm Centorin."
"You've got a blaster," she said, like that was confirmed
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laboratory evidence of Centorin origin.
"Come on, I've got a toy blaster from Borlunth, let's not
kid ourselves, if the toy industry in Borlunth made this one,
they toy ones made here will put this one to shame. From
what I've seen of this city I would barely bat an eye if I saw
one made here that actually works, and if they do, the guys
working security in that office will have them."
"You've got a point there, but it's a long shot. I never saw
a better toy one in the Hub."
Actually the technology is pretty much the same
everywhere on this planet, the people's ability to afford it
varies widely. Maybe this was a good fake. It looked like a
knock-off of an early McAllister, maybe a 770, no scope. It
was detailed enough to suspect that the designers working at
that Borlunthian toy company had studied many frames from
several crime dramas from old Navorkensville. A few of them
would have made it via the airwaves in the five hundred Earth
years of radio contact. "So what do you want me to do?"
"Put on this military uniform..."
"That's a technician's work suit..."
"They don't know that, it's obviously Centorin. This'll
work, we'll get right in. Now put this on and let me tell you
the rest of it." He also saw she had one of Jason's old VR
gaming helmets that broke while they stayed in Borlunth.
He was sure this wasn't going to work, but worse than that
was the hanging from the nose rope part. The altimeter said
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they were about seventy stories up. Now granted, it wasn't
straight down to the foundation, there were the points of
hundreds of spires reaching up toward his tender flesh only
two or three hundred feet below.
"I think the meeting is going on in that room with the
sheer's down. It has the look of a throne room."
"It's only two floors down if you swing for it," TongSu
said.
"You can land me on that balcony right below it," Dorrick
replied.
"There's someone watching there," TongSu saw.
"One sleepy guy with a magazine. He's probably out on
break anyway. If I try to swing in up there he's going to see
me anyway."
"You just don't want to swing down on that rope," Honshu
pouted.
"We've used that scene too many times," he said. "The
public is tired of it. If you have to have it, we'll do a reenactment twelve feet over warm water sometime and you
can edit it in. I'm not going to go thru the risk from this height
if I don't need to. Besides, I don't want you taking the risk to
follow me, especially now that you've scraped."
"You know that rope isn't as fearful as what I have to see
through."
"But it's much more fearful than what I'm seeing."
TongSu maneuvered close to the building, the guy sitting
out there didn't look up until the net was over the roof and
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Dorrick was ready to jump down. When he did look up, he
dropped the magazine and screamed, jumped up, and ran
inside, "Aaaaa, It's an Imperial storm trooper with a blaster,
run for..." was all he could hear, the guy was down the hall
and down the stairs. This would not be a stealthy arrival, but
that wasn't part of TongSu's plan anyway. TongSu handed
Honshu down and Dorrick took off running.
They got to the top of the first flight of stairs and found a
woman standing on the landing. "Yo, Gillmeck, sure as shit
there he is, an Imperial storm trooper on a mission." Then she
looked at him. "Nice costume, trooper, what's your mission?"
"Rescue mission," he said, and came up the last stairs.
"Does that work?" she pointed at him.
"Actually no," he said and flipped Jason's stupid old
gamer's helmet and visor, still jammed in the upright position,
off onto the floor next to her. It was damned uncomfortable
anyway. Honshu had caught up with them.
"I meant that," she pointed at the blaster.
"Show her," Honshu said breathlessly and leaned out with
the camera.
"No Honshu," Dorrick said in his most soothing voice.
"This is a peaceful planet where people have the Instinct, not
like where I come from. I don't want our show to turn into a
'shoot-em-up' like the shows from Centorin."
"I'm just trying to sell the footage," Honshu pouted.
Meanwhile someone was yelling down the hall. "No,
never mind," the girl they met yelled back, "there's a girl with
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a camera here now, they're just filming something, probably
a..." he couldn't hear any more of it because he had charged
up the next flight, seemingly in one leap. He felt sorry for
Honshu, he wished she hadn't scraped yet. That often makes
her take senseless risks.
Actually he wondered how anyone could actually stop
them if they can't use violence and they were determined to
break in. He came up into what would have been the main
hall of a cathedral. The ceiling was close to a hundred feet
above in a pointed arch, the room was sixty feet wide and
three hundred feet long. There was a center aisle with a sea of
desks on each side, a few pens divided off with portable
panels along the aisle. The scratching of hundreds of pens and
the susurrous of dozens of conversations echoed from the
ceilings. All went silent as they entered. Lanterns hung from
the ceiling, dark now when there was still hours of
Afternoonday left, no doubt phosphor-driven during
Nightday.
At the far end of the room were the doors to the
Councilor's private office. There were some low partitions
beside them and the men siting there were uniformed. This
was so much like the setup in the front office of any great
House on Centorin. Yes, the Centorin government would very
much like to make contact with this society. A real case of
parallel evolution.
The two of them attracted a crowd as they strode that
aisle. As they approached the door they heard chairs fall over
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and pens fall. Three men came out to stand in front of the
great door as they approached. These doors were at least
sixteen feet high and eight feet wide. There was another ten
feet of transom above them, all in pictureglass set into finely
detailed crystal.
"We cannot permit entry," the one in the middle said. He
was almost as wide as the door.
Honshu was darting around getting several angles of the
scene.
"Is Holima being held in there?" Dorrick asked.
"That is a private office," the wide man said, "who and
what is in there is private."
"I have reason to believe Holima is being held in there,
and we're the reason he's in trouble. I think the man he's
talking to should go to the source."
Not one of them betrayed one tic about Holima, or they
being the cause. If they were carrying a blade, he would think
he was dealing with a tariff gang on the Nevorkensville
waterfront. "That is a private office," the one in the middle
said.
Dorrick sighed, stepped around him and took a step
forward. The man had moved laterally, Dorrick bumped into
his chest. A sixteen inch in diameter tree gives about as much.
He could see what this was. The Instinct allows a block, these
men were very good at it. The Instinct would not allow him to
use painful force on them. He stepped back.
He brought the nearly weightless plastic toy to his
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shoulder while muttering, "It's a shame I have to do this to a
fine old door like that." The thing has a safety switch that lit
the 'armed' light and emitted a tinny imitation of the charging
whoop of an early 37th century battacitor model, he flipped it.
Honshu zoomed in on the top of the door. He didn't suspect
that this guy knew that by the time McAllister entered the
arms trade, battacitors were in the hands of antique collectors.
"No," he shouted.
"I'd much prefer you opened the door politely," Dorrick
said.
He said nothing, but after a few twiches, went to the huge
door and swung the latch, then pushed it open. Dorrick turned
the safety back on, the 'armed' light went out and the tiny
speaker emitted a bleed-down howl that would have sent any
solider from the unification wars running to the depot for
repairs.
The seated silver-hair at the ridiculously oversized desk
turned around at the sound of the toy blaster. A big but plump
guy standing at the center of four large men drew in his
breath and said, "Toobandi, I should have guessed."
"What is the meaning of this?" the white-hair said. His
voice was amplified. In spite of the longer hair and a slightly
thinner frame, Dorrick was confident he was the guy who's
statue was on the dock at the end of the avenue leading to this
building.
"I believe this meeting concerns us," Dorrick said and
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continued walking toward them. His utility worker's boots
echoed in the huge silent room. The guys around the guy in
the middle turned toward him. Dorrick had lowered the toy
blaster but they all looked worried. He figured the guy in the
middle must be Holima. He noticed there were no seats for
the people meeting with the guy behind this desk. The guys
with him formed a line meant to block his path. The ones who
had stood outside the door and attempted to block him had
entered also.
"He would have destroyed your portal sir," one of them
said.
"Would he?" The white hair said.
"You must be Toobandi?" Dorrick asked.
"The Honorable Toobandi," said one of the guys that
followed him into the room.
"The Honorable Toobandi," Dorrick said. The guy was
probably the equivalent of a senator or something, he
certainly seemed to think so.
"Thank you Biscona," he said to the one who corrected
Dorrick on his title, "You may go."
"And you are Holima?" Dorrick asked.
"Put that camera down!" Toobandi thundered.
"Go on, Honshu, lower the damn thing, I think the playacting's over, it's time to have a civilized conversation and
find out what's going on here."
"You and your camera have made a mess of my life,"
Holima shouted, "That's what's going on here."
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Toobandi was standing behind his desk. The floor was a
good two feet higher behind it, it seemed like it was normal
height from the back. He had his hands on his hips and was
glowering. "Hand over the camera or we will push you from
the room and terminate commercial contact with you in this
basin. I am serious, you may not have enough food with you
to make it out of here, you will have to leave someone aboard
that floater to keep it from catching fire. Now if we are going
to converse, as you say, you will also hand over that blaster,
grip first. Place it up here on this desk." When Dorrick didn't
jump fast enough, he said to one of the men who had been
around Holima, "Koenuk, call the entire wall..." Dorrick had
the blaster on the desk by then. "And the camera," he pointed
to Honshu. He picked that up first, saw that it was of Centorin
manufacture and looked for the power button, most
Kassidorians know at least a few of the basic Centorin icons.
After all, most of them do have television somewhere in their
village now.
Next Toobandi drew the blaster in by the butt. He was
surprised at the weight. He picked it up and looked at it,
curiously. He flicked the safety on and off and the smile
slowly grew as the tinny little speaker made its toy noises.
Before he could say anything he almost doubled over with
laughter. He was slapping his thigh and hanging on the back
of his chair. "It's a movie prop," he bellowed.
"Well; we are a vid crew," Honshu pointed out.
"Yeah," Dorrick said, "what's the big deal about that
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anyway, is this basin supposed to be secret or something?"
"We are the last remaining basin of the Dempalan age."
"And?" Dorrick asked.
"The population is high enough already," Holima said,
"That's why I'm here. Publicity will bring immigrants."
"Ah," Dorrick said. "Thus a film crew is not welcome."
Toobandi didn't actually answer. Instead he said, "Do you
know the area and population of this basin?" he asked.
Dorrick pulled his pocket eye and looked it up. Toobandi
was startled, must not have understood that the wavelength of
the eyes was ten times that of red and saw thru those curtains
as well as if they were open. "Not counting the east, there are
2.267 million square miles, 1.445 billion people, not quite as
densely populated as the Borlunth basin."
"We have the maximum population density that can be
sustained with the current lifestyle."
"You'd be surprised what a fusion generator would do to
free up cropland that used to grow fuel. You could make
elevators free, think what that would do to free up space in
your cities."
"We would all have towers like Yondure's," one of the
guys who had surrounded Holima said.
"Another thing to think about, there are seven hundred
thousand square miles of habitable land to the east of Hell,
and another half a million in the Traguzars. You should look
to Centorin for solutions to this problem, not causes."
"We have a long standing policy of avoiding publicity,"
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Toobandi said. "Having you and your crew here violates
something we have striven for since we founded this city."
"Why?" he asked, "You surely don't think Centorins are
going to move here in droves? They would if the stargate was
here, but when they get to the Yakhan and find that Bordzvek
is an Earth year away, they'll catch a few tourist traps and a
show over there, tell themselves they've seen Kassidor, and
head home. If they move here in droves, and I know some
will, they'll settle in the Yakhan or just outside. And most of
those that 'immigrate' here will go home when their first
serious relationship breaks up."
"We are worried about the ten billion inhabitants of the
neighboring basins."
"We haven't sold a single frame of film in any of those
basins but the Trenst, and every frame of video we sold in the
Trenst basin was shot in the Trenst basin at least ten years
before we got a look at the Bordzvek basin."
"Your videos go only to Centorin?" Toobandi asked.
"Pretty much," Dorrick said. "It's not that we don't want to
sell them anywhere else, it's just that there hasn't been much
interest."
"Are you willing to refrain from selling your video in the
neighboring basins?" Toobandi asked.
"Sure; but really, you could hire a Centorin company over
the net to design you a fusion reactor with an optical output.
It doesn't have to be that big any more, not like they were in
those movies from the early radio era. With the exchange rate
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the way they're working it out, it really won't be that
expensive. You'll have to handle the fabrication here, but it
wouldn't take any more coils than a dozen more miles of
tube."
"That is intriguing, but we will do our best to limit
immigration until well after your claim has been put into
practice."
"We won't sell video in the neighboring basins," Dorrick
said. "You and your organization may terminate trade with us
if we violate that oath."
"I will need that in writing," Toobandi said.
"Where's the pen, I'll write it down," Dorrick said.
"We have standard forms for that. I may return this
camera once it is signed. Return here next week at this time
but please refrain from making such a flamboyant entrance.
Now, do you have any other business with this council?"
"Dalico's house. What we wanted to see Holima about in
the first place."
"His deed is obsolete," Toobandi said, "he knows that..."
"I had forgotten about that," Holima said, "I should have
had it transferred ages ago, she had more than earned that
home."
"It was up for sale. The important thing is that Dalico
keeps her home. It means a lot to her. I will buy it for her if I
have to."
"I was first informed of what was happening in this very
room, only a few minutes before you arrived," Holima said.
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"Of course she keeps her home. I'm very sorry for what's
happened to Dalico. I really regret that I treated her so
insensitively."
"And Talsto ain't no savior either," Honshu added.
Holima reacted, "It is unfortunate that I let my personal
life influence my business judgment."
"Most unfortunate," Toobandi said. "If these people do
sign a media agreement, and live up to it, you may be
permitted to keep your membership, provided this matter is
disposed of quietly."
"I'll see Dalico as soon as I can," Holima said, "and
explain the whole thing to her."
"She's right outside," Dorrick said, "in the floater."
Toobandi went to the huge front windows and snapped
open the sheers and there, taking up most of the view, was the
bulk of TongSu's Balloon, all brown and spattered on the
bottom with the kayak and a few gutted instrument frames
hanging in the nets under it. In the same instant he saw
TongSu hanging from the front of the front net, not quite fifty
feet from his glass, twirling a big grappling hook. "You
cursed savages," he said, "what does she think she's doing?"
"She probably just wants to keep from drifting away
while waiting for me."
Toobandi turned to one of his assistants, "Go find a media
agreement for me will you?" He tuned back to Dorrick and
Holima. "Let's get this over with now so we don't have to
waste any more time with it. This has been enough disruption
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that we won't get anything more done today anyway. Go with
Jumoat," he said, "get your people to the landing deck and
bring them down here. Jumoat, take him up there."
One of the guys that had been outside the door motioned
Dorrick to follow him. Honshu started to come with them but
Toobandi stopped her. "Stay, just so they don't run off."
"We're not leaving without our camera," she said.
The guy was walking with a purpose. As Dorrick left he
heard Toobandi starting to mutter about stargates and the
meddling old fools at the Kassikan.
"How did Dyiondeen put you up to it?" Dalico asked as
soon as she entered the room with Holima.
"Dalico, I'm sorry, I didn't know about it."
"Did she lift your signature also?"
"Yes," he said, "but it wasn't Dyiondeen, it was
Karolyihn."
"Then why is Dyiondeen gone?"
"They turned her out I would guess. Please Dalico, we
were both cheated. Please listen to me, that home is yours, it
has always been yours. I regret that we never thought to have
that deed amended, but I would have never done this to you. I
really regret I was so insensitive to you. I was hurt by Telodil,
I should have known how you were hurt also."
"I died," Dalico said, matter of factly. "I've been a dead
woman walking since then."
"I'm sorry," he said, and reached out his arms to her. She
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looked like she would spit on him at first, but stepped toward
him. "I should have acknowledged him from the start,"
Holima continued.
She took another step, then was in his arms, bawling
loudly. Toobandi looked at them like he was disgusted by the
behavior of the livestock, but did not interrupt. She was still
clutching him and crying when the assistant sent for the
paperwork returned. Toobandi called Dorrick, Honshu and
TongSu to his desk. "Read this over, be sure you understand
it, and sign it. Pay particular attention to article five."
It was a membership in the Bordzvek Merchants Council
as a media company. It was a long sheet of paper, detailing
their rights and duties as a member of the council. By
Centorin standards it was remarkably direct and
understandable. They agreed to play fair and agreed that they
could be sanctioned if they did not. The only sanction was
that other members would withhold trade if they were found
guilty of violating any of the provisions. Article five stated
that any business arrangements beyond normal travel
expenses conducted with entities outside the basin must be
reviewed and approved by the council.
"What if we leave the basin?" TongSu asked.
"Any violations made while outside our jurisdiction may
be punishable when and if you return."
"There's nothing prohibited by this that we do anyway,"
Dorrick said. "There's nothing about personal lives, it's all
about keeping business transactions honest."
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"I don't have a problem with it," Honshu said, "as long as
I can sell my video."
"That is this document," Toobandi said and handed her the
two-pager. "Perhaps you should read that one first before
signing either."
This was entitled 'Guidelines for foreign media sales,' and
it was much longer and more complicated. Prohibited were
such things as depictions of middle class homes, the showing
of the tubeway lines, the air liners, home video screens, home
data terminals, in short anything that portrayed life here as
being more affluent than the 'norm' for the neighboring
basins.
"We need to make some amendments to this," Dorrick
said. "What we send to Centorin is not going to influence
people in the neighboring basins."
"Now that the stargate is open, Centorin media is
available world-wide."
"Our shows are not broadcast anywhere on this world
today. We don't have a running series any more."
"This agreement does not state that your video cannot be
sold, only that the council will review it. Over eighty percent
of the media were see, we approve."
"Because people know what you will approve."
"That is why we have paragraph one in the agreement.
What we are trying to accomplish by this review and how we
mean to accomplish it."
"But the very thing you are trying to accomplish is the
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only story we have to sell..." Dorrick said.
"I've been doing well here so far," Honshu said.
"You have already exported content from this basin?"
Toobandi asked.
"We had not yet seen this agreement, much less signed it,"
Dorrick pointed out.
"You no longer have lives in the balance on your
balloon," Toobandi pointed out. Now we know your bravado
is all bluff, he flipped the light, cheap plastic toy over the
counter where it bounced on the floor from his high desk
where the shock knocked the safety off and on so it started
the power-up then went immediately into that dying-capacitor
bleed-off thru the tinny little speaker. His only nod to
patriotism was that it was actually a product of Borlunthian
technology and not Centorin.
"We're still playing fair," Dorrick said.
"Ha, since when is disguising yourself as a Centorin
soldier from an old crime drama and bulling your way into a
private meeting playing fair? Playing fair would have been
making an appointment to see me with my receptionist on the
twenty fourth floor. You needn't have done even that. These
forms are available at her desk and she would be happy to
help you fill them out. You could have submitted the
recordings with this form, he pointed to the video agreement.
But no, you scared the poor man with some bull about
starships in the sky and storm troopers. He should have
known Centorin can't get Almon's Crossing turned around for
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maybe ten decades and couldn't get another starship here
from Centorin for the best part of a century."
"But that wouldn't have helped Holima," TongSu said.
"Or Dalico," Dorrick added.
They were still wrapped around each other and talking
quietly.
"I think they will be fine," Toobandi said, "It's too bad
they had to get involved in this. We approve what goes out."
"Will we be searched when we leave this basin?" TongSu
asked.
"In your case we might want to, but it isn't practical. We
are trying to protect ourselves and our way of life. You have
the power to hurt us badly, we have the power to hurt you. By
the Instinct, we cannot use painful force on your person, but
we can greatly influence your economy, including the bank
where your aluminum is on deposit," he said to Dorrick. "We
don't want to do it that way. We want you to understand and
agree to these simple contracts for the good of our basin."
"Are there no commercial ventures outside the merchants
organization here? In Trenst or Borlunth only the largest
businesses were in the association. I don't think there is one in
the Traguzars."
"Most purveyors of perishables are not members, nor are
many country builders and animal doctors. Most film crews
are members, there are a few small 'underground' video takers
but they are not carried by member markets so they have to
smuggle their films abroad.
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"You however, seem to have a difficult time with
scurrying around out of sight. First you come in like
monkeymen on what looked more like a wrecked spaceship
than a civilized airship. You make an on-camera rescue of a
girl on a suicide mission, and then draft her into your tribe.
Next you lead parades in the wildest excesses of Exhibitionist
Square and follow it up with an uninvited costume-party in
serious office space."
"Yeah," Dorrick said, "We were a bit over the top, I get
that way when she scrapes early." he pointed at Honshu, who
pouted. "But sorry, we just wanted to save Holima from
fallout because of us."
"And protect Dalico's house," Honshu added.
"I think her house will be fine," Toobandi said, looking
over at them. They turned and saw that Holma and Dalico had
stopped talking. Their lips were locked and they were
caressing each others asses. "So just sign those agreements
and submit any video you wish to sell outside his basin, and
that includes Centorin, though it will be considered under
'distant' rules."
"Write that in there."
"It's on page three, paragraph seven, distance
considerations."
Dorrick dutifully looked. There are three zones, the
considerations for each, blah blah blah. Zone three, 'distant,'
more than two years journey by standard transportation. A
whole list of basins, many of them Dorrick had never heard of
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like Kshownd, Tthmuurng, Kln, and Ydlontrostl. The Yakhan
was listed as one of them, along with any and all territories
beyond the stargate.
"I think we deserve a fourth category," Dorrick said.
"There was, back when you were two decades away by
suntower."
Holima and Dalico announced that they were going down
to Tendron Properties and get this cleared up. They thanked
Dorrick, TongSu and Honshu for their help and were
sympathetic to their problem but thought they should sign the
agreement. "I think everything you sent so far would have
gone out except the original fly in," Dalico said as they left
the room.
"What was that?" Toobandi asked.
"It's only gone to Centorin," Dorrick said, "no one on this
planet picked it up." In truth they hadn't tried to sell it in
neighboring basins because at that time they didn't think there
would be interest because they had seen it hundreds of times
already.
"We will still need to see it," he said, "You filmed while
flying into the city?" in a tone of voice he would have
expected if they had been releasing deadly spores the whole
way.
"I think it will probably violate the large scale city scape
guideline and the tubeway guideline," Dorrick said. "But look
at it this way, five hundred million viewers on five planets
have seen your statue."
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24. A Woman on the Road
In the basin of Bordzvek fine carriages ride smoothly on
the clean pebble pavements, tubes streak faster than that,
silently, above. But when one has just enough for food and
water the long miles can get tiring. The wealthiest in the tubes
are the least intrusive. They leave no noise or dust on her. The
carriages, though their wheels are paddled, rumble and cause
the pebbles to clatter. Only a little dust is kicked up, but after
weeks on this road, her only street robes were dusty and
stained.
In spite of the Afternoonday heat, her dress was modest, a
tank and two sheers in light earthtones. Her lank blonde hair
was full of dust, it hadn't been washed since she was driven
from the only home she'd ever known. This Afternoonday, at
brunch, she had her last meal, and with only a penny left it
was dry cake and a thin layer of garden mix across it. She had
thanked the owner for his kindness, it was priced at two.
She'd walked all the way thru a city soon after, then mile
after mile of farm roads since. It was prosperous country and
she was noticed for her plainness. At this point she didn't care
what happened when she got there, she just wanted to get
there. She should have made it in two weeks, fifty miles by
the light of a week is considered good time, it was not much
more than a hundred out to here.
But she should have been in better shape, there were
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detours and stops. A slow lock bridge on a small canal that
she could have almost jumped, getting started later than she
meant to in day and not being quite sure of the location of the
farm she sought slowed her progress. Her only goal was the
farm the floater woman had bought, that was all she could
find of their whereabouts with a much needed third of an iron
in an eyeroom. This was the third week. Her shoulders were
raw from the pack. The map wasn't quite what it seemed, she
had to wade a stream to a little bench. The house was up the
garden path after that. No one noticed her til she reached the
end of the house, she walked down a garden path on a
beautiful farm that passed a row of small courts set into the
side of the hill. She looked in them as she passed and there
she was!
"Dalico," she called, running toward her, "Karolyihn's
trying to take your house. She's using Holima's ownership
clause. You never told me about that." Thru this Dalico turned
in surprise and looked and was stunned. "I don't think
Holima's in on it," Dyiondeen continued. "Karolyihn and
Talsto threw me out, they showed me paperwork and a guy
from the title company was with them. I had to walk all the
way here, they wouldn't let me take anything outside my
cubby so my back pouch is still in the..."
She heard a man's voice in there. Holima appeared and
opened the door. She almost dropped dead away right then
and there. She reached out for the weathered stone wall and
swayed. "Dyiondeen, we wondered what happened to you..."
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he said.
"Karolyihn and a guy from the title company threw me
out." She was a little out of breath but got that out.
"What are you doing here?" Dalico asked her.
"Trying to warn you, trying to find a way to help."
"You walked all the way here?"
Dyiondeen held up her battered feet. The sandals had
worn a bloody blister in her heel.
"Dyiondeen, why?" Dalico asked.
"I have nowhere else to go," she said, "I have only casual
friends other than you. I was a child when I came to you, you
were there for me while I became an adult. You brought me
thru my first tragic loves. You talk about your pain in losing a
child but what about my pain in losing a mother?"
Thru all this Holima stood speechless.
"Dyiondeen, even if you were my child, I wouldn't be
your mother any more. After all this time, we might not
remember who was mother and who was child. You don't
need a mother any more."
"No one has been as close."
"Oh, here, come on in and take that pack off. Lie there
and get off those feet."
Dyiondeen let Dalio lead her to her bed. It was as lavish
as the ones back in the city. It reminded her of when she used
to use the guest room often, before Dalico began to get
paranoid about losing her house. The fact that Holima was
here made her head spin. "I came to warn you about your
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house."
"Thank you Dyiondeen," she said. She was back with a
warm cloth.
It felt like a solar water heater was in use here. "I should
be washing your feet," Dyiondeen said.
"I didn't walk here, we flew there and back."
"The misunderstanding has been taken care of," Holima
said. "It was done without my knowledge. Karolyihn and
Talsto have paid for that treachery with their careers."
"What are you going to do now?" Dyiondeen asked him.
"We have a new agreement," he said and squeezed
Dalico's shoulder. "She does the math, I do the forecast. We
both think she can handle that and be happy doing so."
"Are you sure Dalico?" she asked.
"Yes, I'd be underutilized here, I saw that by Morningday.
I'd spend most of my time here in the fields if TongSu had her
way."
"So are we going home?" she asked, brightening.
"Yes, I'm actually surprised you caught me actually, I'm
just here picking up my things."
"Now?" she asked. The thought of immediately starting
another long journey was daunting, but the improvement in
Dalico's demeanor was stunning. She would walk back
barefoot if she had to, to keep her dearest friend happy.
"After Duskmeal. TongSu can fly in early darkness. She's
just taking us down to the tube in Falsain so it's an hour and
back for her."
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"After Duskmeal," Dyiondeen said. "I used my last penny
getting here. I can't afford the tube."
"We've got it, don't worry about it," Holima said.
Her head spun. In the time she toiled to reach Dalico and
warn her, she had been to the city and back and solved the
problem, got in trouble with the Council and out of it. She
had gone to the farm, and then decided to go back to work for
Holima after he took a coach from Falsain to see her. Now
she was just packing up her things. So much had happened
while she trudged those lonely miles.
She got to take a nice hot shower in the bathing court, and
felt much better and more like her self for it. A really husky
guy from the farm came and joined her and appreciated her.
That made her feel a lot better, even though she was shy of
doing him right there. But then the camera girl with the
Centorin airship tribe came out and they went after each other
and had Dyiondeen watch them while she dried.
Over darkmeal everyone was sorry to see Dalico go and
glad to see she patched things up with Holima. Dyiondeen
was glad Dalico finally believed she was not out to take her
house from her. She felt like she had also patched up her
relationship with Dalico. It didn't seem right that everything
could change so quickly, quick changes like this had a way of
unraveling just as quickly and she was still tense about that.
One thing for sure, around Dalico things were never boring.
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The sky was still purple when they took to it. This was her
first time above the ground. She thought she would be more
afraid, maybe it was easier because the ground was dimly
perceived in the gloaming. She was thrilled at how far she
could see. They were in the air only a couple minutes before
she saw the towers of Falsain sparkling pink in the last light.
She talked with TongSu, they were in the forward net,
Dalico and Holima were in the rear. This was Holima's first
flight in the open air with privacy, and he wanted to make the
best of it. She envied Dalico in a way, it was a beautiful and
thrilling way to make love.
"Do you ever have sex up here?" she asked TongSu.
"More often than not," TongSu answered, "If there's males
aboard."
"How is it?"
"It depends more on the guy than the airship. Once you
trust the net as the only thing between you and a mile of air,
it's no more thrilling than a hammock strung up the same
way."
"Ah," Dyiondeen said.
"You've got a few boyfriends back there. You could have
pulled off what Dalico feared." TongSu looked at her as he
said it.
Dyiondeen was totally transparent when she said, "Of
course I could, I know that. But I never, ever would. I am the
crazy one here because I worship Dalico like a goddess."
"You know, I believe that," TongSu said to her. Dyiondeen
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knew this woman was wiser than her tribal background
suggested. "Most of all," TongSu continued, "I hope you two
get along. And if you need to get away, it looks like I have a
spare room or two in the owners suite on that farm."
"Thank you," Dyiondeen answered, though it would have
to be a matter of life and death for her to make this trek again.
It was her first time on a long distance tube. This time she
shared the capsule with Dalico. She had been in a tube only a
few dozen times before, almost all of them in Dalico's
company.
"I really appreciate this Dalico," she said, "I couldn't have
faced walking back, at least not until Morningday."
"You should never have walked out here. If you stayed in
the neighborhood we'd have found you last Noonsleep."
"I know how much your home means to you," Dyiondeen
said. "You sacrificed your health for it, and your sanity."
"For a time it was all I had," she said. "I'm sorry I
sacrificed our friendship over it."
"You'll never lose my friendship Dalico," she said. In the
confines of the tube car she went over to hold her. She was
afraid of being rebuffed, even now, but Dalico welcomed her
and pulled her down on top of her. Her body aroused her, but
it had been too long since they'd played those games so they
were both embarrassed and she got up.
"I'll treasure your friendship from now on," Dyiondeen
responded. "Thank you for coming home."
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Dalico smiled knowingly.
In almost no time the tube brought them home and the
three of them stood at the door. Three weeks of toil to get to
the farm, not even two hours to get back. Dalico fished in her
wrist bag for the key, but instead of opening the door, she
took Dyiondeen's hand and pressed the key into her palm.
That smile was on her lips again.
"You want me to open it?" she was puzzled.
"Yes," Dalico said, "you see, I won't be staying here."
"What?" Dyiondeen almost shouted.
"I'll be staying upstairs," she and Holima embraced again.
"We aren't going to pretend this time, we can't pretend that
our relationship is casual. We know that now."
"Dalico?" she was impaled by this revelation. "What will
I do?"
"Take the main bedroom, rent out the other if you have
to."
"But your home?" Dyiondeen was mystified.
"Your home," Dalico said, and walked up the steps on
Holima's arm.

